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2ABSTRACT
This thesis presents an analysis of the phonology 
and the grammar of the Guajajara language, each in turn 
being described within a hierarchical framework.
Following a general introduction t« the Guajajara 
people and language, (Chapter One), and an account of 
the transcription employed, (Chapter Two), a theoretical 
introduction to the analytical framework of the study and 
a summary of the hierarchies, are found in Chapter Three.
Chapters Four to Seven describe the phonological 
hierarchy, starting with the largest unit, the Span, 
(Chapter Four) and working down through successively 
smaller units, the Foot (Chapter Five) and the Syllable 
(Chapter Six) to the smallest ones, Consonants and Vowels.
Chapters Eight to Fourteen describe the grammatical 
hierarchy. The Sentence, and specially the favourite 
sentence, is dealt with in Chapter Eight, verbal and 
Nominal Units in Chapters Nine and Ten respectively, 
other units of phrase rank in Chapter Eleven, and 
Particles in Chapter Twelve. Chapter Thirteen describes 
non-favourite sentences, and Chapter Fourteen, constructions 
larger than the sentence.
Theoretical conclusions are drawn in Chapter 
Fifteen, and a parsed text presented in Chapter Sixteen.
The thesis ends with a bibliography, both of 
general linguistic works, and of works relating to 
the Guajajara people and language, and with an index 
and a key to the abbreviations used.
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CHAPTER 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The Guajajara language is spoken by a group of 
South American Indians in the State of Maranhao, in 
North Eastern Brazil. These people live in some 
forty small villages and in many isolated family 
groups, mostly along the banks of the rivers 
Pindare, Grajau and Mearim, and their tributaries, 
in the western x>art of the State of Maranhao.
According to roaigh calculations made during a survey 
trip in October, 1962, the speakers number about 
four thousand persons. Probably more than half of 
these have a fair command of 'trade Portuguese', but 
Guajajara is the language of the home for all but a 
few •
The name Guajajara is applied to both the 
people and their language. The Indians’name for 
themselves is Tenetehara, and this name has also been 
applied to them in some of the literature, A small 
group of Indians living to the north in the State 
of Para, and known as the Tembe, use tie same language, 
according to Wagley and Galvao in their description of 
Tenetehara culture. (This and other literature in 
which the Guajajara are mentioned is listed in the 
bibliography at the end of this tnesis.) The language 
is a member of the Tup!-Guarani family.
The Guajajara people have frequently been 
visited by anthropologists and others who have 
provided a number of descriptions of various aspects
of their culture, and recorded lists of words.
These are too numerous to mrrant individual mention, 
but they are listed, together with notes concerning 
their contents in a few cases,in the bibliography at 
the end of this thesis. Special attention may be 
drawn to two of these.
In 'The Tenetehara Indians of Brazil', Wagley 
and Galvao have provided a comprehensive study of 
the Guajajara culture in the mid 1940s which is 
of excellent quality. Those desiring further 
information about the culture of this bribe in 
recent years are referred to this publication 
with confidence.
The word list of Roberts and Symes is also a 
most useful collection, though not without some 
uncertainties of transcription, chiefly in the case 
of central vowel sounds. It is assumed that the 
unpublished pedagogical grammar, graciously made 
available to me by missionaries of the Unevangelized 
Fields Mission, represents the work of Roberts and 
Symes in part at least. This grammar was found 
helpful in the early stages of field work. It is 
chiefly concerned with morphology and the usage of 
affixual forms, and has been found accurate, but of 
restricted value since it refers but little to 
construetions larger than the word. So far as is 
known, no comprehensive structural description of 
Guajajara phonology or grammar has been published 
up bo the present time.
The present study is based on investigations
carried out under the auspices of the Museu Nacional
in Rio de Janeiro and of the Summer Institute of
Linguistics, during the period July I960 tu March
1963« Some twenty months in all have been spent
in residence at the Guajajara village, 'Centro de
Manoel Viana', which is located about one hour’s
walk from the Fosto Indigena Goncalves Dias, of the
/ A
Servico de Protecao aos Indios. The Posto is locatedA 5
on the river Pindare, some miles up-river from the 
Brazilian township of Pindare-Mirim. About a month 
has also been spent travelling among Guajajaras living 
along the tributaries of the Mearim and the Grajau, 
in the more southerly area of the tribe, near Barra 
do Corda and Grajau.
Frequent and fairly intimate contact has been 
made, throughout this period, with some fifty Guajajara 
Indians* inhabitants, of, or frequent visitors to?, this 
village. The majority of the detailed linguistic 
investigation has been carried out with the help of 
two men, Manoel Viana, aged about 75 years, and Mane 
Luis, aged about 45 years. The description therefore 
reflects the ideolects of these two individuals and 
the dialect of the local Pindare area, to a large 
extent. So far as could be determined by the trip to 
tho more southerly area of the tribe, and by visits 
from Indians coming from that area, there is little 
dialectical difference in the speech of those living 
in other x^arts.
The data upon which the phonological analysis 
is based is a quantity of tape-recorded material obtained 
from half-a-dozen different speakers at various times.
The majority of this is narrative material recorded by 
Mane Luis or Manoel Viana. A total of about one 
hour's length of continuous speech has been studied 
in detail, and the resulting analysis spot checked 
by reference to additional recorded material. Reference 
has also been made to notes on phonological matters 
made during field investigation.
The data upon which the grammatical analysis is 
based consists for the most part of the same tape- 
recorded materials. A total of more than ten hours 
continuous speech, chiefly narrative material, has 
been transcribed, and this has been supplemented by 
reference to spontaneous and elicited utterances 
written down during field investigations. A corpus of 
about a thousand sentences, consisting of every 
sentence in a number of short narratives, was transferred 
onto edge punched cards, and served as the basis for 
provisionally determining the major patterns and 
relationships. Much of the rest of the transcribed 
narrative material was then examined, additional 
edge-punched cards being made for all examples of 
sentences which modified the provisional analysis, 
but not for sentences exemplifiing the most common 
constructions. The analysis may thus be said to be 
representative of the whole transcribed corpus, 
supplemented by twenty months of field study and use 
of the language, though not every sentence has been
subjected to the rigoatrous and exhaustive analysis 
provided by transference to the edge*-punched card system.
Vvitii these limitations in the quantity of 
data examined, in the style of speech and number of 
speakers represented in that data, and in the time 
during which the language has been used, this 
description cannot be regarded as an exhaustive statement 
of the language as a whole. It is hoped, however, that 
it is an adequate statement of the structure of the 
narrative speech style of the two speakers named, 
and as such, representative of a major section of 
the language*
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CHAPTER 2 THE TRANSCRIPTION
Three different transcriptions are employed in 
this dudy, which may be termed 'phonological',
’phonetic' and ’reading' respectively. In each of 
the transcriptions, the phonetic value of type script 
symbols corresponds in most cases to the value suggested 
for them in the IPA. There are however, certain 
substitutions for typewriter convenience as stated 
be low.
The phonological transcription is employed
in the citation of examples throughout the phonological
section, chapters *+ - 7, and for the relevant parts
of chapter 16. It will not be described here, 
since it depends upon the phonological 
categories set up in these chapters and is fully
described in the course of the statement of such
categories. For a detailed statement of the
phonetic realisation of phonematic units, see chapter 7*
The phonetic transcription corresponds to the 
International Phonetic Alphabet (the IPA) in the case 
of each symbol except the following, the exceptions 
being made for typewriter convenience.
r represents an alveolar flap
T| represents a velar nasal
d represents a central vocoid between half-close 
and half-open position, such as is generally 
known as 'shewa'.
This transcription is employed only in chapter 7-3 and 
is invariably enclosed in square brackets.
The reading transcription is properly a 
'phonemic' one, and corresponds closely to that listed 
as such in chapter 7*5* As such it contrasts with 
the phonological transcription, because the two 
belong to quite different systems. The fact that 
the two transcriptions utilize almost identical lists 
of symbols, which moreover share a common phonetic 
realisation, should not be allowed to obscure the 
differences between the two systems. The reading 
transcription is employed solely as the most convenient 
means of representing grammatical and lexical units 
so that the reader can pronounce them without undue 
difficulty and with a fair degree of accuracy. It 
is employed in the citation of examples throughout 
the grammatical section, chapters 8 - lp, and for the 
relevant parts of chapter 16*
The symbols employed in this reading transcripti 
are first set out in tabulated form, so that a rough 
impression of their phonetic value may be quickly 
gained. They are then described in turn, with details 
of major variations due to different environments.
For a more detailed description of such variations, 
see the phonological description, especially chapter 
7, sections 1 and 2.
X5
CONSONANTS
Bilabial Dental/ Velar Labio- Glottal
Alveolar Velar
Plosive p t k kw *
Affricate c
Nasal m n H t]w
Flap r
Fricative z h
Frictionless w
Continuant
It should be noted that the symbols c and 1 are here 
used with different values from those suggested in 
the IPA, in addition to the symbols already noted 
as differing.
Plosives
All ^osives are voiceless and unaspirated, 
and none of them have major variations of position 
due to different environments.
p represents bilabial closure
t represents dental closure. When preceding another
consonant which is in a heavily stressed syllable, 
closure is followed by a shewa release.
k represents velar closure. When preceding another
consonant which is in a heavily stressed syllable, 
closure is followed by a shewa release.
kw represents simultaneous lip rounding and velar closure.
1 represents glottal closure.
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Affricate
c represents voiceless alveolar closure with
fricative release. It varies to palato-alveolar 
position before a close front vowel, and 
sometimes before a heavily stressed half-open 
front vowel.
Nasal
All nasals are voiced, and none have major variations 
of position due to different environments. When preceding 
another consonant which is in a heavily stressed syllable, 
closure is followed by a shewa release. This occurs 
only with in, n and T|*
m represents bilabial closure
n represents alveolar closure
represents velar closure
i]w represents simultaneous lip rounding and 
velar closure.
Flap
r represents a voiced momentary contact at the
alveolar position, and varies freely, without 
conditioning factors, to a flapped lateral*
When preceding another consonant or pause 
this flap always has a shewa release.
Fricatives
2 when occurring before a vowel, this symbol
represents a voiced fricative varying freely 
from alveolar to palato-alveolar position 
without conditioning factors. The tongue 
tip is always well up, and is sometimes 
slightly retroflexed.
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When preceding another consonant or pause, 
it represents a voiced palatal frictionless continuant*
h represents voiceless glottal friction.
Frictionless Continuant
w represents a voiced labio-velar frictionless
continuant. When preceding' another consonant 
which is in a heavily stressed syllable, a 
shewa sound follows the frictionless continuant.
VOWELS
Front 
Close i
Half Close 
Half Open e
Open a
It should be noted that the symbols e, y and o are here 
used with different values from those suggested in the IPA
The vocalic qualities represented by these symbols 
may be individually described as fellows.
i Close front unrounded: slightly retracted and 
lowered before syllable-final
e Half-open front unrounded: slightly raised 
before syllable-final r.
Central Back
y u
d
a Open front unrounded, but more re traded 
than cardinal four.
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y Close central unrounded, but not fully close:
advanced and raised following t and n, and 
before syllable-final z.
d Central unrounded, mid-way between half-close
and half-open: lowered to half-open
before syllable-final
u Close back rounded, but lower than cardinal eight,
o Open back rounded, but higher than cardinal five*
Punctuation Harks
Sentences which are paratactically linked 
with following sentences, as described in chapter lk, 
are followed by a comma* All other sentences are 
followed by a full stop. Individual sentences cited 
as examples are not always punctuated, however*
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3*0 The Theoretical Approach and Terminology
The main purpose of this study is to provide a
fairly comprehensive description of the phonology and the
1grammar of the Guajajara language. No attempt is made 
to describe the lexicon systematically, though reference 
to lexical categories and general semantic relationships 
will be made from time to time in the course of the formal 
description of the grammar and phonology.
Phonology, as viewed here, is the stud^' of the 
phonetic features and patterns of the language as phonetic 
entities, without primary reference to their function 
as meaningful units. Grammar, on the other hand, is the 
study of the formal relationships of meaningful units 
as such. The presence or absence of certain phonological 
phenomena is recognised as potentially relevant for the 
identification of grammatical abstractions, but phonological 
abstractions are set up without reliance upon grammatical 
criteria.
A subsidiary purpose of this study is the application 
of the concept of hierarchy to both the phonology and the 
grammar of a language in a single comprehensive description. 
It is hoped that this attempt to describe both these aspects 
of a language within a single conceptual framework may be of 
v.alue in the study of the inter-relation of the two.
1. Cf. chap. 1 for details of the field investigations upon 
which this study is based, etc.
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Thus, fur both the phonology and the grammar, the reccurenee 
of stretches of speech exhibiting similar characteristics 
of function or structural pattern is recognised by the 
abstraction of ’Units1. The inter-relationship of 
such units is described by setting up a hierarchy 
consisting of a number of ranks, with units at one rank 
being included in units at a higher rank. Most commonly 
a unit is included in another unit at the next higher rank, 
but it may also be included in a unit at some other rank.
Such an analysis contrasts with the type of phonemic 
analysis which analyses the speech stream into an 
exhaustive series of ultimate elements, phonemes, without 
recognising intermediate groupings of such elements. It 
contrasts also with some forms 01 immediate constituent 
grammatical analysis, in which intermediate groupings are 
recognised, but no attempt is made to classify together 
such groupings as display similarities of function or 
structural pattern, and to arrange them in a hierarchy 
according to their most common patterns of inclusion. It 
is the recognition of intermediate groupings of ultimate 
constituents, and the arrangement of the resulting 
abstractions, the Units, in a hierarchy, which is the 
fundamental characteristic of the descriptive framework 
employed in this study.
The term 'Unit' is therefore a technical one. A 
unit may be defined as an abstraction of a structural 
pattern and/or functional similarity displayed by 
stretches of speech which are not necessarily similar 
in other respects. Units which comprise the lowest
22
rank of a hierarchy do nob, of course, exhibit any structural 
pattern, since they are by definition not divisible into 
any smaller constituents.
Within the phonological hierarchy such lowest-rank 
units are abstractions of particular phonetic characteristics, 
and are therefore referred to as 'Constituent Units', or 
'Constituentsf. Within the grammatical hierarchy, such 
units are abstractions of groups of forms with similarity 
of function, and they are therefore referred to as 'Class 
Units', or 'Classes', (Within the phonological hierarchy, 
one of the Constituents is also expressed as comprising 
2 classes, cf, sect, 3*1*) When a distinction is required 
between such lowest-rank units and those at a higher rank, 
the latter are referred to as 'Structural Units' or 'Structures'.
Within both hierarchies, but especxally within the 
grammatical one, another technical term is employed, 
the 'Element', Structural units are said to consist of 
a number of elements in a particular arrangement or 
pattern, looking down the hierarchy. Units, both structures 
and classes, are said to manifest, or function as, the 
elements of other units, looking up the hierarchy. The 
term element is used only to express the structural pattern 
exhibited by units. It would be possible to describe 
a hierarchy in terms of units (structures and classes) 
alone, so that a unit at a given rank would be said to 
consist directly of units of a lower rank. Very considerable 
economy and clarity of description is achieved throughout 
the grammatical hierarchy, however, by the abstraction of 
the element in addition to the unit. This may be illustrated
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by reference to the grammatical unit ’The Sentence 1, which 
will be fully described in chapters c and 13 below. For 
the present illustration, the reader is referred to the 
diagram in sect, 3.21,, which summarises grammatical 
relationships* see page 31*
The sentence is there diagrammed as consisting of 
six elements, The Verbal Phrase (VPh), Subject (Subj), 
Object (Obj), Auxiliary Verb (AV), Adjunct (Adj) and 
Particle (Pt), The Adjunct may be manifested by any 
of three different units, the Adverbial Phrase, (APh), 
the Relational Phrase, (RPh), or the Down-Ranked Sentence 
Phrase (DRSPh). These three units have quite different 
structural patterns, but they each share the same primary 
function, i.e, that of manifesting the sentence element, 
Adjunct, On the other hand, the sentence elements Subject 
and Object are each manifested by the one unit the Nominal 
Phrase, (NPh), though the function of the two elements 
within the sentence is quite distinct.
To regard the sentence as consisting immediately 
of units from the lower levels would result in its 
being analysed as consisting of VPh, NPh, AV, APh, RPh, 
DRSPh and Pt. This would tend to obscure the difference 
of function between the Subj and the Obj, and also the 
similarity of function of the APh, RPh and DRSPh. The 
abstraction of the Element as distinct from the Unit 
makes it possible to state differences and similarities 
of both function and structure, neither being obscured 
by the statement of the other. The abstraction of the 
Element serves to group together units having a common 
function; the abstraction of the Unit serves to
2k
differentiate diverse manifestations of the same element.
In some cases an element may only be manifested 
by one unit, and there is then no practical advantage 
gained by the abstraction of the element as distinct from 
the unit which manifests it. The two are however regarded 
as present conceptually, so as to preserve a uniform 
theoretical approach, and so as to avoid the setting up 
of units which might consist in part of elements and 
in part of other units.
When two or more units may manifest a single element 
the element is normally given a different label from that 
of either of its manifesting units. When only one unit 
may manifest an element, then both unit and element are 
given the same name, so as to avoid the unnecessary 
multiplication of labels. It is always clear from the 
context, in such casea, whe tjtier trie label applies to a unit 
or an element.
The theoretical approach of this study, and the
terminology employed in it, have much in common with that
of 11. A. K. Halliday in his ’Categories of the theory of 
2
Grammar', The precise signification of such terms as 
Unit, Class, Structure, Element and Hierarchy, as used 
here, must however be clearly distinguished from that 
assigned to them by Halliday. In particular the kind 
of hierarchy which is set up for the grammar of Guajajara
2. See bibliography.
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contrasts with that upon which Halliday insists in the 
following ways. Both upward and downward rank-shift are 
permitted. Relationships within the hierarchy are 
considered to operate along two dimensions.* as may be 
noted from the diagram already referred to. Such a 
hierarchy is no doubt weaker than Halliday's in its 
potential as a universal category, but it seems to 
provide a much clearer description of the data of 
Guajajara. The hierarchy here set up is rather closer 
to that of the tagmemic school of Pike, Longacre, etc. 
and the distinction here made between element and unit is 
parallel in some ways to their distinction between slot 
and filler. It should be stressed, however, that the 
primary purpose of this study is to provide a clear and 
concise statement of the language described, rather 
than a modification of existing models of language 
description.
Before entering into a detailed description of the 
hierarchies, it may be helpful to describe them in outline. 
A discussion of theoretical implications which may be 
present in such a hierarchical presentation will be found 
in chapter 15, after the full description of the data.
3•1 The Phonological Hierarchy in Outline
The phonology of Guajajara is described in terms of
3. A further similarity with the tagmemic School is the 
description of the phonology as a hierarchy, parallel 
to the grammatical one. For the tagmemic approach to 
linguistic description, see Pike, 'Language ...'* 
Longacre, 'Grammar Discovery Procedures1, and Blsor 
and Pickett, 'An Introduction to Morphology and Syntax'. 
For full details see bibliography.
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three structures - the Span, the Foot and the Syllable, 
and four constituents - Pitch, Duration, Forcefulness 
and Position. (The fourth constituent, Position,relates in 
some cases to the manner of articulation as well as to
the position of the articulatory organs. Both these
\
aspects of the phonetic realisation are included in one 
phonological constituent here labelled Position' for 
brevity.)
The distribution of the first three of these 
constituents is accounted for by setting up certain 
prosodic features - Tune, Btress and Pulsation. These 
prosodic features are said to function as elements of the 
structures in which they occur. The distribution of
the fourth constituent, Position, is acoounted for by 
setting up certain pliunematic units, which are classified 
as either consonants or vowels. These are considered 
class units, and function as elements within structures 
just as do grammatical classes. Within the phonological 
hierarchy, they are assigned to the lowest rank, as an 
expression of the constituent 'Position1•
The relationships of these different abstractions 
within the hierarchy are represented diagranimatically 
in section 3*11«» page 27, to which reference should be 
made at this point. Constituents comprise the lowest 
rank of the hierarchy, and are therefore shown at the 
bottom of the diagram, in lower-case script. Structural
4. There is nothing in the grammatical hierarchy which is 
truly parallel to the prosodic feature; cf. fuller 
discussion of the two hierarchies in chapter 13*
3.11 DIAGRAM OF PHONOLOGICAL HIERARCHY
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IJt fcerance
*SPOT“ 
ch 4
Tune 4.1
Foot Foot Foot
Fool 
ch 3
BYLIABLE 
ch 6
1
Stress 5*1
Syllable Syllable Syllable
Pulsation 6.1
Onset Nucleus f Coda
— ^
Vowel Consonant
7.2 7*1
ch Duration Forcefulness Position (Phonematic Units)
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units are shown at the hierarchical rank relevant to them, 
enclosed in boxes and in upper-case script (capital letters). 
The elements of which structural units consist are shown 
enclosed in boxes immediately beneath them, in lower-case 
script. Obligatory occurrence is shown by underlining.
As shown m  the diagram, any Guajajara utterance, 
any stretch of speech, may be described as consisting of 
one or more spans. Any span consists of two or more 
feet, occurring together with certain pitch phenomena 
which are described as the prosodic feature of tune. Any 
foot consists of one or more syllables occurring together 
with certain phenomena of pitch, duration and forcefulness, 
which are jointly described as the prosodic feature of 
stress. Any syllable consists of one or more phonematic 
units, occurring together with certain phenomena of 
forcefulness which are described as the prosodic feature 
of pulsation. Phonernatic units are abstractions of 
certain articulatory manners and positions, and are 
grouped into the two classes consonant and vowel. The 
distribution of these classes within the syllable is 
described in terms of three syllable elements, the 
nucleus, the onset and the coda. The occurrence of the 
constituent ’Position* within the syllable is different 
in nature from that of the other constituents in the 
units Span, Foot and Syllable, and necessitates distinctions 
of class and function not required elsewhere.
The present description may be said to be generally 
'prosodic* in its approach. The distinction between 
prosodic features and phonematic units, which is 
characteristic of prosodic analysis'*, is well brought
out by the hierarchy which is set up, and these terms 
themselves are employed as labels when appropriate* 
Consonants and vowels are recognised as phonematic 
in character because their realisation may be regarded 
as primarily involving the temporal succession of 
entities not further divisible. Tune, Stress and 
Pulsation are recognised as prosodic, on the other hand 
because their exponents extend over stretches which are 
divisible into a number of smaller units.
Certain aspects often present in prosodic 
descriptions are however absent from or not fully 
developed in the present study, including especially 
the abstraction of prosodic features and sub-systems 
which are relevant to a small proportion of the data. 
This is because attention is here focused upon overall 
patterns and major systems, with a view to describing 
the phonology as a whole, and providing a basis for 
comparison with the grammar as a whole. Patterns and 
systems which are of universal or major relevance have 
been fully described, while those of less wide relevanc 
have been noted but not described in such detail. The 
aim has been to provide a comprehensive set of 
abstractions in one integrated system, to which any 
stretch of Guajajara speech may be referred: the focus
is on the whole, not the part.
3*2 The Grammatical Hierarchy in Outline
The grammar of Guajajara is described in terms
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of eleven Structures and sixteen Classes. These are 
arranged in four ranks to constitute a hierarchy, the 
classes being the fourth, lowest rank in the hierarchy.
The most common relationships of these abstractions 
are represented diagrammatically in sect, 3 *21., page 31 
to which reference should be made at this point. Class 
units are arranged along the bottom of the diagram, in 
lower case script. Structural units are shown in upper 
case script (capital letters), within boxes. The elements 
of which a unit consists are shown in smaller boxes 
immediately below, and are written in lower case script.
The potential manifestation of elements may be 
traced by following the arrows which leave them from 
beneath, and the potential function of units may be 
traced bj following back tu their sources the arrows which 
join them from above. In tracing arrow lines, right-angle 
intersections should be ignored, and junction points 
should be followed only when the initial angle of 
divergence is small, and not when it is greater than a 
right angle. The obligatory occurrence of an element 
is shown by underlining.
The diagram is to be interpreted as follows. The 
Sentence is the unit which is of the highest rank. It 
functions independently in utterances. This is its
3* See A.C.Day, 'The Syntax of Tho' for a somewhat similar 
diagramatic representation of syntactic relationships: 
cf. Bibliography. The help of A.C.Day, C.M.Naish and 
G.L.Story, fellow students at S*0.A.S. and colleagues
S.I.L., is gratefully acknowledged in de/vising __
these diagrams and in discussson of the theoretical 
approach they represent.
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primary, or most common function, and it may also function 
as the Head element in a DRS Phrase, or as the Nominal 
Base element in a Nominal Piece. It consists of six elements, 
five being manifested by units from the next lowest
rank, and one being manifested by a class, from the lowest 
rank of all.
Six different units are set up as operating at the
next lower rank, which may conveniently be termed 'phrase
rank1, because of the labels which the units bear. The
units are the Verbal Phrase, The Auxiliary Verb, the
Nominal Phrase, the Relational Phrase, the Adverbial Phrase,
and the Down Ranked Sentence Phrase. These units also
consist of elements, some being manifested by units 
from the next lower rank, and others by classes from 
the lowest rank of all. • In-■ the Verbal Phrase, ■
for example, three elements are manifested by classes, 
and one by units from the next lower rank.
Four different units are set up as operating at 
the next lower rank, which may conveniently be termed 
'piece rank', because of the labels which two of the units 
bear. The units are the Verb, the Verbal Piece, the Noun 
and the Nominal Piece. Again these units may consist 
of classes from the next lower rank, or of units, each 
of which in this case is functioning at some rank other 
than the one next above it, i.e. has either shifted down 
or along the hierarchy.
It may help the reader to interpret the diagram 
if the various relationships of the unit 'nominal phrase' 
are traced out here. The unit's most common function is 
to manifest the element Subject or Object in the sentence.
It may also manifest the Genetival element or the 
Qualifier element in a nominal phrase, or the Relatee 
element in a relational phrase* The various elements 
of the nominal phrase may be manifested as follows*
Pre-nominal element, by either a pre-nominal or specifier 
class: Genetival element, by either a nominal phrase,
or a pronominal prefix: Head element, by either a
specifier,, a pronoun, a noun or a nominal piece: Post-
nominal element, by a post-nominal or a post-verbal: and 
Qualifier element, only by a nominal phrase.
It will be readily observed from this diagram 
that there is a considerable degree of multiple function 
for most units and classes. Of the classes recognised, 
only the following do not have multiple function; 
Pre-verbal, Post-auxiliary, Post-BftS, Relator, Nominalizer 
and Verbalizer, each of which is a small closed class.
Of the structural units, only the Verbal Phrase, Nominal 
Piece, Auxiliary Verb and DRS Phrase do not have multiple 
func tion.
This multiple function involves 'shifting* both 
down and along the hierarchy, and is the main reason for 
the recognition of a second dimension to the hierarchy.
In the case of such classes as the pronominal prefix, the 
post-verbal and the pre-nominal, the two different 
dimensions of the hierarchy combine to present a very 
clear representation of the function of the class.
3^
The need to permit down-ranking within a
hierarchy has been recognised widely in other hierarchical 
6
descriptions. In the case of Guajajara, its need is 
immediately apparent from the diagram. The Base element 
in the unit 'Nominal Piece' for example, coaid hardly 
be accounted for in any other way, since though it must 
be regarded as forming part of a nominal phrase in its 
function, it must just as clearly be regarded as 
incorporating phrases and even sentence type relationships 
in its structure.
The practical advantage of permitting up-ranking 
may also be clearly seen from the diagram. The particle 
element in a sentence cannot be regarded as part of any 
of the other sentence elements, because of Its free(dpm of 
distribution and difference of function. Yet it must 
be manifested by units which have no structure, i.e. 
classes. If up-ranking is not permitted, it becomes 
necessary to set up a particle phrase and particle piece, 
though neither unit has any structural pattern. This 
would not only complicate the hierarchy unnecessarily, 
but would also obscure the monomorphemic nature of the 
particle in Its function within the sentence.
It may be pointed out that some traditional 
grammatical categories, such as word and affix, are not 
used in the hierarchical outline. These terms are 
employed at various times in the body of the description,
b. See Halliday, 'Categories of the theory of Grammar' 
and Longacre, 'Grammar Discovery Procedures'.
Cf. Bibliography.
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in the sense, defined below, but do not have a fixed 
place in the hierarchy.
A word is a stretch of speech which is characterised 
by internal stability in the arrangement of any constituent 
parts, and external mobility in it s occurrence with other 
words.^ An affix is a member of a closed class of forms 
which may occur with members of an open class to form 
words. It may be noted that the following Ulass Units 
are composed of or include, affixes: Pronominal prefix,
(chap. 9*12.) Pre-Verbal, (chap. 9 * H«) Post-Verbal,
(chap. 9•13* ) Verbalizer, (chap. 9*21.) Nominalizer,
(chap. 10.21.) and Post-Nominal, (chap. 10.Ik*) There
is no necessary correlation between the word and any one 
hierarchical rank. The lowest rank consists entirely of 
morphemes, i.e. units which may not be divided into a 
number of smaller units.
The symbol - is used in the present description 
to indicate forms which are morphologically bound, i.e. 
forms which must always be accompanied by another form 
to constitute a word.
3*3 The Third Dimension of the Hierarchies
These diagrams indicate the relationships of 
grammatical and phonological units along two dimensions,
7. In some cases supplementary phonological criteria are 
relevant in addition to the above grammatical one. These 
are the occurrence of heavy stress (which often occurs 
word final, cf. chap.5 *0 ) and the occurrence of a 
sequence of consonants (syllables with final consonants 
only occur word final, cf. chap* 7*31*)
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vertically and horizontally. It should be stressed 
that they indicate only the most common structural 
patterns of these units. tfor a complete description of 
all possible patterns a third dimension would be needed.
The structural units in most cases should in fact be 
understood as classes of units, each class member 
having a slightly different structural pattern but 
identical function, the pattern stated in the diagram 
being the most common or all-inclusive one.
This may be most clearly understood by the help of 
specific illustrations. Three different verbal phrases 
might be distinguished, the transitive, intransitive and 
stative verbal phrases. These are structurally different 
from each other in that each includes a different paradigm 
of pronominal prefixes (cf. chap. 9*12.), and in that the 
lists of units which may function as the head of each 
such phrase would constitute three mutually exclusive 
classes,(cf. chap. 9*31)* A third dimension to the 
hierarchy would show these three phrase types as distinct 
structures. Similarly in the nominal phrase, it would 
be possible to show that when a specifier or a pronoun 
functions as the head element, it may not be accompanied 
by a genetival or qualifier element, (cf. chap. 10.103-)*
In the phonological hierarchy, spans might be 
shown with three, or only one, obligatory feet (as in 
pitch patterns two and seven respectively, cf. chap. 4.12 
and 4,17.). Different types of syllables might be shown 
having no coda element, corresponding to restrictions in 
the occurrence of certain vowels and consonants, (cf. chap. 7*31),
27
Since written diagrams can themselves operate in 
only two dimensions, and because the relationships 
already indicated are quite complex, no attempt has been 
made to include in this diagram such alternate structural 
patterns* The restrictions of occurrence which give 
rise to such alternate patterns are however noted in the 
text of the description of each unit which follows*
These diagrams may therefore be said to be 'at primary 
delicacy*, to use Halliday's phrase for a generalised 
statement which does not obscure an overall pattern by 
including all possible details* The patterns set out 
for each unit in the diagram are all-inclusive, so that 
any other patterns that would find expression along a 
third dimension would always consist of some or all of 
the same elements, though these might occur in a 
different order, or be subject to restrictions relating 
to the class or the sub-class of the units which might 
manifest these elements*
8. See Halliday, 'Categories of the Theory of Grammar' 
pp. 272-3
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CHAPTER k THE SPAN
k .0 The Span as a Unit
The span is the largest phonological unit which
9is set up for Guajajara, All utterances may generally 
be divided immediately and entirely into one or more 
spans. Any residual sections which do not conform to 
the description of the span as set out below are regarded 
as either incomplete spans which have been interupted, 
or as extra-systemic communication such as the imitation 
of some non-speech noise*
In most cases, a stretch of speech which is 
phonologically a span is also grammatically a sentence 
(cf* chapters 8 and 13)* A few cases have been found in 
which the two units are not co-extensive*
A span consists of one or more Feet, (cf, chap*3)» 
which occur in one or other of several contrasting pitch 
patterns, and may be followed by indefinite pause. The 
Prosodic Feature of Tune is abstracted to account for these 
pitch patterns, see below sect. ^.1..
All the constituents of a span and most aspects 
of the arrangement of these constituents, are accounted 
for in the two abstractions, the Tune and the Foot.
Certain aspects of the arrangement of some of these
9. Here, and elsewhere in this study, the term 1 generally’ 
is to be understood as denoting a rule to which some 
few exceptions may be found, and not as an absolutely 
invariable ’general rule*.
*fO
constituents are not however accounted for in these 
abstractions, and such aspects are described below 
in sect.
Spans which are of Pitch Pattern Seven commonly 
have only one foot, and those of Pitch Pattern Two may 
not have less than three feet. All other spans must 
consist of two or more, and most commonly have three, 
four or five feet. There seems to be no fixed upper 
limit to the number of feet in a span, though more than 
eight feet have been found only rarely.
h .1 The Prosodic Feature of Tune
Tune is abstracted and set up as a prosody in 
order to account for the fact that all spans conform to 
one or other of seven contrasting patterns in the pitch 
of their constituent feet. Seven pitch patterns are
therefore set up, and the pitch of any span may be 
referred to one or other of these. Only the pitch of 
the final, heavy stressed syllable of a foot is relevant 
to the Tune, the pitch of any other syllables being 
accounted for below in the prosody of Stress as relevant 
to the Foot. The pitch of any non-final syllables 
within a foot is described in sect, As stated
there, there is generally a slight change of pitch in between 
successive foot-final syllables, but this is to a large extent 
predictable within the foot. No account is taken of any such 
pitch change^upon the foot-final syllable, for the prosody of 
tune. The expression 'the pitch of a foot1 is therefore 
to be understood as referring only to the pitch of the final 
syllable of that foot, unless otherwise indicated.
kl
For the statement of these pitch patterns three 
levels of pitch are recognised, Mid, High and Low. These 
levels in their turn are abstractions* They are mid, 
high or low, solely in relation to each other, not in 
terms of any absolute pitch scale. They are not always 
realised at the same pitch level, but differ from ; 
speaker to speaker according bo the natural pitch of the 
persons voice. They may also vary from utterance to 
utterance within one person's speech according to the 
style of speech employed. The more lively the style, 
for example, the wider the absolute difference between 
high and low in the same span,
A foot is said to be of mid pitch when it is 
within that central range of the voice which is used 
for the major part of 010st spans. A foot is of high pitch 
when it is considerably higher than this mid range, and 
it is of low pitch when it is considerably lower. The 
absolute pitch difference between mid and high, or mid 
and low, is rarely less than two tones of the musical 
scale, and is commonly considerably more; but it differs 
from style to style.
In most cases the pitch of a syllable remains 
level throughout its duration, and any rise or fall of 
pitch tends to occur at syllable boundaries. In some 
cases however the pitch may rise or fall noticeably during 
the course of the syllable. In such cases the syllable 
is said to have an upward or downward glide, and the
beginning and ending points of the glide will be stated 
as appropriate* The terms 'rise'* and 'fall* of pitch 
will b/e reserved for differences of pitch between 
consecutive syllables, a rise or fall within a syllable 
being spoken of as a 'glide'• The pitch levels will be 
indicated by the following convention*
mid high low up-glide down-glide
When two or more feet of mid pitch follow one 
another, a slight up and down alternation between the 
absolute pitch levels of successive feet is sometimes 
to be observed, though each foot remains within the mid 
pitch range, as defined above* Thus the second such 
foot may be slightly higher in pitch than the first, 
the third slightly lower than the second, the fourth 
slightly higher • than the third, etc* Such alternation 
is in most cases of about one semitone, and is rarely 
more than a tone* Such variation is considered non­
significant in the present study, since it is unpredictable, 
and does not correlate with any structural factors.
The following is a good example of this phenomena; a 
third line is included to facilitate perception of 
the relative pitch height of successive feet*
*t-3
9. 21.9.10
nezewe zekwehe karaiw wanekon a'e wanoh 
’The white men used to live like that*•
Here as elsewhere in chapters to 7* space is used to 
divide the span into feet, and has no necessary 
correlation with any grammatical unit such as the word, 11
The following are the seven pitch patterns to 
which all spans may be referred. It should be noted 
at this point that the material upon which this study has 
been based is largely consecutive narrative and contains 
little conversation* It is not thought that any additional 
pitch patterns would be found if additional conversational 
material were included, but the frequency with which 
some patterns occur might well be different within such 
material.
10. The numerical references which accompany examples refer 
to the data book, page and line in which the utterance 
is recorded. All the examples quoted for the phonology 
are extracts from tape-recorded narrative, subsequently 
transcribed into a data book, unless stated otherwise.
11. See chap. 3.2 for a definition of the word as a
grammatical entity. The term ’word* is not relevant 
to the phonological hierarchy, as here set up, but it 
is einployed at times in the indication of partial
correlations between grammar and phonology.
if if
^•11 Pitch Pattern One
Some 75% of all the spans studied are referable 
to pitch pattern one. It has no special meaningful 
associations, and occurs most commonly with consecutive 
narrative and statements of fact. It can be regarded 
as the unmarked member of the system of pitch patterns.
Spans of this pattern consist of two or more feet, all 
of which are of mid pitch.
e • & • _______„
uze'eT] zekwehe tupdn ikotyh 9*21*1
'Long ago Tupan spoke.'
The final foot of spans of this pattern is often 
considerably prolonged, the extra duration being mostly 
on the final syllable. In such cases the pitch is
generally sustained at mid level. In certain speech 
styles, especially reflective speech, it may glide 
gradually downwards.
e.g. ______________ _________________
mani'yw uruetyk a'e pekuryh 6.35*7
* We left the mandioca there.'
Pitch Pattern Two
Some 10% of the spans studied are referable to
this pattern. It is particularly associated with
exclamations, emphatic or contrasting statements, and 
statements of personal opinion# It may be said 
to have implications of a certain degree of emphasis.
Spans of this pattern consist of one or more 
feet of mid pitch followed by one foot of high pitch 
and one foot of low pitch#
e.g. _______________________
nazaha kwaw ihe pah 9-22.10
'I'm not going to bathe#1
The two final feet of spans of this pattern are 
commonly somewhat shorter in duration than those of mid 
pitch which precede them. The final, low foot in 
particular is very commonly much abbreviated, and moreover 
often voiceless or rapidly devoiced. This is especially 
true if the final grammatical element of the span is 
the particle 'ce', (a particle which is rarely found 
except in spans of this pitch pattern, cf, chap. 12.4 8 .)
e.g. ____________________________________________
pyhewe zozepe tazuhezuhe aihe nehe ce' 9 .22.1
'I'll only wash tomorrow.'
4#13 Pitch Pattern Three
Rather less than 5% of the spans studied are
referable to this pattern. It is particularly associated
^6
with, the final spans of a series which have a common 
theme, which theme is about to be concluded or to yield 
to a new one. It does not generally occur however as 
the final span of a narrative, i.e. preceding final 
pause. Its occurence may thus be said to mark the coming 
introduction of a new theme within a narrative.
Spans of this pitch pattern consist of one or more 
feet ox mid pitch, followed by one foot of low pitch.
e.g. ____________________
nezewe mehe aikoh 9*11.^
'I was like that then.*
As in the case of spans of pattern one, the final
foot of the span may be somewhat longer than those that
precede it. At times there may also be a slight
lowering of the pitch of the penultimate foot, though 
this normally stays within the mid range.
© • _________________________
uzahak oho a*e wanoh 9 .21.15
'They went to bathe.'
^•l^f Pitch Pattern Four
Rather less than 10% of the spans studied are
referable to this pattern. It is almost always associated
with spans which are grammatically or semantically 
dependent upon another span which follows them.
(Cf. chap. 7.^32.)
Spans of this pattern consist of one or more 
feet of mid pitch followed by one foot of high pitch.
e.g. _____________
pe wia'e noh 'From there.' 9.12.12
Just as in the case of spans of patterns one and 
three, the final foot of spans of this pattern may 
be somewhat longer than those that precede it. The 
pitch of the final syllable maintains its high level 
throughout its duration however,
e.g. __________________________
zanek®pia rupihin uinoh 9.9.12
'In the path to our plantation.*
Pitch Patt ern Five
Less than 1% of the spans studied are referable 
to this pattern. It is invariably associated with 
questions, of which the first word is an interrogative.
(Cf• chap. 13* 3.)
Spans of this pattern consist of one foot of
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high pitch followed by one or more feet each of which 
is lower in pitch than the one before. The final foot 
is generally of mid pitch, the pitch drop from the 
initial foot being spread more or less evenly over the 
intervening feet, unless the span has a large number
q jP f ©0 t • £(a.(A ipcvti-vauMcA |iuVr tkuvMjcy/, -Vs fvwj^
&V W^d t VTXt^ Uv A. C^ U\4. .
e.g. ____________________________
rnai'i katu etnemu ranuhaw 9 »?-13*
'What have you been saying?'
If the span has a large number of feet, the rate 
at which the pitch falls may become less steep after 
the first two or three feet, the level of the final 
foot being in some cases rather lower than a normal mid 
pitch.
e.g. ______________________________________
ma'e mehe etriruk dtura'e nehe noh 4.19*37
'When will Rijaak come?'
If the span is very short, the pitch of the final 
syllable may glide downwards, and ih such cases this 
syllable may be somewhat prolonged. Its pitch does 
not generally fall below the mid range.
©•g- __ ____________
**
mo etumume'uh 'Who told you?' 9 -16.6
Zf9
4*16 Pitch Pafctern Six
Less than 1% of the spans studied are referable 
to this pattern. It is invariably associated with 
questions, the first word of which is not an interrogative, 
(cf. chap. 13-3 ) and to which a simple 'yes’ or ’no’ 
answer may be given. It is in fact only the presence 
of this pitch pattern which formally identifies such a 
construction as a question rather than as a statement.
Spans of this pattern consist of one or more 
feet of mid pitch, followed by one foot of high pitch.
This may be followed in turn by one or occasionally two 
feet, each lower in pitch than the one before. The 
pitch of the final foot is not however lower than mid 
level, and is not always as low as a normal mid pitch.
e.g. ____________________________
azeha romoete r a ’ezakWdh 9 -16.8
’Is that true, woman? 1
If the foot which is of high pitch is not followed
by any other foot, then its pitch will glide downwards
sharply during its final syllable, though not necessarily
as far as mid level.
e.g. ________________
azeha romoeteh ’Is that so?' 9.9.9.
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^.17 Pitch Pattern Seven
Less than 1% of the spans studied are referable 
to this pattern* It is invariably associated with 
Exclamation Sentences. (Cf. chap. 1 3 . )
Spans of this pattern consist of one foot whose 
pitch starts at a level generally rather higher than 
mid, and glides downwards rapidly to low level.
e.g. ___
A
hoj 'Hello.' 12
At times this foot having downward gliding pitch 
may be preceded by one foot of mid pitch, but this is 
not very common.
e.g,
ma'e ru'u'yah 'What is it? 1
kml8 High Pitch on initial Foot of Spans
Spans of pitch patterns one to four may occur 
in alternate forms having high pitch on their initial 
foot. Such a foot is generally of rather longer duration
12. This utterance and the next, VDhich are not accompanied 
by a numerical reference, do not occur in the tape- 
recorded corpus on which this study is based. They are 
expressions frequently heard in conversation, and 
included here for completeness.
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13
than those that follow it, and is always monosyllabic.
w w /■
k a umutyk zek ehe pe pewah 9«10*16
* Oh, they palled it there.*
©•g* _________________
o aze mehe pah 'Oh really.' 9*21.7
Span initial feet of high pitch are commonly 
found in spans in which a new topic occurs, or in 
which action is renewed after an interval or reaches a 
new stage. The frequency of such feet varies widely 
between five and twenty per cent of the total number of 
spans in a narrative,. In almost every case a span 
initial foot which has such high pitch is classified 
grammatically as an Initial Particle. (Of. chap. 12.1.)
These high pitch feet are not set up as spans in 
their own right because they do not occur alone, and 
are not potentially separated from the feet that follow 
them fry indefinite pause. They could be regarded as
13* Some cases have been found in which the monosyllabic 
initial foot which occurs with high pitch has 
consisted of a vocalic sound other than those described 
below as the realisation of vowel phonematic units,
(cf. chap. 7 .2.) and in one case a syllabic bilabial 
nasal has been found. These instances are regarded 
as extra-systemic variation, and the sounds are 
referred to the vowel which is phonetically most 
similar.
prosodic inasmuch, as they demarcate the beginning of 
spans. Within the present hierarchical framework it has 
been considered best that all aspects of pitch which are 
relevant to the span should be allocated to the one 
prosody, Tune, since these can be clearly described 
as variations of the pitch patterns which must be 
recognised in any case. This analysis conforms to 
the general theoretical approach of this study, which does 
not call for the abstraction of prosodies for unpredictable 
and occasional phenomena, (cf. sect. 4.23 and chap.7.33).
4,2 Arrangement of Span Constituents
Spans have already been described as consisting 
of the prosodic feature, Tune, together with one or 
more feet. These feet will be described as consisting 
in part of syllables (cf. chap. 5)i which in turn 
consist in part of consonants and vowels, (cf. chap. 6).
In this section a special distribution of certain vowels 
and consonants at the end of spans is noted. Apart from 
this, no structurally significant restrictions or 
special distributions of any span constituents have been 
observed.
4.21 Span Final Consonants
The phonematic units h and ' are set up 
below, (cf. chap. 7.1) , as members of the consonant 
class. These consonants do not occur as the final, 
coda, element of any span initial or medial syllables,
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(cf, chap. 6,0 and 7*1)* Either h or * always 
occurs as the coda element of the final syllable of 
the span, however, if that span is followed by pause, 
and no other consonant occurs in span final position* 
No vowels therefore occur span-final preceding pause*
e.g.
uzewyr oho1 'He came back.' 9*9*6#
e*g*
nezewe zekwehe a'e meheh 9.9*1*
'It was like this then.'
The consonant ' occurs much less frequently 
in span final position than the consonant h, some 15% 
of all spans followed by pause end in ' and 85% in h# 
The consonant ' is commonly associated with emphatic 
speech, and tends to focus additional attention upon a 
span because of its abrupt nature and relative infrequency.
1^. It is noteworthy that it is exceedingly rare for any 
consonant other than h or ' to occur span final.
This is because particles frequently occur sentence 
final, (cf. chap. 8.21 and 12#^ f) and all final 
particles but one end in vowels. The consonant n 
is the only other consonant found, in the particle 
kyn, (cf. chap. 12.4). All other words which end 
in consonants have been found followed by the span- 
final vowel d when they occur as the final 
grammatical units of a span, (cf, sect. +^.22). M^bers 
of the relator class (cf. chap. 11.31)also occur ^ ^ n
span-final position. The majority of these end in a 
vowel, and those which end in a consonant have always 
been followed by span-final d as above#
5h
Xt is often released audibly, and at such times may 
be followed by a brief voiceless rearticulation of the 
vowel which precedes it. The consonant h has no 
particular meaningful associations. It may be lightly 
voiced at times, in this position.
When the consonants ' or h occur span final,
the sounds by which they are realised do not enter
into contrastive grammatical relationship. This may
also be expressed by saying that any morpheme which ends
in a vowel when it occurs span medial, has variant
forms with a final h or ' when it occurs span-final
before pause. Such variant forms of morphemes have no
15grammatical relevance. ^
A few instances have been found of the consonant
n occuring span-final in an analagous manner to h
and 1 , i.e. its realisation not entering, into 
contrastive grammatical relationships. These instances 
display no correlation with any other grammatical factor 
and they are sufficiently rare that they are here regarded 
as extra-systemic variations, and are not set up parallel
to the occurrence of ' and h.
^ ^  Span Final Vowel
The phonematic unit a is set up below (chap. 7.2)
1^. Other instances of phonematic units whose realisation
does not enter1 into nontrashive grammatical relationships
are noted in sect* ^.22 and 5 .2.
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as one member of the vowel class, and as such has the 
potential of occurring as the nucleus element of a 
syllable within any foot, (cf. chaps. 5 and 6 ). This 
vowel does in fact occur as the nucleus of a syllable 
which is the final one of the span whenever certain 
conditions are fulfilled. Such a vowel will be followed 
by the span-final consonant h if the span is followed by 
pause, (cf* sect. -^.21).
The conditions may be either phonological or 
grammatical. The phonological condition is that the 
preceding syllable should have the consonant r 
functioning as a coda.
e.g. _______________
ma'eypa iwyr ah ’Beside the lake.1 2.76.2.
The grammatical condition is that the final 
grammatical unit of the span should be functioning as 
the verbal phrase, subject or object of a sentence.
(Cf. chap. 8 .)
e.g.
a'e romokwej zu'i ah 
Bub j.
'Just like that Zu'i.' 
e.g. _________________________
ohope pewa'yr awanecak ah
Verbal Phrase
9.11.10.
'He went there 
to see his
children. ' 9*'9 » 7*
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When occurring in this waj, the vowel a in most cases 
constitutes the entire final foot of the syllable, 
with or without the consonant h as coda* Such a foot 
has only been observed in spans of pitch patterns one 
and four* The sounds which are its phonetic realisation 
do not enter into contrastive grammatical relationships.
(Cf. sect. ^ * 21.)
*^.23 Constituent Arrangement and the Hierarchy
. The special distribution of these span-final
phonematic units raises a question for an overall 
hierarchical description, since although their special 
distribution may be said to demarcate the end of spans, 
and therefore warrant their abstraction as prosodic 
features of the span, yet the constituents themselves,
i.e. the position and manner of the articulatory organs, 
are already assigned to other abstractions, in this case 
the phonematic units a, ‘ and h. (Cf. chaps. 7• 1 and;2.) 
The compelling reason why the occurrence of these 
constituents should not be marked by the abstraction 
of prosodic features, leaving the constituents 
themselves to be referred also to phonematic units at 
a lower hierarchical rank, is that this would involve 
referring one aspect of the speech process to two 
abstractions at once.
Furthermore, this would involve employing the 
term ‘prosodic feature' for abstractions of two quite 
different natures within this study. The features 
Tune, Stress and Pulsation refer to certain aspects of 
the speech process which are ultimate constituents, and 
which combine with other aspects (abstracted as the units
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Foot, Syllable, Consonant or Vowel) to form structural 
units functioning at a certain hierarchical rank. If 
the occurrence of certain phonematic units at the end 
of a span were abstracted as, say, the prosodic feature 
of span closure, this feature would not be parallel to 
other prosodic features, for closure would mark the 
arrangement of constituents, not their presence. To 
assign the presence of these constituents as well as 
their arrangment, to a closure feature, would result in 
very awkward description of the constituents of the span- 
final feet and syllables.
Other aspects of the arrangement of constituents 
are included in the description of units or prosodic 
features because such aspects are conveniently handled 
when those units or features are set up. No such 
convenient point being available for the description of 
the arrangement of span-final constituents, they have 
been made the subject of a sub-section. Their arrangement 
is thus made an integral part of the description of the 
span as a unit, and is not abstracted as a feature with 
a place in the hierarchy. A somewhat similar aspect 
of the arrangement of constituents within the foot is 
treated in the same way, (cf. chap. 3-2).
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CHAPTER 5 THE FOOT
5^0 The Foot as a Unit
The Foot is the unit next below the Span in the 
phonological hierarchy. (Cf. diagram on page 27. ) All 
spans may be divided immediately and entirely into one 
or more feet, plus the prosodic feature of Tune described 
ab ove.
A Foot consists of one or more syllables (cf.chap. 6), 
which are articulated with varying degrees of forcefulness and 
duration, and at a certain pitch. The occurrence of 
these phenomena is partially predictable within the foot, 
and they are together abstracted as the prosodic feature 
of Stress, described below in section 5*1* One aspect 
of the arrangement of constituents within the Foot is 
not accounted for in these two abstractions, and is 
described in section 5*2.
Feet commonly consist of from one to five syllables, 
and may have more, the highest number that has been- 
observed being eight.
In the majority of cases the point of division 
between feet is also a point of division between 
grammatical units of one rank or another. In some cases 
a foot is exactly coextensive with a minimal grammatical 
unit such as a particle, or a noun or verb root, (cf. chaps.
9, 10 and 12) but ofton there is more than one minimal 
grammatical unit within a foot, and occasionally only 
a part of one. In almost every case, the final syllable 
of a nominal, verbal, adverbial or DPS phrase (cf. chap. 8)
is also the final syllable of a foot. The final syllable 
of a foot is heavily stressed, as described below, and heavy 
stress is thus often present on the final syllable 
of words, (cf. chapter 3.2. F/note 7.)The final syllable
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of an Aux. Vb. or of a Relational Phrase is however 
commonly not the final syllable of a foot, in the latter 
case the final syllable of the relatee element of the 
Relational Phrase generally being foot final, unless this 
element is manifested by a prefix, (cf. chap 11. Z and ~j>, )
The following example is written first with space
indicating boundaries between feet, and then with 
space indicating boundaries between words, hyphens 
indicating intra-word morpheme breaks. (For the 
disappearance of foot initial a in grammatical transcription, 
cf. sect. 5*2.)
e.g. uruzur azepe uruikope peipyr anoh 9«13*3*
'We came with him, but in vain.'
uru-zur zepe uru-iko pe pe i-pyr no
V.Phr. Part Aux Vb Hel Phr Kel Phr Part
p .1 The Prosodic Feature of Stress
The term 'stress' as used in this study should 
not be confused with its usage in a less strictly 
defined sense to refer to the general prominence of 
one sound over others. It here refers to a composite 
of different phonetic phenomena which occur in a 
characteristic way within the foot in Guajajara, and 
which are together abstracted as one prosodic feature.
5*11 Degrees of Stress
For the description of this prosody three degrees 
of stress are recognised, Heavy, Medium and Light. All 
syllables may be classified as either heavily stressed 
(H.S. ), medium stressed, (M.S.), or lightly stressed,
(L.S. ).
These degrees of stress are abstractions in their 
turn. They do not correspond to any absolute scale, but 
are wholly relative to each other. Their phonetic 
realisation may be described in general terms as follows: 
(see below sections 5-12 to 3*13 for a more detailed 
account of the phenomena here summarised.),
H.S. syllables have a higher degree of forcefulness 
than the others, are more clearly articulated, are 
potentially long, and are of a different pitch from 
that of the syllable preceding them . . ■'
M.S. syllables are slightly less forceful and 
clearly articulated than H.S* ones, are potentially long, 
and are of a different pitch from that of the syllable 
.preceding them #
L.S. syllables are short, softly and indistinctly 
articulated, and generally of the same pitch as the 
syllable preceding them.
Some utterances have been found in which it is 
hard to determine the degree of stress to which a
particular syllable should be referred. Such cases are 
quite infrequent however, and are often associated with 
emphasis, hesitation or correction. The vast majority 
of utterances are readily referrable to one of the 
categories described here.
3-12 Distribution of Stress within the Foot
The three degrees of stress are distributed 
throughout the foot in the following way. The final 
syllable of the foot, and it alone, is heavily stressed.
If there are any other syllables, one of these is always 
medium stressed. More than one syllable may be medium 
stressed, but this is very rare, and generally confined to 
feet having a large number of syllables. All remaining 
syllables are lightly stressed.
The following is a typical example of a span, 
with all syllables marked according to their degree of 
stress. Here, and subsequently, foot boundaries are 
marked by word space, and syllable boundaries by a 
comma on the line, H.S. is marked by a subscript line,
M.S. by a subscript dot and all unmarked syllables have 
L.S.
e.g. u^jrur, y,wy,po, pe, pe, wd ,ku, ryh, 9*10.2.• * *"** 9
'They brought wood there then.'
When there are three or more syllables in a foot, 
the selection of which of the non-final ones should be
medium stressed appears to be determined by semantic 
factors, rather than to be the result of a predictable 
phonological pattern. The more vital a syllable is to the 
undersbanding of the semantic signal, the more likely it 
is to be medium stressed. On the other hand, syllables 
which are easily predictable from the grammatical or 
semantic context are more likely to be lightly stressed.
These degrees of stress may be said to be
'phonemic', in the sense that the occurrence of none of 
them is predictable from phonological criteria alone. 
Although Heavy Stress is predictable within the foot, 
it is not so within the span, since it is its occurrence
which determines how the span shall be divided into feet.
5*13 Duration
The measurement of duration is not possible 
without recognition of points within the speech stream 
at which the units to be measured are said to begin and 
end. Since speech is in fact a continuing process 
including many aspects simultaneously, any such 
measurement points are arbitary and somewhat artificial. 
In this section, unless stated otherwise, measurement 
extends from the point at which syllable pulsation 
reaches a peak, up to the next such peak point. (Cf. 
sect. 6.1.)
There is a marked tendency for each of the feet 
within a span to be of approximately equal duration,
(measured from the peak point of the final H.S. syllable 
back to the peak point of the H.S. syllable of the 
preceding foot). This may also be expressed by saying 
that H.S. syllables tend to follow one another within 
the span at fairly equal intervals, or in a regular 
rhythmic succession. The greater the number of syllables 
in a foot, therefore, the shorter each syllable will be. 
The duration of any one syllable is thus determined by 
the number of other syllables which occur with it in 
the stretch of sound from one H.S. to the next, -
i.e. in the same foot. This general principle is 
modified in a number of ways, as outlined below.
Some of the phenomena already described as 
relevant to the span have over-riding rhythmic requirement 
which modify the length of particular feet. The two 
final feet in spans of pitch pattern two, for example, 
are generally short, (cf. chap. 4.12.) while span 
initial feet of high pitch are generally long, (cf. chap. 
4.18). Similarly, feet may be prolonged by certain 
semantic factors such as emphasis and hesitation,
(Cf. chap. 7*4.) A span final foot which is also a 
'relator' from the grammatical point of view (cf. chap. 
11.3)) is commonly shorter than the other feet of the 
span.
In the absence of any such special factors as 
these however, the tendency to ischronous timing of 
successive feet is often very marked, (though feet 
containing a large number of syllables are not usually 
of exactly equal duration with those that contain one 
syllable only). In the following example for instance,
despite the fact that the number of syllables in different 
feet ranges from two to five, the peak points of final 
syllables of successive feet follow one another at 
virtually equal intervals of time.
e. g.
u,ru,zur, 3,ze,pe, u,ru,i,ko,pe , pe,i,pvr, a,noh,• . *“ . -*»• . •*“* .
'We came with him, but in vain.' 9fl3.3.
This marked tendency, towards overall equality in 
the duration of each foot constitutes one of the strongest 
justifications for the abstraction of the foot as a 
distinct unit in the phonological hierarchy. The total 
duration is not shared equally by each of the syllables 
of the foot however, but is distributed in the following 
way.
Let the total duration of a foot be expressed 
as one unit of length. A H.S* syllable which is
followed immediately by another H.S. syllable (i.e. one
in another foot,) then tends to occupy one complete unit, 
though it may be rather shorter. A H.S. syllable 
which is followed by a M.S. syllable, or a M.S. syllable
which is followed by a H.S. syllable, each tends to
occupy half a unit, though the H.S. one may be rather longer 
and the M.S. one rather shorter. A H.S. or M.S. 
syllable which is followed by one or more L.S. syllables 
tends to occupy half a unit together with the L.S.
syllables which follow it. This half unit tends to be
shared evenly between the H.S. or M.S. syllable
and each of the following L.S. syllables, though the H.S.
or M.S. syllable is generally rather longer than any 
of thn- L.S. ones, and is always sufficiently long to 
permit clear articulation, (though L.S. syllables may 
not be clear).
This may be represented in diagrammatic form as 
follows. The duration of each box is one unit of length 
and the end points of the boxes correspond to the 
pulsation peak points of successive H.S. syllables 
(cf. chap. 6.1.). (It should be pointed out that 
these units of length are not necessarily coextensive 
with a foot, cf. below.) The diagram therefore relates 
to the duration of syllables following their pulsation 
peak points, and does not take account of the length of 
pre-peak portions of syllables.
Unit of Length
H.S.
H.S. M.S.
H.S. J M.S. L.S.
H.SiL.jS: L.S L.3 M.S
etc.
The following examples indicate the lapse of time 
during specific utterances. The superscript line is 
divided into major sections, (closed boxes),representing 
a unit, and minor ones representing half a unit of 
length respectively.
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J 1_______ 1___I......— ....I. I______ » - I »--I
u,ru,zur, a,ze,pe, u, r u, i, ko, pe , pe,i,pyr, d,noh,
1 Me came with him, but in vain,1 9*13*3
gal, I I  I  .1__-
ky»kji* ri,hih, was still deep.' 2.73*17*
It will be noted that the duration of both H.S. 
and M.S. syllables is determined by the degree of stress 
enjoyed by the syllables which follow them, irrespective 
of whether or not these are in the same foot. For 
discussion of alternative analysis, making the foot co­
extensive with the unit of length, cf, section h*3*
Every span closes with a H.S, syllable, whose duration 
is not determined by any following syllables. In spans 
of pitch pattern two, this syllable is usually short.
In all other spans it is usually long, and may be 
considerably longer than other syllables in the span,
(cf. chap. *+.1. ). Many spans open with a M.S. syllable 
which is generally rather shorter than half a unit of 
length in this position. The occurrence of one or more 
L.S. syllables as the first element of a span, and therefore 
with no preceding H.S. or M.S. syllable, is not 
uncommon. Such syllables are always very short.
Duration, as described so far, has referred 
entirely to the lapse of time from the pulsation peak 
point of one syllable to the same point in the next,
(cf. chap. 6.1). The pre-peak portion of any L.S. 
syllable, and of any H.S. or M.S. syllable preceded 
by a L.S. one is always of very brief duration. The 
pre-peak period of a H.S. or M.S. syllable preceded 
by another H.S. or M.S. syllable is generally longer, 
especially when a H.S. syllable is preceded by a H.S, 
syllable (i.e. one in another foot) or when emphasis 
is present, (cf. chap. 7.4l). The duration of the 
syllable which precedes such a long pre-peak period 
is reduced by the amount of time by which that period 
is lengthened. The amount of time involved may be 
as much as half the time from the pulsation peak of 
the preceding syllable to that of the syllable with the 
long pre-peak period, but is generally rather less.
The actual point at which the articulation of one 
syllable may be said to cease, and the next to begin 
is of course, very difficult to determine. The pre- 
peak period of a syllable may be consonantal or vocalic, 
cf, chap. 6.1.
This may be represented in diagrammatic form 
as follows. The duration of syllables is indicated 
first as measured from peak to peak, and directly 
underneath, as measured from beginning to end.
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| Unit of Length
ls |hs LS MS LS HS
LS HS LS MS LS HS
Peak to peak 
Beginning to end
Unit of Length
MS HS MS HS
MS HS MS HS
Peak to peak 
Beginning to end
Unit of Length
MS HS HS
MS ) HS HS
Peak to peak 
Beginning to end
The following example indicates the lapse of time in 
a specific utterance.
I i I J Peak to peak
Beginning of 
H.S. syllables
u, ru, zur, a , ze,pe_, u,ru,i,ko,pe_, pe t i , p^rr, a , noh,
'We came with him, but in vain.1 9*13.3*
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5*1^ Pitch
A distinction must be pointed out between what 
has been referred to in chapter k as 1 the pitch of the 
foot1, and what is here described, namely the pitch of 
the individual syllables wiihin the foot. 'The pitch 
of the foot* is always that of the final syllable of 
the foot, and this is determined by the pitch pattern 
which the span has, (cf. chap.^f.l. ). The internal 
pitch pattern of feet may be stated in terms of the
degree of stress that the syllables enjoy.
The pitch of a H.S. syllable is always that
required by the pitch pattern of the span. When a
H.S. syllable is not of the same pitch as the preceding 
H.S. syllable, the pitch of any intervening M.S. syllable 
is generally about midway between the pitch levels of 
the two H.S. syllables. The pitch of any L.S. syllables 
is generally much the same as that of the syllable it 
follows, though it may be slightly higher or lower 
(when the next H.S. is higher or lower respectively).
e.g. ______________________
o_, a,ze, me,he, pah, f0h, really1 9-21.1^. •— * ■“
When a H.S* syllable is of the same pitch as the preceding 
H.S. syllable, there is a slight fall of pitch before 
the second H.S. syllable, and the original pitch is
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resumed with that syllable. The fall is generally of
16
between a semitone and a tone m  extent. jf no other 
syllable occurs between two such syllables, then the 
pitch fall occurs as a .glide at the end of the first 
H.S. sy^llable.
e.g.
wa,na,pe, za,'a,ka, peh, n o n
'To the fork of their path'.
If one or more other syllables occur between two such H.S. 
syllables, the pitch fall occurs on the intervening M.S. 
syllable, any intervening L.S. syllable being of the 
same pitch as the syllable that precedes it.
e.g,
w
u, ze , 'ejl, ze ,k e , he_, tu.pan, i,ko,ty;h, 9 2 11 
'Long ago Tupan apoke'.
The pitch of M.S. and L.S. syllables in span initial 
feet is slightly lower than that of the H.S. syllable 
they precede, cf. above examples.
16. As stated above in chapter ^.1, there is often a slight
alternation in the absolute pitch level of successive
H.S. syllables classified as being of mid pitch. Such 
syllables generally pattern as being of different
pitch, so far as the pitch level of other intervening 
syllables is concerned.
5*15 Forcefulness of Articulation
The overall forcefulness of syllables tends to 
be greater for H.S. , somewhat less for M.S. and in many 
cases very considerably less for L.S. syllables. The 
diminution of forcefulness which is thus often present 
following a H.S. syllable is generally. gradual, but 
increase of forcefulness present with the commencement 
of a H.S. syllable is generally much more abrupt.
There is also a variation in the comparitive 
clarity of articulation of syllables, and such clarity 
is similarly greater for H.S., somewhat less for M.S. 
and very considerably less for L.S. syllables. For 
further treatment of this reduction in the clarity of 
articulation of L.S. syllables, see chapter 6.2.
5*16 Modification due to Grammatical Dependence
When a grammatical unit of high rank, (such as 
the verbal or nominal phrase, cf. chaps. 9 and 10) 
extends over a stretch longer than one foot, there is 
generally to be observed a slight diminution of the 
overall degree of stress on the foot or feet which are 
not final, and a slight increase on the overall degree 
of stress on the foot which is final for that grammatical 
unit. (As already noted, sect. 5«0 the final syllable 
of any such grammatical unit is almost always also the 
final syllable of a foot.) All the factors which are 
noted above as together constituting the stress prosody 
may be slightly modified in this way. Grammatical
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units of high rank are commonly marked-o-ff from each' 
other-in .this way to a small extent, and may be so 
marked off to a greater extent in order to emphasise 
grammatical boundaries which would otherwise be 
ambiguous*
3*2 Arrangement of Foot Constituents
No restrictions have been observed upon the
arrangement of consonants and vowels within the foot,
but one special distribution is noted as follows. The
vowel a occurs as the nucleus of a syllable
having neither coda nor onset (cf. chap. 6) under
17either of the following conditions:-
1* Following the consonant r functioning as a syllable 
coda, and preceding any consonant functioning as a 
syllable onset.
we.g. za,ne,k er, a, za, ha ,kaw ,
9. 21.1.
’A bath belonging to our people'
17* The vowel a may of course occur as the nucleus 
of any syllable, similarly to any other vowel.
The present description is of a special additional 
occurrence, predictable according to given 
phonological conditions.
7^
2. Following the consonants t, k* jn,..n, , and w functioning
as syllable codas and preceding any consonant
i R
functioning as the onset of a He S. syllable.
e.g. waza,hak, a,warn a,tyh . —  • —  *
1 For them to bathe.' 9*21.2.
When the vowel a occurs in this way, its 
realisation does not enter into grammatical relationships 
(cf. chap. ^t.2). The first condition is very commonly 
fulfilled at the boundary between two feet, and the 
second condition generally is. The vowel a under 
such circumstances is therefore in most cases the 
first syllable of a foot. Its occurrence is not 
abstracted as a prosodic feature of the foot however 
for the reasons outlined in chapter ^.23.
3*3 Alternative Analysis
The foot has been set up in this study as a unit 
whose final syllable is heavily stressed. This involves 
the description of the length of certain syllables as 
dependent upon the presence or absence of other syllables 
in a contiguous foot, (cf. sect. 3*13)» If» however,
18, Some few instances have been found when these conditions 
have been fulfilled, but the vowel a has not occurred. 
Such instances have usually proved to be close-knit 
grammatical sequences of frequent occurrence, and
are therefore regarded here as extra-systemic variations. 
One or two cases have also been observed in which a has 
preceded an onset consonant of a MS syllable, following t 
k m n t\ or w as a coda. In some cases this vowel 
appears to form a CV syllable together with the 
consonant that precedes it.
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$tfUoUtig.
the foot were set up as a unit whpse first was
heavily stressed, this would make it possible to describe 
the length of all syllables in terms of the remaining 
syllables of the same foot. The following example 
is written first in terms of the chosen analysis, and 
then again in terms of uhe possible alternative one.
The lapse of time is marked by the superscript line, 
measurement being from one H.S. syllable peak to the next.
e.g. ___________________
u,ru,zur, a,ze,pe, u,ru,i,ko,pe, pe,i,pyr, a,noh,
"inr-Ti ii i i - i t  1 ■ rTnrTir m *r —r - -n.-rri n ' " i r  l.„— i ~ i  r  '■ n n iy r  i - I 1___ I I 1
u,ru, zur, a,ze, pe^ , u^ru, i,ko, pe^pe,!,, pyr,0, rioh 
• • *** * . ■ * * "
’We came with him, but in vain.* 9*15*3«
The main reason why the second analysis is not 
adopted here is readily to be observed in the above 
example. Any M.S. or L.S. syllables which occur before 
the first H.S. syllable of a span must constitute some 
other unit which is different in structure from the feet 
found in the middle of the span. So also must the final 
span of the foot, which is obligatorily composed of only 
one H.S. syllable. The analysis which has been preferred 
recognises only one structural pattern for the foot, 
to which all feet may be readily referred. It permits 
any span to be divided up .into successive feet without 
either residue or incomplete feet.
It is also of interest to note that the analysis 
which has been chosen achieves maximum congruence 
between phonological and grammatical units, since it 
is the final syllable of most grammatical units which 
is stressed, if any* The alternative division would 
assign parts of many grammatical units to more than 
one foot, whereas the chosen analysis does this in 
only a very few cases* The grammatical constituents 
of the above example are as follows:
uruzur zepe uruiko pe pe ipyr no 
space indicates word boundaries, (cf* sect. 3*0)#
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CHAPTER 6 . THE SYLLABLE
f J ...
6.0 The Syllable as a Unit
The Syllable is the phonologicial unit next below
the Foot. All feet may be divided immediately and 
entirely into one or more syllables, plus the prosodic 
feature of stress described above.
In a few cases the syllable is co-extensive with 
a minimal grammatical unit of some kind, but the majority 
of grammatical units consist of more than one syllable.
Syllables consist of a vowel which may be preceded 
and/or followed by a consonant, (cf. chap.7) the whole 
being articulated with a rise and fall of forcefulness.
This rise and fall of forcefulness is abstracted as the 
prosodic feature of Pulsation, described below in 
section 6.1.
Consonants and vowels are classes of phonematic
units which are abstractions realised as various manners
and positions of the articulatory organs, and are fully 
described in chapter 7» They occur within the syllables 
in a structural pattern which may conveniently be expressed 
by the recognition of three syllable elements, the nucleus, 
the onset and the coda. The vowel of the syllable then 
may be said to manifest the nucleus, an initial consonant 
to manifest the onset, and a final consonant, the coda.
The syllable is the only phonological unit which has 
a structural pattern which involves the temporal succession 
of units which belong to different classes, and at which
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it is therefore potentially helpful to distinguish 
between the lower ranking units of which it consists and 
the function of these units within the higher-ranking 
structural unit. This distinction is useful only in 
so far as xt serves to express the two ways in which 
consonants may function within the syllable, and as a 
reference point in the consequent sub-classification of 
consonants, (cf. chap.7*l)» The distinction is recognised 
however, both for this purpose and in order to state 
clearly similarities and differences between the 
phonological and grammatical hierarchies, (cf. chap.15) •
The structural pattern of the syllable may be 
stated as an obligatory nucleus element, which may be 
preceded by an onset element and/or followed by a coda 
element. Consonants and vowels may therefore occur in 
any of the following sequences: V, CV, VC, CVC. Some
80% of syllables in the data examined were of the pattern 
CV, some 12% of the pattern V, some 6% of the pattern 
CVC and some 2% of the pattern VC. VC and CVC syllables 
have been found lightly stressed only very rarely.
Consonants function as syllable codas only at the 
19end of words. ' In normal fast speech however, it is 
possible for a consonant which is at the end of a word 
to be a syllable onset, combining with an initial vowel 
of the following word to form a syllable. The following
19. For a definition of the word as a grammatical entity 
c f © c hap. 3•2.
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example is written first with space marking boundaries 
between words, and then in the phonological conventions 
of the previous chapters,
e.g. uzahak oho a'e
u,za,ha, ko,ho,a,feh, !He ^ent to bathe, 1 9*21,15*
• • —
6,1 The Prosodic Feature of Pulsation
Pulsation is abstracted and set up as a prosodic 
feature in order bo account for the rise and fall in 
forcefulness which is characteristic of the syllable in 
Guajajara.
The phonetic realisation of pulsation is a rise 
to a peak of the forcefulness with which a syllable is 
uttered, followed by a diminution in this forcefulness.
The rise is generally fairly sharp, but the fall far more 
gradual especially in its initial stage. The rise is 
less sharp however when the pre-peak of a syllable is 
long, (cf. chap# 5*13)»
This rise and fall extends across the whole of the 
syllable, including any onset and coda. When the consonant 
functioning as a coda or an onset is a continuant sound, 
the rise or fall may be fairly readily distinguished in 
slow speech. When such a consonant is a stopped sound, 
the rise or fall is not of course distinguishable during 
the duration of the consonant, but is shown by the relative 
forcefulness of continuant sounds upon either side.
8l
Whenever two consonants occur together, the first 
is a coda and the< second an onset* A consonant followed 
by a vowel is in most cases an onset followed by a 
nucleus, but it may be a coda followed by a nucleus. In 
the former case, there is a rise of forcefulness during 
the consonant, and in the latter case, there is a fall.
If the consonant is a stopped sound, the syllable 
boundary can be distinguished because of the release 
of the consonant and the initial articulation of the 
vowel. If the consonant is a coda, it will have a 
lenis release, and the vowel will begin softly and 
increase rapidly in forcefulness. If the consonant 
is an onset, it will have a fortis release, and the 
vowel will be forceful from the beginning.
The overall forcefulness of any syllable is 
determined by the degree of stress which it enjoys,
(cf, sect, 5,11), The degree by which the forcefulness 
of L,S. syllables will rise is naturally much less than 
that for H.S, and M.S. syllables.
In the following example, forcefulness is indicated 
by the superscript line, the degree of Increase being 
indicated by the height of the line,
A r> A A A A 
e.g. 0, u,e,cak, o,hof, 'He went and saw it.1
6.2 Pulsation in L.£, Syllables
As stated in chapter h*l lightly stressed syllables 
are spoken very quickly and softly, especially when two
or more occur together. In such cases it is often
difficult for the ear to perceive whether or not Pulsation
is present. The general pattern which seems to be
present on the slower and clearer examples of such syllables
is taken to justify the present analysis whereby the 
L.S. syllables are referred to the same abstraction as 
H.S* and M.S. ones. Syllables with little or no 
perceptable pulsation may conveniently be referred to 
as 'reduced1, and in the following examples 'reduced* 
vowels will be written raised above the line.
In some cases in rapid speech, lightly stressed 
syllables occur in which the onset consonant is released 
straight into the onset consonant of the following 
syllable, or so released with only the slightest vocalic 
transition. In such cases the phonetic realisation of 
the onset of the 'reduced* syllable may include 
articulatory features which are characteristic of the 
reduced vowel, though that vowel may not be independently 
articulated. In the following example, the 'n' of 
wanupe has lip rouhding, though the lips appear to close 
in the articulation of the following 'p' without the 
tongue being released from its alveolar position.
e.g. i,kwejhe, wa,nU,pe, 'He said to them.' 9*21.3*
•
In many such cases some degree of pulsation may 
be perceived upon the onset of a reduced syllable, which 
frequently enjoys most or all of the duration which would 
be expected for a non-reduced L.S. syllable in a foot of 
that composition.
No additional abstraction is made in this study 
to which reduced L.S. syllables should be referred. Nor 
are such ’reduced' elements considered as being part of 
contiguous syllables. The reasons for this are as 
follows.
To analyse such 'reduced* elements as forming 
syllables in combination with contiguous sounds would 
produce syllables of new |)at terns. In the sequence
G Gi, kw * he , for example, the reduced vowel does not 
have independent articulation, and its articulatory 
characteristics are present only in the re alisation of 
contiguous consonants. This might be considered grounds 
for denying the presence of e as a phonological unit. The 
consonant kw however, cannot be analysed as belonging to 
the preceding syllable without setting up a new pattern, 
for kw does not occur as a coda. Nor can it be analysed 
as belonging to the following syllable without setting 
up a new pattern with a consonant cluster as the syllable 
onset. The syllables which are contiguous upon each 
side already conform to the pattern set up, and to 
ignore this seems perverse.
Such 'reduced* elements enter to a largo extent 
into the normal pulsation patterns of syllables. In
6 U.the examples i,kw »he, and wa,n , p e , the vowel of the • —  m —
preceding syllables in each case dies away into a state 
of low forcefulness such as is normal for syllable final 
nuclei. The consonantal elements kw and n are in each 
case of increasing forcefulness, rathor than decreasing, 
though the latter would be normal for a coda. Though
the vocalic nucleus of the reduced syllable is not 
fully released, yet the duration of the syllable 
approaches what would be expected if it were.
It would be possible to recognise syllables as 
being of the structure C (in addition to those structures 
already recognised, i,e, V, CV, CVC and VC). The present 
analysis is preferred however because it preserves a 
reference to articulatory movements typical of vocalic 
sounds, which remain present in the pronunciation of 
the syllable, even though the nucleus may not be realised 
as a vowel having full pulsation. The present analysis 
extends to rapidly articulated syllables the pattern 
which is quite clear in more slowly articulated ones.
Another problem is posed by lightly stressed
V syllables with little or no pulsation. When such 
syllables follow another vowel, they may fuse with it to 
form a dipthong, rather than being set apart from it
by any pulsation.
e.g. a/,po, ’Maybe.1
It is only when this reduced vowel is fi' or ’u 1 that 
the dipthong is really close knit.. In fact the consonants 
’w f and ' j ' are both recognised below as syllable codas, 
and the phonetic realisation of these consonants is 
virtually the same as that of ’i ’ and ’u 1 in such 'reduced1
V syllables.
To analyse these 'reduced1 vowels as being the
coda of the preceding syllable would however involve 
an extension to the tolerated occurrence of codas. As 
previously stated, these only occur at the end of words.
All examples of i and u as reduced -V syllables occur 
word medial, ‘ and would, if analyzed as the coda of the 
preceding sellable, result in word-medial consonant 
clusters, which do not otherwise occur, cf. sect. 6.0 above
Furthermore, the present analysis may be confirmed 
as an extension to rapidly articulated syllables of 
the pattern which is clear in more slowly articulated 
ones. A Guajajara speaker, if asked to repeat more 
distinctly an utterance containing a 'reduced* V 
syllable, generally does so in such a way that the 
syllable in question may be clearly perceived to have 
pulsation. For these reasons, such reduced vowels are 
regarded as nuclei rather than codae, even though this 
means that phonetically similar phenomena are treated 
differently when they occur in syllables of different 
patterns.
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CHAPTER 7 CONSONANTS AND VOWELS
7.0 Consonants and Vowels as Units
Consonants and vowels are classes of phonematic • 
units, and constitute the lowest rank of the hierarchy, 
that next below the syllable. All syllables may be 
divided immediately and entirely into consonants, and 
vowels, plus the prosodic feature of Pulsation described 
above.
Consonants and vowels contrast with other 
phonological unxts in their nature because they have no 
structural pattern and are abstractions of classes 
whose members share a common function. Only one 
ultimate constituent is accounted for in their abstraction, 
namely that of Position. Just as the occurrence of 
the constituents Pitch, Duration and Forcefulness is 
accounted for in the abstraction of the prosodic features 
Tune, Stress and Pulsation, so the occurrence of the 
constituent Position is accounted for in the abstraction 
of consonants and vowels. The latter are classes of 
phonematic units, each characteristic position of the 
articulatory organs, (including the manner of their 
articulation) being referred to one member of these 
classes. They are said to be phonematic rather than 
prosodic because the exponents of which they are 
abstractions may be regarded as following one another 
in temporal succession and not as extending over or having 
relevance to stretches of speech potentially composed 
of more than one minimal unit.
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Phonematic units are assigned to the two classes 
consonant and vowel solely on the basis of their 
occurrence within the syllable, vowels always functioning 
as a syllable nucleus and consonants as either a syllable 
onset or coda. There is also a fundamental difference 
in the character of the articulatory manners and positions 
which are employed in the exponents of these classes. 
Consonants are almost invariably realised by exponents 
in whose articulation the voice sound is modified by 
closure or constriction, generally by the tongue or 
lips, whereas in the case of vowel exponents, no 
such constriction or closure is present,
7*1 Consonants
The consonant class comprises those phonematic 
units which function as the Onset or Coda elements in 
syllables, and has the following members,
l i t w wp, t, k, k f Cj n, T|, H , r, z, h, w, j.
The class may be sub-divided into the following 
four sub-classes, on the basis of restrictions on their 
occurrence as certain syllable elements..
Sub-class one, functioning as the onset or coda 
of syllables,
t, k, m, n, I, r, w.
Sub-class two, functioning as the onset of any 
syllable and the coda of span-final syllables only,
*, h.
Sub-class three, functioning only as the onset 
of syllables,
~ vW „w. • pi k , c, T\ , z.
Sub-class four, functioning as the coda of syllables
d*
Two different consonant systems may be set up, 
the first operating at the onset element of syllables, 
and the second at the coda element. The members of these 
systems are as follows,
System One, operating at syllable onset position,
. ,  ,  TJU TAf
p, t, k, k , c, m, n, n, ^ i r, z, h, w.
System Two, operating at syllable coda position, 
t,.k, m, n, ti, r , w, j.
An additional sub-system might be set up to 
cover consonants operating at span-final coda position, 
which would comprise the members, n, ', h. It is 
thought, however, that there is no structural reason 
why other consonants of system two might not operate 
at this position, though owing to lexical factors 
none have been found.
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It should be pointed out that the above systems 
are not of great significance to an overall description 
of Guajajara phonology since though the potential of 
contrast is markedly different between the two, yet the 
position of the articulatory organs is identical in 
the exponents of consonants, whatever system they may 
be operating in, and it is only this position which is 
abstracted in the phonematic unit.
The phonetic realisation of the exponents will 
now be described,
7•11 Plosives
All plosives are generally voiceless and unaspirated. 
Plosion is not very forceful, except sometimes in emphatic 
speech, and the voicing of the syllable nucleus follows 
immediately upon plosion. In rapid speech plosives 
occurring between two vowels are occasionally lightly 
voiced.
p is bilabial. The shape of the lips is the same 
as that during the following vowel, (spread before 
e ? a, y, d, fairly rounded before o, u,), and 
so is the position of the tongue. (c.f. sect. 7*33 
for a possible extraction of lip and tongue 
position as prosodic features, in this and other 
consonants.)
t is dental. The shape of the lips, and the degree 
to which they are open, is the same as that during 
the following vowelt when functioning as a syllable onset. 
When functioning as a coda, thrs is the same as the 
preceding vowel, though this changes during articulation 
to that of the following vowel if the following 
syllable has no onset consonant, (and so for other codas).
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k is velar, When functioning as a syllable onset, the 
shape of the lips and the degree to which they are 
open is the same as that during the following 
vowel. The position of the tongue varies slightly 
according to the following vowel, the point of 
contact being slightly advanced before the front 
vowels, and slightly retracted before back vowels, 
though without approaching the limits of the velar 
area. When functioning as a coda, the position of 
the tongue may vary slightly according to the 
preceding vowel, in the same way as indicated above 
for onsets, (cf also t as a coda, above,)
is labio-velar, a fair degree of lip rounding 
occurring simultaneously wit^ velar closure.
The position of the tongue varies slightly 
according to the following vowel similar to the 
case of k.
is glottal. The shape of the lips and the 
position of the tongue vary according to their 
position and shape during the following vowel* 
Closure may be incomplete in L.S. syllables,
(Cf* sect* 7-17)
Affricate
c consists of an alveolar stop with an alveolar
fricative release. It is voiceless and unaspirated, 
like the plosives. The position of the lips is 
the same as that during the following vowel, and
t
7.12
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bhe position of the tongue varies as follows: 
invariably before i, and occasionally before a heavily 
stressed e, the place of closure and friction is 
palato-alveolar: elsewhere it is alveolar* The 
tongue tip is always up.
7 *13 Nasals
All nasals are voiced and the position of the 
lips and of the tongue vary according to contiguous 
vowels in just the same way as in the case of plosives 
at comparable points of articulation, for both onsets 
and codas.
m is bilabial.
n is alveolar.
H is velar,
wT] is labio-velar: velar closure with a fair degree 
of simultaneous lip rounding.
7.1^* Flap
r is voiced, with momentary contact at the alveolar.
At times contact is not completed by bhe sides
of the tongue, resulting in a sound something 
between a true flapped r and a flapped lateral.
This incomplete contact does not appear to be 
conditioned by any phonetic factors, and is more 
common in the speech of some speakers than others.
It is therefore regarded as a free variant of
r in this study. The position of the lips
in syllable onsets is the same as during the
vowel of the syllable nucleus. For syllable
codas any such variation is very slight, (cf. t and k).
Fricatives
is voiced, with friction varying between alveolar 
and palato-alveolar place without conditioning 
factors. The tongue is always well up, sometimes 
to the point of being slightly retroflexed, but 
this retroflexion is not conditioned* The position 
of the lips is the same as during the following 
vowel.
is voiceless, with friction at the glottis*
The position of the tongue and of the lips is 
the same as during the following vowel or the 
preceding vowel, when functioning as a coda.
Some voicing may be present in L.S* syllables,
(cf* sect. 7.17)* or when functioning as a span- 
final coda, (cf. chap. ^.21).
Semi-V oweIs
is a voiced labio-velar frictionless continuant.
When functioning as a syllable onset, both the 
shape of the lips and the position of the tongue 
vary according to the following vowel: the lips
are more rounded before o and u than before 
other vowels, though they always remain fairly 
rounded, even before i and y. The tongue 
is in a more advanced velar position before i 
and e than before other vowels, though it 
rarely,, if ever, attains a palatal position*
When functioning as a coda, articulation is very 
similar phonetically to the vowel u, especially 
when followed by pause.
j is a voiced palatal frictionless continuant.
The phonetic realisation may be very similar 
to that of the vowel i, but varies to a rather 
closer position. The position of the tongue is 
slightly retracted following back vowels.
7*17 Consonant Articulation and Stress
In lightly stressed syllables, a tendency to 
lax articulation is sometimes present with any consonant. 
This is particularly noticeable for those two that have 
glottal articulation, i.e. 1 and h. In such cases 
the glottal closure of 1 is commonly incomplete, or 
so momentary that the ear perceives a diminution of the 
preceding vowel followed by a sudden onset to the second 
vowel, rather than a total cessation of sound between 
them. Similarly the glottal friction of h may not 
be completely voiceless though some glottal constriction 
and reduction of voicing is present compared to the 
preceding and following vowels. Such lax articulation
is particularly common when the same vowel precedes 
and follows these two consonants.
As described above, the duration of syllables 
is determined by their distribution within the foot and 
abstracted as part of the prosodic feature of stress*
Any consonant functioning as an onset may be long, if 
the pre-peak portion of the syllable is long, (cf. chap.t>* 
Such duration is not relevant to the abstraction of 
phonematic units, but is here mentioned for the sake 
of completeness.
7*2 Vowels
The vowel class comprises those phonematic 
units which function as the Nucleus element of 
syllables, and comprises the following members,
e » y» 3, u °*
As noted below, section 7*31, a does not occur 
preceding nasal consonants as a syllable coda, and d 
does not occur preceding oral consonants as a syllable 
coda. There is, therefore, neutralisation of the• 
a/a contrast in syllables having codas. Two different 
vowel systems might be set up, the first operating 
in open syllables and having seven terms, and the second 
operating in closed syllables and having six terms. The 
articulatory positions abstracted as the vowels a and 
d do both occur in closed syllables however, though 
they are not there in contrast. The recognition of the
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two vowel systems is therefore regarded as of only 
minor importance for the present description*
The phonetic realisation of the exponents of 
vowels will now be described*
7.21 Vowel Qualities
i Close front unrounded, but not quite as close as
cardinal one* When followed by tj as a coda, it 
is slightly retracted and lowered, but it has no 
gross perceptible variations of position correlating 
with any other contiguous sound*
e Half-open, front unrounded, just a little higher 
and generally a little more retracted than
cardinal three* When followed by r as coda,
the tongue is raised slightly to a position 
rather nearer cardinal two than cardinal three, 
but it has no gross perceptible variations of 
position correlating with any other contiguous 
sound*
a Open front unrounded, but appreciably more 
retracted than cardinal four. It has no 
gross perceptible variations of position 
correlating with any contiguous sound.
y Close central unrounded, but not fully close#
Following t, the tongue is considerably advanced 
and raised, and the same tendency is present to a
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lesser exbeat following n as an onset, and 
before j as a coda. It has no gross perceptible 
variation of position correlating with any other 
contiguous sound.
a Mid central unrounded, abuut halfway between
half-close and half-open positions* When followed 
by T] as a coda, the tongue is lowered as far 
as the half-open position or slightly further, 
but it has no gross perceptible variation of 
position correlating with any other contiguous 
sound.
u. Clo.se back rounded, rather nearer to cardinal 
eight than cardinal seven. It has no gross 
perceptible variation of position correlating 
with any contiguous sound.
o Open back rounded, rather nearer to cardinal
six than cardinal five. It has no gross perceptible 
variation of position correlating with any contiguous 
sound.
7.22 Vowel articulation and stress
As with consonants, so the duration of vowels 
varies according to the distribution of syllables within 
the foot, (cf. chap 5*13)* In L.S. Syllables a tendency 
to lax articulation is sometimes present with any vowel, 
but the distinctions of quality between the seven vowels 
remain, even though they may be harder to distinguish
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because of the brevity of the syllable,
7.3 Restrictions of Occurrence and Vowel Harmony
7.31 Restrictions, of ^ .Occurrence
The following restrictions have been observed on
the co-occurrence of Phonematic Units.
j never precedes a vowel, but always another 
consonant or pause*
z never precedes a consonant or pause.
t never precedes i.
c never precedes y or a.
1 W  T w  ,
k  and tj never precede i, y, o or u.
0 and u never precede w functioning as a
syllable coda.
1 never precedes j functioning as a syllable 
coda.
a never precedes nasal consonants as syllable 
codas.
d never precedes oral (Consonants as syllable
codas.
It will be observed, from the first two restrictions, 
that j and z are in mutually exclusive distribution, 
and may be regarded as * sub-members of the same phoneme', 
for the purpose of phonemic analysis. Since the present
analysis is prosodic in character, two phonematic units 
are set up, there being no reason in such analysis to 
identify two units which share certain characteristics 
when they always operate in different systems*
The following restrictions on the occurrence of 
phonological elements in terms of grammatical units are 
also worthy of note here*
Syllable codas only occur word final* (For 
definition of a word, cf* chap. 3*2*)
j w
t] and rj never occur word initial.
The following vowel clusters only occur across 
morpheme boundaries:
a and e, y and a, u and o, and repetitions
of the same vowel.
No monosyllabic words begin with a vowel, and 1 never 
occurs in word initial position in multisyllabic words. 
Heavy stress generally occurs on the final syllable of 
nouns, verbs and adverbs, (cf. chaps. 9ilO, and 11.2).
7*32 Vowel Harmony
There is evidence of very limited vowel harmony 
in certain utterances, and this seems to be associated 
m  most cases with particular morphemes or allomorphs 
of morphemes. The verbalizer mu (cf* chap.9*211) 
and the pronominal prefixes for the 3rd
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person and 2nd person plural each have allomorphs 
including only the vowel o, and these forms occur only 
with stems that include the vowel o, (cf. chap. 9.122).
The nominal suffix -uhu !bigr, (chap.9*133)» often 
occurs with alternate forms of stems which have one or 
more vowels d (when the other form has vowel(s) a.)
7*33 Other Possible Prosodies
Some or all of the above restrictions or harmonic 
co-occurrences might be made the basis for the abstraction, 
of further prosodic features, or the recognition of 
sub-systems relevant to particular sections of the data. 
Thus vowel harmony in some forms, or some aspects of the 
realisation of certain phonematic units, e.g. the position 
of the tongue or of the lips, might be regarded as prosodic 
because they extend temporarily over more than one 
phonematic unit. Further sub-systems of vowels and 
consonants might be set up to mark restrictions of 
occurrence in addition to those noted above for syllables 
of different patterns in sections 7*1 and 7»2. Such 
rather microscopic examination of restricted portions 
of the data has not been attempted in the present study 
because the main purpose of the description has been 
to present an overall statement of the major phonological 
patterns of the language, which may then be condidered 
together with the major grammatical patterns, rather than 
to describe phonological minutiae which relate to a sub­
section only of the data. The inter-relation of phonology 
and grammar remains relevant in such sub-sections, but 
the focus of this study is upon hierarchical structures
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having wide relevance rather than upon sub-structures 
having narrow relevance,
?•**■ Occasional Distribution of Constituents
The four ultimate phonological constituents, Pitch, 
Duration, Forcefulness and Position, (the latter including 
manner as well as position of articulation), have now 
been fully described in terms of their obligatory 
occurrence, phonological units being abstracted to 
account for the patterns of such occurrence. Certain 
additional variations of pitch, duration and forcefulness 
may occur, and these will now be described. Such variations 
are associated in varying degrees with grammatical or 
semantic factors and are most conveniently described in 
sub-sections corresponding to these factors.
It would be possible to account for the occasional 
variations of pitch, duration and forcefulness in the 
same way as for the regular distribution of such 
constituents, i.e. by the abstraction of prosodic features. 
Such features might be regarded as occasionally combining 
with other factors to form units such as feet or spans.
This has not been done, however, because the temporal 
extent or relevance of these variations does not 
necessarily coincide with any of the unifcs span, foot 
or syllable, nor do they necessarily occur at a fixed 
point demarcative of such units. It therefore seems 
arbitary to assign them to any one such unit, and 
instead they are stated here, following the description
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having wide relevance rather than upon sub-structures 
having narrow relevance,
7«^ Occasional Distribution of Constituents
The four ultimate phonological constituents, Pitch, 
Duration, Forcefulness and Position, (the latter including 
manner as well as position of articulation), have now 
been fully described in terms of their obligatory 
occurrence, phonological units being abstracted to 
account for the patterns of such occurrence. Certain 
additional variations of pitch, duration and forcefulness 
may occur, and these will now be described. Such variations 
are associated in varying degrees with grammatical or 
semantic factors and are most conveniently described in 
sub-sections corresponding to these factors.
It would be possible to account for the occasional 
variations of pitch, duration and forcefulness in the 
same way as for the regular distribution of such 
constituents, i,e, by the abstraction of prosodic features. 
Such features might be regarded as occasionally combining 
with other factors to form units such as feet or spans.
This has not been done, however, because the temporal 
extent or relevance of these variations does not 
necessarily coincide with any of the unite span, foot 
or syllable, nor do they necessarily occur at a fixed 
point demarcative of such units. It therefore seems 
arbitary to assign them to any one such unit, and 
instead they are stated here, following the description
of all other abstractions, in terms of their potential 
occurrence in relation to them. In a sense they are 
abstractions parallel to the prosodic features of tune, 
stress and pulsation, but they are not assigned a 
place in the hierarchy. Some justification for this 
extra-systemic treatment may be found in the fact that 
they cannot be regarded as terms in systems without 
wide recognition of zero terms in those systems, which 
zero terms would occur in the majority of utterances.
Their occasional and unpredictable occurrence is better 
reflected in extra-systemic description.
7 • Emphasis
Emphasis may occur on any part of the speech 
stream, and is generally associated with semantic emphasis 
It is realised by an increase of forcefulness and duration 
and/or raised pitch. The degree of increase or pitch 
rise varies according to the degree of emphasis which 
occurs, which may be small or great. In some cases of 
emphasis upon one foot within a span, that foot is more 
than twice the duration of the other feet of the span, 
with tho pitch of the voice approaching the extreme 
limits of the speaker’s normal voice range.
Emphasis often occurs upon one foot only 
within a span, aid in such cases the final syllable of 
the foot has the increased forcefulness and duration, 
though this is shared by preceding and following syllables 
to a limited extent in some instances. If the foot is of
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mid or high pitch, according to the pitch pattern of the 
span, its pitch is raised; if it is of low pitch, it 
is unchanged. The pitch of any foot following one which 
is emphasized may be of somewhat higher pitch than normal 
for the pitch pattern.
e.g. ______________________  ___
ka'ate peuruiko a'e mehepah 9.11.8.
’We lived right in the forest then.'
It is unusual for the final feet of spans to be emphasized 
except in spans of pitch patterns two or seven. Stretches 
of longer than a foot may be emphasized, in which case 
the overall pitch of the whole stretch is higher than 
that of the preceding and following stretches. Increased 
duration and forcefulness is however generally confined 
to one foot within the emphasized stretch. Complete spans 
may be emphasized in this way.
7.^2 Hesitation and Correction
Hesitation consists of a slowing down of the 
stream of speech in mid span, occasionally to the extent 
of producing a pause of up to a second in length. The 
pitch of the span is not however affected. Hesitation 
has only been observed on feet of mid-pitch. It does 
not generally result in complete cessation of the stream 
of speech, but is more often realised by the prolongation 
of the final syllables of one foot*
In many cases a special 'hesitation form' occurs 
in association with phonological hesitation as above 
described. This hesitation form is realised as 
rna'e, a form which is homophonous with a noun, 
ma'e - ’unspecified object1, (cf. chap.10). When this 
sequence occurs as a hesitation form however, it does 
not enter into grammatical relationships and is 
generally accompanied by the phonetic phenomena 
outlined above.
Correction consists of a short pause, sometimes 
commencing abruptly, followed very quickly by resumption 
of speech with a little emphasis upon the next foot. It 
frequently occurs in the middle of a grammatical unit. 
It may follow hesitation or occur independent of it.
7.^3 Dependence and Parenthesis
7.^31 Dependence within a Span
Grammatical units within the span, especially 
nominal and verbal phrases, when these extend over 
stretches longer than one foot, are commonly marked by 
a slight increase in the forcefulness and the duration 
of the final syllable, and a slight rise in its pitch. 
For further details see chapter 3*16.
7*^32 Dependence between Spans
Grammatical or semantic dependence of one span
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upon another which has preceded it is usually accompanied 
by slightly lower overall pitch for the dependent span 
or spans. The internal pitch relationships of the 
dependent span are not affected. Normal pitch level is 
resumed with the occurrence of the next independent 
span.
More than one dependent span may follow one 
independent one, and this is often the case when an 
extended sentence occurs in which more than one satelibe 
clause is present. In such a case, all the dependent 
spans share the s^me slightly lower overall pitch level, 
(cf. chap. lA-.l.)
Stretches of speech semantically in parenthesis 
to the main stream are generally marked by a similar 
slight lowering of pitch.
Within a series of spans which is already of
rather low overall pitch, dependence may be marked by a
slight rise of overall pitch.
Spans which are dependent upon a following span
rather than upon a preceding one, are generally of
pitch pattern four, (cf. chap. ^.1^).
7 * ^  Change of topic
A change of topic within a stretch of speech is 
often associated with an upward change of pitch. This
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is commonly realised by both a drop of pitch on the 
final feet of the last span of the old topic, and a rise 
of pitch on the initial feet of the first sxoan of the 
new topic. In many cases the initial foot of the new 
topic is of higlu pitch, (cf, chap, ^.18), and final 
span of the old topic is of pitch pattern three,
(c f• c hap. 4•13.)•
The lowering of pitch associated with topic-final 
spans may affect the last two or three feet of the span. 
These may each be of successively lower pitch or 
each of the same low overall pitch in relation to 
previous spans. In some cases the last few feet of the 
last two or three spans of a topic may display a 
falling away of pitch within the span.
The regaining of pitch associated with topic- 
initial spans may also be spread over the first two or 
three feet of the first span, each being successively 
higher than the preceding foot.
In short, well-defined topics, there is sometimes 
to be noted a progressive falling of pitch throughout the 
entire stretch of speech vhich the topic occupies. Such 
well-defined short topics are not common, and the losing 
and regaining of pitch is therefore in most cases to be 
observed only at the point of topic change,
7*^3 Constructions larger than the Span
The modification of spans associated with dependence 
and change of topic may seem to provide grounds for the 
recognition of some phonological unit larger than the span.
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It is true that a number of. spans may sometimes be
recognised as linked together by the phonological
factors outlined above, and may therefore be regarded as
some kind of entity within the total phonology* They
are not here set up as phonological units with a place
in the hierarchy because they do not exhibit any kind
20
of structural pattern.
The only phenomena which might be abstracted as 
prosodic features of such a higher unit are those which 
mark its terminal points, but these are not obligatory 
phenomena capable of definition and measurement in the 
same way as other prosodies, but are rather tendencies 
which may or may not be present. The largest stretches 
of speech, such as narratives, cannot be divided 
entirely into any such higher units, and most shorter 
stretches do not include any. Nor can the distribution 
of lower ranking units within such high ranking units 
be stated in any but the most general terms. For 
these reasons, no phonological units higher than the 
span are set up, though the occasional grouping together 
of spans to form entities additional to the present 
hierarchy is not denied.
7*5 Summary and Comparison with Phonemic Type Statement
The full inventory of the abstractions which 
together constitute the phonological hierarchy may be 
summarised as follows.
20. For definition of a unit, cf. chap,3*0.
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3 prosodic features: Tune, Stress and Pulsation
3 structural units: The Span, the Foot and the Syllable
2 classes of phonematic unit: 13 consonants and 7 vowels
4 ultimate constituents: Pitch, Duration, Forcefulness
and Position (Position and manner)*
It may be of interest to compare the above 
summary with a statement along the lines of funitary1 
phonemic analysis* Such a phonemic statement might 
comprise*
Consonants (14 in number)
/p / [p 3
a /  r,ta ] when followed by an onset consonant
of a H*S* syllable
f t, j elsewhere
/ k /  [ k S ]  as  / t /
[k ] elsewhere
A V  t>w I
/'/ ('partial glottal closure] in L*S* syllable,
[full glottal closure) elsewhere
/°/ [tfJ before close front vowels
£ts) elsewhere
/m/ [maJ as / t/
I'm 3
/n/ fndj as /t/
fn J
A /  A aj as /t./
In ]
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/ n w/ lV ]
/r/ [r3 l when followed by any consonant
C r  J elsewhere
/z/ [ j ] before a consonant or pause
[ a  1 elsewhere
/h/ [h Juifch light voicing in L .S .syllable, 
[h I elsewhere
/w/ [waj when followed by an onset of 
■a PL £U syllable,
C u  J otherwise as a coda
( » ] elsewhere
Vowels (7 in number)
/  i / J> J
C i  J
before / n /  as coda 
elsewhere
/e/ before /r/ as coda
Cs J elsewhere
/a/
/ y / [ i l l following /t/ and /n/ and 
before /z/ as coda.
3 elsewhere
/ a / rd i—» before / tj/ as coda
1*1 elsewhere
/«/ c m
/ o / L?3
Stress, Three degrees - heavy, medium and light.
Pitch. Three levels - high, mid and low.
Additional subinembers of all vowels might be 
recognized to account for the occurrence of ' and 
h span-final, (cf. chap. 4.21), and also further 
submembers of all consonants and vowels to account for 
the occurrence of d span-final, (cf. chap, 4.22).
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CHAPTER 8, THE SENTENCE
8.0 The Sentence as a Grammatical Unit
The Sentence is the largest unit which is set 
up in the grammatical hierarchy. All utterances may 
generally be divided into one or more sentences, which 
must conform to one or other of the patterns described 
below, and in chapter 13. Any residual
stretches of speech which do not conform to such patterns 
are regarded as incomplete or interrupted sentences, or 
else as extra-systemic communication such as the 
imitation of non-speech sounds.
The majority of sentences are coextensive with 
the phonological unit ’The Span1, for which see chapter 4. 
In every case they have the potential of indefinite 
pause following them, and some degree of pause is 
present in most but not all cases.
The sentence, as the largest grammatical unit, 
is defined primarily in terms of its structural pattern
i.e. by the statement of its constituent elements and 
their arrangement. The function of the sentence is less 
crucial to its definition, since it does not manifest 
an element in a higher-ranking unit as do other units.
For a statement of ways in which sentences may be linked 
together, though not so as to form a larger unit within 
the hierarchy, see chap. 14* In addition to this, 
see chapters 10,2 and 11.4 for a statement of ways in 
which down-ranked sentences manifest elements in lower- 
ranking units in the hierarchy. The primary function
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of the sentence, however, is to occur independently in 
utterances.
Certain semantic relationships generally subsist 
between the constituent elements of sentences, as for 
example that of subject, verb and object. These 
relationships will be noted as the elements are described, 
but they are not regarded as definitive of the sentence 
in any sense since they are semantic in character, while 
the sentence and its elements are grammatical entities, 
formally defined. There may be some semantic dependence 
between sentences, and this is described in chapter l^ f.
The majority of sentences conform to one structural 
pattern, and this is abstracted under the name of ,rThe 
Favourite Sentence'. The elements of which such sentences 
are composed are described in the present chapter, and 
the grammatical units which manifest the elements are 
described in chapters 9 to 12. A number of other 
structural patterns occur less frequently, and these 
are described as Non-Favourite Sentences, in chapter 13.
8.1 The Favourite Sentence
8*11 Constituent Elements
The favourite sentence consists of some or all of 
the following elements:
1JA
Verbal Phrase (VPh)
Sub ject (Sub j )
Ob jec t (Ob j )
Auxiliary Verb (AV)
Ad junct (Ad j )
Par tide (Pt)
Of these, the VPh is the only elament which must obligatorily 
be present, though it is very unusual for a Favourite 
Sentence to consist of this element alone. It is also 
quite general for sentences to include one or 
more Particles. Not more than one VPh, Subj or Obj may 
occur in one Favourite Sentence, but up to six particles, 
and up to three Adjuncts are quite common, while two 
Auxiliary Verbs have been found in a very few instances*
The number of particles and adjuncts which may occur is 
determined by stylistic rather than by structural factors, and 
it is structurally possible for more than
six and three of them to occur, respectively.
There also appears to be a stylistic limit upon 
the total number of elements of which a sentence may 
consist. Very few sentences have been found which have 
more than five elements, exclusive of particles.
See chapter l^ f.l, the Extended Sentence, for a 
construction by which a larger number of elements may 
be expressed, linked with a single verbal phrase.
8*12 Order of Elements
The relative order of these elements is fairly 
rigidly fixed, but certain alternative orders are 
permitted. The most common order of the elements, 
exclusive of Particles, may be stated in formula as 
follows; (for the order of Particles, see below.)
VPh Subj Obj AV Adj
The most common alternative order is for the VPh 
to follow the Subject and/or the Object. It may not 
occur between them, however, and when both Subject and 
Object occur in the same sentence, the former always 
precedes the latter. Occasionally, an adjunct may 
occur immediately following the Subject or Object, and 
it is then closely linked semantically with the element 
it follows.
Particles may occur in any of four places, 
initially, post initially (after the first element, 
whatever that may be), medially (after any AV, but 
before any post-verbal Adj.), or finally. Each particle 
has its own fixed place or places of potential occurrence 
see chapter 12 for details. Initial place in the sentenc 
confers a slight degree of emphasis upon the element 
which occupies it.
The following are some examples of favourite 
sentences, illustrating this potential difference of 
order. In these, as all other examples of grammatical 
construefcions which will be cited, a space is left
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between words,and intra-word morpheme breaks, when 
relevant, are marked by a hyphen on bound forms. (For 
a definition of the word in Guajajara', see chap. 3*2.)
An additional space or spaces may be left between 
grammatical units in all parsed examples, so that 
the parsing of each unit commences immediately 
beneath the first letter of each unit. A dash above 
a word indicates that its translation is not possible 
in isolation.
e.g. 'They say that Tupan was having a garden made.'
make cause report Tupan garden being - 
uzapo kar zekwehe tupan ko iko
VPh Pt Subj Obj AV
'The toad was walking along there.'
toad be along there walking
kururu uiko kwez rupi uata pa no
Sub j VPh Adj Ad j Pt
'It was I who first came from there.'
I first I-come there from
ihe rdTjaz azur pe wi
Sub j Adj VPh Adj
8*13 Restrictions on Co-occurrence of Elements
The following restrictions on the co-occurrence 
of sentence elements have been observed, and are regarded 
as being of structural significance.
1. The Verbal Phrase is described as consisting 
(in part) of a Head element which may be manifested by
ty 6.17.13 
Pt
6.10.13
3.23.2.
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a Verb or Verbal Piece which is either Transitive, 
Intransitive or Stative, (cf. chap. 9*2 and 3*) The 
Object element may occur only when the Verb or Verbal 
Piece is Transitive.
2. Wo Object element occurs when the VPh contains
one of the following pronominal prefixes, he-, zane-,
21ure-, ne-, pe-, uru-, apu-,urupu-, (cf. chap.9*1 2 1 )
3. Wo Subject element generally occurs when the VPh
contains one of the following pronominal prefixes,
a-, he-, ci-, za-, zane-, uru-, are-, ere-, ne-,
P P
pe-, (cf. chap. 9'. 121*) If a Subject element is
present, it is always a NPh whose Head, element is 
manifested by a pronoun (cf. chap. 10.13), and such a 
pronoun must display concord with the pronominal 
prefix of the VPh.
8.14 Manifestation of Elements
The manifestation of the elements of the 
Favourite Sentence may be represented by the following 
diagram* Boxed manifestors represent units of complex
21. These pronominal prefixes refer to the goal or 
object of the action expressed by the sentence, when 
this object is first or second person.
22. These pronominal prefixes refer to the actor or topic 
about which the statement is made, when this actor
or topic is first or second person.
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structure, unboxed ones represent units which are not 
complex, i.e. classes# (For a statement of the other 
relationships of these units, see the diagram of the 
complete grammatical hierarchy in chapter 3 *21.)
FAVOURITE SENTENCE
VPh | Subj ■ Obj AV Adj j Pt
1
APh
11.2
DBS. Ph 
11.4
Pro 
10.1310.1 11.1 12.0
w
N.Rt
10.31
This diagram is to be interpreted as follows.
The Verbal Phrase is manifested by a unit of the same 
name, (cf. chap# 9*1 )*
The Subject and Object are each manifested by a unit 
named the Nominal Phrase, (cf. chap. 10.l).
The Auxiliary Verb is manifested by a unit of the 
same name, (cf# chap. 11.l).
The Adjunct is manifested by any of the following 
units:- the Adverbial Phrase, (cf. chap. 11.2), the 
Relational Phrase, (cf, chap. 11.3), or the Down Ranked 
Sentence Phrase, (cf. chap. 11.4).
The Particle is manifested by any of the following units:- 
the Pronoun, (cf. chap. 10.13), the Particle, (cf* chap. 12.0) 
or the Noun Root, (cf. chap. 10.31)*
8*2 Criteria for Recognition of Elements
The structural pattern of the favourite sentence 
is thus described in terms of six elements, and the same 
elements are used for the description of non-favourite 
sentences also, (cf. chaps. 13)* • Each element
is set up in recognition of its having a different 
function within the sentence from that of the others. 
That is to say that to have recognised fewer or more 
elements would have been to obscure the pattern which 
the sentence, as a unit, is set up to represent. 
Alternative analyses are of course possible, and the 
following is an amplification of the reasons for the 
present division in cases where alternatives seem 
worth consideration.
The Subject is distinguished as a different 
element from the Object for the following reasons.
1. The Subject always precedes the Object when both 
occur.
2. The Subject always displays concord of person with 
the pronominal prefix of the VPh, but the Object does 
not necessarily do so.
3* The NPh which manifests the Subject may have a 
pronoun as its Head element, (cf. chap. 10.1), but the 
NPh which manifests the Object may not.
It should be pointed out, however, that when the 
VPh has a transitive verb or verbal piece as its Head 
element, (cf. chap. 9*1) and only one NPh occurs.with
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it, it is not always formally clear whether this is 
manifesting the element Subject or Object. There is 
therefore often semantic ambiguity in such cases, though 
this is generally relieved by the context of speech or 
situation*
The three units, the Adverbial, Relational and Down 
Ranked Sentence Phrases, are each analysed as manifesting 
the element Adjunct because Ihere is no difference in 
their function within the sentence. They may each 
occur following any medial particle and preceding any 
final particle. They may also occur as part or all of 
the satelite clause of an extended sentence (cf* chap.l^.l) 
or as the initial element of an inverted sentence (cf. chap. 
13*1). The Auxiliary Verb is not analysed as manifesting 
the same element because it occurs preceding any medial 
particle* It does not occur in satelite clauses of 
extended sentences, or in initial place in an inverted 
sentence. It is therefore considered to have a 
different function in the sentence*
The Particle is recognised as an element of 
equal status with the other elements, even though it 
is manifested by units which are classes having no 
structure, because its function within the sentence 
cannot be identified with that of any other element.
Wo particle can be analysed as part of any of the other 
elements because in each case they may occur in their 
characteristic position within the sentence regardless of 
which particular elements they may follow or precede.
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8.3 Semantic Relationship of Elements
The semantic relationships which generally subsist 
between the elements of the favourite sentence, or the 
semantic categories to which they generally correspond, 
are as follows.
The Verbal Phrase indicates the action or state 
which may be regarded as the kernel of the information 
conveyed by the sentence.
The Subject indicates the actor or topic about 
which the statement is made.
The Object indicates the direct goal or object 
of the action.
The Auxiliary Verb qualifies or amplifies the 
action or state, usually with reference to position or 
direc tion.
The Adjunct qualifies or amplifies the action or 
state with reference to location, time, purpose, manner, 
indirect goal, etc.
The Particles are associated with a number of 
semantic categories which do not readily come under one 
heading. These include, tense, emphasis, plurality, 
contingency, lack of success, sex of speaker and 
addressee, and many others. In some cases.it is very 
difficult to express the meaning of particles in isolation, 
cf. the individual descriptions in chapter 12.
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CHAPTER 9* VERBAL UNITS 
9*1 The Verbal Phrase
The Verbal Phrase (VPh) is a unit which has the 
single function of manifesting the element of the sentence 
which has the same name* As regards structural pattern, 
it consists of some or all of the following elements:- 
Pre-verbal (Pre), Pronominal Prefix (PP), Head, and 
Post-verbal (Post). Of these, the PP and the Head are 
obligatorily present. Up to three post-verbals have 
been found in one VPh, but not more than one each of the 
other elements. They always occur in the order in which 
they are listed above.
The function and structure of the Vph may be 
represented in the following diagram: (cf. also the 
comprehensive diagram in chap. 3 *21.)
SENTENCE
•Verbal Phrase
VERBAL PHRASE
Pre PP Head Post
VERBAL PIEdE 
9.2
Pre-verbal Pronominal 
9*11 Prefix 9*12
VERB
9.3
NOUN
10.3
Post-verbal
9*13
As indicated on the diagram, the pre-verbal, 
the pronominal prefix and the post-verbal are always 
manifested by classes which have the same names. These 
are fully described below, in the sections as listed.
The head element may be manifested by any of the three 
units, verb, verbal piece or noun. These units are also 
fully described below in the sections as listed, but 
some examples of verbal phrases manifested by these 
units may be helpful at this point.
e.g. 'He wasn't at all able to’ 
not he able little not
n- u- -puner a'i kwaw 3 «^1*8.
pre pp Head post post
Vb
he embark 'He embarked’ 3«33*i+*
u- -zeru'ar 
PP Head 
VPi
be shirt 'He has a shirt' 2.91*20
1~ kamir 
PP Head 
Hn
Verbal phrases in which the head element is 
manifested by a noun are not very common, but there 
seems to be no structural restriction upon any noun which 
may be prefixed by a PP functioning in this way. The 
semantic reference is generally to possession, as in 
the above example. Such a form is not always different
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in its structural pattern from a nominal phrase, but 
is potentially so, (cf. chap. lO.l). There is also 
potential ambiguity as to its function, cf. the 
declarative sentence, chapter 13*2 .
9*11 The Pre-Verbal
The pre-verbal class consists of one member, 
na- 'negative'
(This morpheme has three alternate forms, as follows.
n a ?- occurs preceding the form i- !3rd person pronom* prefix,
n- occurs before vowels in other forms,
na- occurs before consonants.)
*napeker:^ not you sleep «You are not sleepii
na- pe- -ker
pre PP Head
*nuker: not he sleep 'He is not sleeping
n» u- -ker
pre PP Head
*na*ikdTl! not he strong 'He is not strong'
na * - i~ “k0TJ
pre PP Head
23* These examples are not taken from the corpus of the 
data which is the basis of the present analysis, but 
are made up according to the grammatical patterns here 
described, for the sake of illustration. All such 
examples will lack a reference number, and will be 
preceded by an asterisk.
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The pre-verbal is often accompanied by either of 
two post-verbals which also have the meaning 'negative*,
-z and kwaw. These are described as members of sub-class 
four of the post-verbals, (cf. sect. 9 .13)«
This class functions as the pre-verbal element 
of the verbal phrase.
9*12 The Pronominal Prefix
The pronominal prefix is a small closed class 
of affixes. The class might be divided into a number 
of smaller sub-classes, marking the different functions 
of the various members. Functions are so diverse, 
however, that no attempt is here made to set up such 
classes beyond the charting of the occurrences of each 
member in the following diagram. Instead the paradigm 
of the various forms which may occur as elements in 
particular structures will be listed when that element 
is described.
Because of limitations of space, full details of 
the meaning of these prefixes are not included in the 
chart. Further particulars are included with the 
paradigms listed for each element. (See below for 
occurrence in the verbal phrase, chapter 11.1 for the 
auxiliary verb, chapter 11.4 for the down ranked sentence, 
see chapter 10.1 for the nominal phrase and 11.3 for 
the relational phrase.) Certain apparent semantic gaps 
may be observed in the chart. These will also be 
accounted for when the paradigms for particular elements 
are listed.
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9*121 Chart of Occurrences of Pronominal Prefixes
FORM MEANING FUNCTION - as element in unit
Transitive 
VPh AV DRS
Intrans* 
VPh AV DRS
Stative 
VPh AV DRS NPh RPh
a- 1st sg X X X
he~ do X X X X X X X X
te- do X X
heze- do reflexive
)
X
e1- 1st pi incl X
za- do X X
zane- do X X X X X X
zaneze- do reflexive 4
X
X
uru- 1st pi excl X X X
ure- do X X X X ' X X
ureze- do reflexive X
ere- 2nd sg X X X
ne- do X X X X X X
neze- do reflexive X
e- do imperative X X X
uru" 2nd sg obj and X
1st sg/pl actor
pe « 2nd pi X X X X X X X X
peze- do reflexive X
apu- 2nd pi obj and X
1st sg actor
urupu- 2nd pi obj and X
1st pi actor
u- 3rd sg/pl I X X X  X X X X
i- do sg/pl X X X X X  X X X X X X
uze- do sg reflexive
i
X
wa- 3rd pi X X X X X  X X X X X ■ X
waze*- do reflexive X
te- 3rd sg/pl unspec X
re- 3rd sg/pl spec
*
X X
1
X
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9*122 Alternate Forms of Pronominal Prefixes
Many of the pronominal prefixes have two or more 
alternate forms. These may be set out, in part, in the 
following chart.
Basic Member____________ Alternate formsi occurring with
Form Meaning
Class H 
V initial 
stems
Class H 
C initial 
stems
2^
Class I 
stems
he- 1st sg her- here- he-(but cf. below. ]
zane- 1st pi incl zaner- zanere- zane -
ure- 1st pi excl urer- urere- ure-
ne- 2nd sg ner- nere- ne-
uru- do urur- urure- uru-
pe- 2nd pl pen- pene- pe-
urupu- do urupur- urupure- urupu-
apu- do apur- apure- apu-
i- 3rd sg/pl h- he~ i-(but cf• below,)
wa- 3rd pl wan- wane - wa-
te- 3rd unspec t- te -
re- 3rd spec r-
h-
re- occur generally 
he- occur occasionally, 
without conditioning 
factors.
2km All forms which may occur with these pronominal prefixes 
fall into two classes, according to the set of allomorphs 
of these prefixes with which they occur. These classes 
are labeled H and I, corresponding to the form of 
the 3rd sg/pl prefix, cf. section 9*31 and chapters 
10.31 and 11.31.
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Other pronominal prefixes have alternate forms
as follows:
a- 1st sg 0- before stems with first vowel d.
a- elsewhere.
he- 1st sg ihe- before the relator pe (cf. chap. 11.3 1 )
he- elsewhere
te- 1st sg t- before vowels
te- before consonants
uru- 1st pl excl oro- before stems having only vowel o.
uru- elsewhere.
u- 3rd sg/pl o- before stems having only vowel o.
ue- before consonant r. 
u- elsewhere
i~ 3rd sg/pl iz- before i, u and y, in class I stems
i- elsewhere, in class I stems.
9*123 Paradigm of P.P.s functioning in Verbal Phrase
Three different paradigms are set up, according to 
whether the head element of the phrase is manifested by 
a transitive, intransitive or stative structure. Verbs 
and verbal pieces are classified as transitive, intransitive 
or stative because they fall into three such sub-classes 
which are mutually exclusive in membership, and because 
of their occurrence with these sets of pronominal prefixes. 
In addition, transitive structures may occur with the 
sentence element * object* while intransitive and stative 
ones may not.
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The following occur with Stative Verbs and Verbal 
Pieces, and also with all Nouns functioning as the Head 
element of a Verbal Phrase. The reference of the 
pronominal prefix is always to the actor or topic 
about which the statement is made.
he - 1st sg
zane- 1st pl inclusive of speaker and person(s) addressed
ure~ 1st pl exclusive of person(s) addressed
ne- 2nd sg indicative or imperative ^
pe-
i- 3rd sg or pl
It should be noted that substantially similar paradigms 
to the above occur with Transitive Verbs and Verbal Pieces 
(se below), Transitive AVs (chap.11.l), Transitive DRS 
(chap.10*201)the Nominal Phrase (chap.10.l) and the 
Relational Phrase (chap. 11.3)«
The following occur with Intransitive Verbs and 
Verbal Pieces. The reference of these pronominal 
prefixes is always to the actor or topic about which the 
statement is made.
23• The imperative is only marked by a different pronominal 
prefix in the case of second person singular forms 
occurring with transitive and intransitive verbs.
For commands and exhortations with first and third 
person forms see the particles tue and tomo 
(cf. chap. 12. 1 and £.).
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a- 1st sg
za- 1st pl inclusive (as above)
uru- 1st pl exclusive (as above)
ere- 2nd sg indicative
e - 2nd sg imperative
pe- 2nd pl indicative or imperative
u- 3rd sg or pl
It should be noted that similar paradigms to the above 
occur with Intransitive AVs in some cases, (cf. chap. 11.112) 
and with Transitive Verbs and Verbal Pieces except for 
the 1st person plural inclusive, (cf. below).
The following occur with Transitive Verbs and 
Verbal Pieces. They refer at the same time to both the 
actor and the goal or object of the action, as follows.
PP Ac tor Goal of Action
a- 1st sg 3rd sg or pl
 ^ci- 1st pl incl do
uru- 1st pl excl do
ere- 2nd sg do indicative
e- 2nd sg do imperative
pe- 2nd pl do indicative or imperative
u- 3rd sg or pl do
he- 3rd sg or pl 1st sg
zane- do 1st pl incl
ure- do 1st pl excl
ne- do 2nd sg
pe- do 2nd pl
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PP Ac tor Goal of Action
uru- 1st sg or pl 2nd sg
apu~* 1st sg 2nd pl
urupu- 1st pl 2nd pl
he- 2nd sg or pl 1st sg (when post
ure- 2nd sg or Pl 1st pl ( do cf. sect. 9*13
The double reference of these pronominal forms, 
to both actor and goal of action, may be clearly seen in 
the following examples. It may be noted that they are 
each potentially complete sentences, and that in the case 
of all but the first, no object element may occur in 
such a sentence.
*a-pe tek 
*he-pe tek 
*uru-pe tek 
*he-petek pe
11 beat him.1 
1 He beats me• 1 
'I beat you. 1 
1 You beat me•*
It should be noted that the paradigm of forms 
referring to a 3rd person goal is the same as that
t
occurring with Intransitive Verbs and Verbal Pieces 
except in the case of the 1st plural inclusive form 
(cf. above). The paradigm of forms referring to a 
3rd person actor with non-3rd person goal is the same 
as that occurring with Stative Verbs and Verbal Pieces, 
except that it lacks a 3rd person form, (of. above). 
Substantially similar paradigms occur with Nominal 
Phrases (cf. chap. 10.l), Relational Phrases (cf. chap.11.3) 
and Transitive Auxiliary Verbs and Down Ranked Sentences 
(cf. chap. 11. 1 and 10>20l)*
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The following occur with Transitive, Intransitive 
and Stative verbs in the non-favourite sentence type,
’Inverted Sentence*, (cf. chap. 13.1).
i- 3rd sg actor (any object must be 3rd sg or pl) 
wa- 3rd pl actor ( d o  )
Reflexive action is indicated within the verbal 
phrase by the use of a verbal piece with the verbalizer 
-ze-, plus the paradigm as for intransitive verbs,
(cf. sect. 9*213).
As already pointed out in chapter 8.13» the object 
element of the sentence is never present when there is 
a pronominal prefix referring to the goal of an action 
which is second or first person. Similarly, the subject 
element is rarely present, and if present must have a 
Pronoun as its Head, if there is a pronominal prefix 
referring to a first or second person actor or topic.
9-13 The Post-Verbal
The Post-Verbal class manifests four elements as 
follows: the post-verbal in the verbal phrase, (cf. sect 9 *1)
the post-nominal in the nominal phrase, (cf. chap.10.l) 
the post-adverbial in the adverbial phrase(cf.chap.11.2 ) 
the post-relational in the relational phrase(cf.chap.11.3 ) 
Sub-classes of the members of this class might be set up 
on the basis of such occurrences, but as this does not 
yield a clear pattern with only a few sub-classes, the 
potential for such occurrence is noted here, and a full 
list is given when the elements in question are described.
13^
All members of this class may occur as the post­
verbal element in verbal phrases. Up to three have been 
found in one phrase, and it is thought that this 
constitutes a stylistic rather than a structural limit.
Four sub-classes are set up on the basis of the 
relative order in which members occur in the verbal 
phrase. These are numbered one to four, so that members 
of a sub-class may be separated from the head of the 
phrase only by members of a sub-class having a lower 
number. Not more than one member of any sub-class may 
occur in a phrase except in the case of sub-class three, 
when two may occur. Membership is as follows.
9 * 131 Sub-class One
sole member kar ’causative'
e.g. I kill cause 'I cause to kill'
a- -zuka kar ,
PP Head post
sc 1
The person who is caused to perform the action* if 
indicated, is expressed by means of a Relational Phrase 
having the relator pe.
'I caused the man to kill the pig.1
e *g* *1 kill cause pig man to
a~ -zuka kar kure awa pe
VPh °bj Adj
NPh
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9*132 Sub-class Two
sole member tar 'putative, future'
(The alternate, form putar occurs occasionally, without 
conditioning* This form is homophonous with a verb 
root meaning 'to desir - I t  occurs most often in 
deliberate speech style, or when an utterance is 
repeated for clarification.)
e.g. I go will 'X w i n  go' 6.11.21.
a- -ha tar
PP head post
sc 2
9«133 Sub-class Three
The members are as follows. Their diverse 
potential of functioning as elements in different 
units is represented in the following chart. It is 
thought that with continued study, examples might 
be found which would fill in many of. the gaps in the 
chart.
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Form Meaning Function - as the element
post post post post 
Vbl Eel Adv Norn
pura^i beautiful^ X
wi again X
e only X X
a * u more X X X
e te almost X X X
we still X X X
e te te many t ime s X X
uhu large X X
ahy painful/very much X X X X
a ' i lit tie X X X X
katete very much X X X X
katu good/very much X X X X
The following members have alternate forms;
wi again i occurs sometimes following consonants
wi occurs in any environment
we still ywe occurs sometimes following consonants
we occurs in any environment
uhu large hu occurs sometimes following vowels
uhu occurs in any environment
26. This sub-class of post-verbals refers to concepts 
expressed in English by means of adjectives or 
adverbs. Such ’adjectival' type concepts may also be 
expressed in Guajajara by a Noun unit having a verb 
root for its formant element (cf. chap. 10.3 ) or more 
commonly as independent sentences with stativo 
verbs. 'Adverbial' type concepts may be expressed 
by Adverbial or Relational Phrases, (cf, chap. 11. 2 and 3.)*
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It may be noted that the forms, uhu, purd^, 
katu and ahy are each homophonous with forms 
analysed as members of the verb root class.
The following are some examples of members of 
this sub-class:
it heavy very much «it was very heavy* 6.12.5 *
i~ -puhyz katu
PP Head post
sc 3
we do again »We did it again* 6,33.3 *
uru- -zapo wi
PP Head post
sc 3
it dawn much almost 'It was almost
u- -zekwa ahy ete dawn* 2.^8.1.
PP Head post post
sc 3 sc 3
9•13^ Hub-class Pour
The members are as follows:
20 'prohibition* (Alternate forms:
o occurs sometimes after consonants 
zo occurs in any environment)
rdrn 'desiderative*
pe '2nd person actor (with 1st person goal of action)
t Z 'negative*
kwaw 'emphatic negative*
Neither of the members meaning 'negative* may ocaur 
unless the pre-verbal is also present, (cf. sect. 9.11*)* 
The form -z only occurs following a vowel, but the 
form kwaw may follow either a vowel or a consonant.
If the verbal phrase (including any post-verbals of 
sub-classes one to three) up to this point ends in a 
vowel, the form -z is generally present whenever the 
pre-verbal occurs, unless kwaw occurs.
The form pe only occurs when the pronominal
prefix he- or ure- also occurs, and the meaning as
stated above is attributed equally to the prefix and 
the post -verbal (cf. sect. 9*123). Compare the following 
verbal phrases.
*he- -petek * He beats me*
PP head
*he- -petek pe 'You beat me'
PP head post
The following are some examples of post-verbals 
of this sub-class:
you pl go out cause prohibition 'Don't make it 
pe- -muew kar o go out*
PP head post post 6.8.7
sc 1 sc 4
not he able little n.ot «He was not able t
n- u- -puner a'i kwaw 3 4i 8
pre PP head post post
sc 3 sc 4
we leave want
za- -hem ram
PP head post
sc
'We want to leave' 9*11.18
not I hear well no t
n- a- -enu katu . -z
pre PP head post post
sc 3 sc k
'I didn't hear well'
2.^ 5.12
me help little
he- -azutar a'i
PP head post
sc 3
9*133 Sub-Class Five
An additional sub-class may be set up, marking 
the different function of its sole member, -n. This 
form must occur immediately after the head element, if 
this ends in a vowel, in the non-favourite 'Inverted 
Sentence', (cf, chap. 13*l)« No other post-verbal 
may occur following the head in such constructions, and 
if the head ends in a consonant , no post-verbal occurs. 
This forms does not appear to carry a semantic signal, 
but rather to be of grammatical significance only.
he go 'He goes' 2.72.2^
i- -ho -n 
PP head post
This form only occurs when the YPh has a third person 
pronominal prefix/ cf chap, 13.1).
you
pe
post 
sc k
'You help me a bit*
4•6.9»
aAo
9*2 The Verbal Piece
The Verbal Piece is a unit whose most common 
function is to manifest the head element in a Verbal Phrase.
It also functions as the head element of an Auxiliary 
Verb, (cf* chap* 11.l), as the nominal base element of 
a nominal piece, (cf. chap. 10.2), and within itself 
as the verbal base element of a verbal piece, cf. below.
As regards structural pattern, the verbal piece 
consists of the two obligatory elements the verbalizer 
and the verbal base. These relationships may be 
represented in the following diagram: (cf. also the
comprehensive diagram in chapter 3*21.)
VERBAL PHRASE NOMINAL PIECE AUX VERB
Head N Base Head
"VERBAL PIECE
Verbalizer Verbal Base
Verbalizer Noun Rt 
9.21 10.31
VERB
9*3
Pre-nominal 
10.11
Ikl
All verbal pieces may be classified as being 
either Transitive, Intransitive or Stative, according 
to the paradigm of pronominal prefixes with which they 
may occur, (cf, sect* 9*123)* The class is determined 
in each case by the verbalizer, as is described below.
Verbal pieces may also be cross-classified as 
belonging to either class H or class I, according 
to the allomorphs of the pronominal prefixes with which 
they occur, (cf. sect. 9*122). This division into 
classes H and I operates in the case of all stems 
which can occur with pronominal prefixes, i.e. 
verb roots and bases, noun roots and bases, and 
relators, (cf. sect. 9*3 and chaps. 10,2 and 3» 11.3)*
9.21 Verbalizers^ and Verbal Bases
The verbalizer element may be manifested by 
either the class Verbalizer or the class Noun Root, 
(cf. chap. 10.3 and sect. 9*213). The members of the
27* The term Verbalizer, as employed in this study, is 
strictly a label for an element, and for a unit 
which manifests that element. As fully stated 
below, it is not necessarily associated with 
forms which might be described as derivational 
affixes, but may be associated with noun roots. 
Furthermore it is not restricted to occurrence 
with forms that are non-verbal in class membership, 
but may occur with forms which are already verbal 
in class. Despite this somewhat unconventional 
reference, the term seemed the one best suited as 
a label for the present element.
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class Verbalizer are: -mu**, -ru^, -ze-, -wer,
-puru-, and -hez. They are described below.
The verbal base element may be manifested by 
either the unit Verb (cf. sect. 9*3), the unit Noun 
(cf. chap.10.3), the class Pre-nominal (chap.10.11) 
or the unit Verbal Piece, here described. Restrictions 
in terms of verbalizers are described below. The 
following are examples of these units functioning 
as this element.
a-
PP
self 
-ze - 
VPi 
Vzr
se e 
-cak
base:Vb
*1 was born* 6.31.13.
I make 
a- -mu- 
PP VPi 
Vzr
medicine
muhan
base:Nn
'I administer medicine'
1.86.13.
I make not 'I erase' 2.^9*3»
a- -mu- nan
PP VPi
Vzr base;pre-nom
u- -mu- zuru -peka * He opened i t 1 3.30,8.
PP VPi
Vzr base*: VPi
Vzr base
NRt Vb
1A3
9*211 The Verbalizer -mu-
The morpheme -mu- has two alternate forms:
-mo- occurs before bases which have only the vowel o 
-mu- occurs elsewhere.
It occurs with transitive, intransitive and stative 
verbs and verbal pieces, with nouns, and with the pre- 
nominal. The resulting verbal piece is transitive, 
and of .class I.
he make yawn 'He oxoened it' 3*30. 8
u- -mu- zurupeka
PP VPi
Vzr base: 
Int VPi
you make burst 'You burst it' 3*30.13
ere - -mo- -p ok
PP VPi
Vzr base: 
Int Vb
he make dump 'He dumped it' 3*^2.3
u- -mu- -tyk
PP VPi
Vzr base:
Tr Vb
9*212 The Verbalizer -ru-
The morpheme -ru~ occurs with intransitive 
verbs and verbal pieces. The resulting verbal piece 
is transitive and of class H.
e.g. he make return 'He brought it 3 .^2.^
ue- -ru- -zewyr back'
PP VPi
Vzr base:
Int VPi
1 M
9*213 The Verbalizer -ze-
The morpheme -ze- occurs with transitive, 
intransitive and stative verbs and with transitive and 
intransitive verbal pieces. The resulting verbal 
piece is intransitive and of class I, It is often 
used with a reflexive or 'middle voice* sense, of doing
something for one's own benefit, and it is in fact
the only way of stating reflexive actions.
e.g. I self see 'I was born1
a- -ze- cak
PP VPi
Vzr base:
Tr Vb
he drummed 'He played the
u- -ze- ma'emupu drum'
PP VPi
Vzr base:
6.31*13
Int VPi
9•21^ The Verbalizers -wer and -hez
The morphemes -wer and -hez both occur with 
intransitive verbal pieces and stative and intransitive 
verbs. The resulting verbal piece is stative and may 
be either of class H or I, according to the class 
of the verb which is functioning as the verbal base. 
Both these verbalizers have the meaning 'to desire', but 
-hez is generally restricted to desiring something 
in order to eat it.
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he white want ’He wants to be 3.64.5
i - -zuahy -wer white'
PP VPi 
base: 
St Vb
Vzr
he thing-eat want ’He is hungry’ 1.6.6
i- ma ’ u -hez
PP VPi 
base: 
Int VPi
Vzr
9*215 The Verbalizer -puru, and Noun Roots
Any noun root may function as a verbalizer with 
a transitive verb or verbal piece. The resulting 
verbal piece is intransitive, and remains class H 
or I according to the class of the noun root.
e.g. he mouth open ‘He yawned’ 2.72.11
u- zuru peka
PP VPi
Vzr base:
N^t Tr Vb
The noun root which functions as a verbalizer 
in this way always refers to the goal or object of 
the transitive verb which it precedes.
The verbalizer -puru- acts in just the same way 
as the above mentioned noun roots, preceding transitive 
verbs or verbal pieces, to form an intransitive verbal 
piece, in this case of class I. The meaning of -puru- 
is 'unspecified person(s)*, and it always refers to the 
goal or object of the verb which it precedes.
JA6
e.g. he people 
u- -puru-
PP VPi 
Vzr
quarrel with 'He quarreled with people 
mutyry'ym
3.31.5
base: 
Tr VPi
9*3 The Verb
The Verb is a unit whose most common function is 
to manifest the head element in a verbal phrase. It 
also functions as the head element of the Auxiliary 
Verb (cf. chap. 11.l), as the verbal base of the 
verbal piece, (cf. sect. 9»2), and as the nominal 
base element of the nominal piece, (cf. chap. 10.2)*
As to structural pattern, the verb consists of two
elements, the head and the formant. Only the former 
is obligatory. These relationships may be represented 
in the following diagram, (cf also the comprehensive 
diagram in chapter 3*21).
VERBAL PIECE NOMINAL PIECE
V.Base Norn Base
 — ^ ^ ------------------------------------------
..
  VERB___________
H e a d ] Formant
i
j \
. . . ■ ■ T T  „ - . . .  I    I .i
Noun Root 
10.31
As with verbal pieces, so all verbs must be 
classified as either transitive, intransitive or stative, 
and as either of class H or class I, according to the 
pronominal prefixes, and their allomorphs, with which 
they occur.
The head element is always manifested by the 
verb root class. The formant element may be manifested 
either by a verb root, (cf. sect* 9.31), or by a noun 
root (cf* chap* 10*3 1 )*
The verb root functioning as formant may be 
the same verb root as that functioning as the head 
element, in which case the formant comes first. If 
the verb root functioning as formant is of more than 
two syllables, only the first two occur. If the
 v_
Verb Boot 
9.31
VERBAL PHRASE 
Head
1^7
AUX VERE 
Head
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second syllable (or the only syllable in mono-syllabic 
roots) finishes in a consonant, this also does not 
occur. This construction generally refers to repeated 
action.
e.g. he grasp grasp 'He grasped ^,11.8
u- -pyhy -pyhyk repeatedly'
PP Vb
Fmt Head
Vrt Vrt
When the formant is manifested by a noun root, this
always comes first, and the head is never a transitive verb root.
e. g, lip
temy
Fmt
NRt
speak
-ze'en
Head
Vrt-Int
'to whistle' 1.58.6
When the formant is manifested by a verb root 
which is not a repetition of the root functioning 
as the head element, there are not always formal grounds 
for deciding which is functioning as head and which as 
formant. When the two roots belong to different classes 
(e.g. the first transitive, the second stative,) then 
that root which is of the same class as the resulting 
compound form is taken to be the head element, and 
that which is different to be the formant. Since in 
such cases the first root is generally the head, then 
by analogy, in ambiguous cases the first root is 
also assumed to be the head.
e.g. put good 'to keep safe' 1.5^,17
-mono -katu Transitive verb 
Hd Fmt
Tr V Rt St  V Rt
1A9
In some cases roots functioning as either the 
head or formant element occur in alternate forms 
which consist of fewer than are present
when that root functions as another element.
e.g. the roots -ecak, to see, and -katu, to be good,
occur together in the form -ecakatu, to be surprised 
at.
This appears to be the result of the phonological rule 
that syllable codas occur only word final, (Cf. chap. 7.31).
It is not possible to predict which of two consonants 
which would otherwise be contiguous, will not occur 
under these conditions,
9*31 The Verb Root
The verb root is an open class of forms which 
function most commonly as the head element in the 
Verb unit. The class functions also as the verb 
formant element in the Verb, (cf. sect. 9*3)? and the 
noun formant element in the Noun, (cf. chap. 10,3).
As previously indicated, all verb roots must 
be classified as either Transitive, Intransitive or 
Stative (according to the paradigm of pronominal prefixes 
with which they may occur, cf. sect. 9*123.) and as 
either class H or class I, (according to the allomorph 
of the pronominal prefix with which they occur, (cf. sect.9.122).
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No further description of this class is attempted 
though it might be divided into a number of small 
sub-classes e.g. to mark forms which may occur as the 
head element of the Auxiliary Verb, etc. Specimen 
lexicon listing, including mention of the six sub-classes 
specified above, might be as follows.
Form Meaning Sub-class
. 28-' u to eat Tr/I
-ahy to be painful St/H
-ecak to see Tr/H
-ho to go Int/I
-katu to be good St/I
-ur t o e  ome Int/H
9«32 Alternate Norms
Some verb roots (and other roots) have alternate 
forms which occur when they are accompanied by particular 
affixes. Individual cases which cannot be stated as 
generalised rules, (similar to the alternate form of 
the English noun child, before the plural suffix,) 
are not exhaustively listed in this description,
28. Whenever verb roots function within the units Verbal
Phrase or Auxiliary Verb, they are invariably prefixed. 
Under certain circumstances, e.g. when functioning within 
a Down Ranked Sentence, roots of class I may occur 
without a prefix (cf. chaps. 10.2 and 1 1 . ) .
These instances are very rare, and it has there­
fore been felt better to treat all verb roots as 
bound, since they are so in the vast majority 
of their occurrences.
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though some of them are noted in passing when they occur 
in examples. The following however is a general 
statement of certain alternate forms which occur widely 
among both verb and noun roots.
All roots which begin or end with a vowel have
alternate forms without that vowel when they are affixed
by forms which end or begin respectively with the same 
vowel.
e.g. the verb root -apyk, to sit down, when prefixed 
by the 1st singular pronominal prefix a- occurs 
in the form -pyk, the complete form being 
apyk fI sit down1.
Verb roots which begin with the vowel e have
alternate forms without that vowel followilig the
pronominal prefix ci- (1st plural inclusive).
e.g. -ecak, to see, but cicak, we inclusive see . 
Certain verb roots which begin with the consonant z have 
alternate forms without that consonant following affixes 
ending with the vowels i or u.
e.g. -zuka, to break, but ciuka, we inclusive break.
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CHAPTER 10 NOMINAL UNITS
10.1 The Nominal Phrase
The Nominal Phrase, (NPh), is a unit whose most
common function is to manifest the Subject and Object
element of the Sentence, (cf. chap.8 ). It also functions
as the Relatee element in the Relational Phrase (cf.chap.11.3)i 
*
and as the Genftival or the Qualifier element within 
the nominal phrase itself.
As to structure, It consists of one or more of 
the following elements: Pre-nominal, Genftival,
Head, Post-nominal and Qualifier. Of these, only the 
head element is obligatorily present. Two pre-nominals 
and two post-nominals have been found in a few NPhs, but 
no more than one of the other elements, except of course 
for the potential of infinite inclusion allowed by the 
possible occurrence of a nominal phrase as an element 
within itself, cf. below. The order in which these 
elements occur is always that in which they are listed 
above •
The function and structure of the NPh may be 
represented in the following diagram: (cf. also the 
comprehensive diagram in chapter 3 *21.)
15k
SENTENCE SENTENCE RELATIONAL PHRASE
Subject Object Relatee
— .. —  -ate— ..-..  .
NOMINAL PHHASE |
Pre HeadGen Post Qual
Pre- Spec- Pronom 
Nominal ifier prefix 
10.11 10.12 9*12
NPh NOUN NOM'L
PIECE
10.2
Pronoun Post- Post- 
Nom'l Vbl 
10.14 9.1310.3 10.13
10.101 The Pre-Nominal Element
The pre-nominal element may be realised by either 
the pre-nominal class (cf. sect. 10.11) or by the specifier 
class, (cf. sect. 10.12), There is thought to be no 
structural restriction upon the occurrence of both 
together in one NPh, but no examples have been found of 
this.
10.102 The Genftival Element
The genftival element may be realised by either a 
pronominal prefix, (cf. chap. >*.12) or by a nominal phrase.
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The following is a paradigm of the pronominal prefixes 
which may occur. See chapter 9.1-22 for alternate 
forms of each prefix.
he- 1st sg
zane- 1st pi inclusive of speaker and person addressed
ure- 1st pi exclusive of person addressed
ne- 2nd sg
pe- 2nd pi
u- 3rd sg or pi reflexive
i- 3rd sg other than actor or topic of sentence
wa- 3rd pi other than actor or topic of sentence
te- 3rd sg or pi unspecified, class H only
re- 3rd sg or pi specified, class H only
e.g. *he- mukaw my gun
*u- mukaw his own gun
*i- mukaw his (the other person's) gun
*te- m i 1u (somebody's) food
*mane re- m i 'u Manoel's food
It should be noted that the first five forms of this 
paradigm are identical in form and meaning with those of 
the paradigm that occurs with the stative verb as actor, 
the transitive verb as 3rd sg/pl actor, transitive 
auxiliary verb and down-ranked sentence, and the 
relational phrase, (cf, chap. 9*121), Differences 
in the meaning of the forms u- and i- from their 
meaning in other paradigms should also be noted.
The pronominal prefixes and the nominal phrase 
are in most cases mutually exclusive in their manifestation 
of the genftival element.
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e.g. my para fin 
her- -atainy 
Ge n He ad
PP
fMy parafin' 2„48.8
ant hole
tahyw kwar 
Gen Head
NPh
fBole of ant* 6.23.20
When the head element of the NPh is of class H and a 
nominal phrase is manifesting the genftival element, 
then the pronominal prefix re- 1 specified 3rd person* 
must also occur prefixed to the head. The PP wa- 
*3rd pi* may also occur prefixed to the head following 
a NPh of either class H or I functioning as the
4
genftival element. When the prefixes occur in this way 
they are regarded as part of the same genftival element 
which then has a * double* manifestation.
© • g. mother her pet 'Mother f s pet' 2.3.13
mamaz re- -imaw
Gen Head
NPh PP
monkey their path 'The path of the
ka* i wan- ape monkeys' k.10.2
Gen Head
NPh PP
The nominal phrase which functions as the genftival 
element may have its own prenominal and genftival 
elements, but no instances have been found of the elements 
qualifier or post-nominal in such a down-ranked NPh.
The head element of such a NPh must be manifested
15?
by either a noun or a nominal piece. An infinite
series of such included, down-ranked NPHs is regarded
as structurally possible, but no instances have been 
found of more than three such genftival elements in 
one NPh.
e.g. Mair their food bone
xnair wane- -mi'u kariwer
G e n  ___________  He ad
NPh
Gen_________  Head
NPh PP 
Head
"The food of that particular parrot' 6.19*5
that certain parrot its food
kwez omo arar re- •'■mi'u
Gen____________________________  Head
NPh PP
pre pre Head
In such an example as the second, there is no formal 
indication whether either or both of the pre-nominal 
elements should be analysed as referring to the main 
head of the phrase, ( -mi'u), or to the genftival 
element (arar). In such ambiguous cases, phonological 
emphasis is the only factor which can give resolution,
(cf. chap.5*16), In the above case they are both 
analysed as within the NPh which is functioning as 
a genftival element*
The semantic category associated with the genftival 
element is generally that of attribution or possession.
It may be noted that there is no necessary formal 
distinction between two NPhs, the first, genftival to-the 
second within one element, and two NPhs, each a different 
element of the sentence, (though the PP re- or wa- may
'A bone from the 
food of Mair 
(and his party)'
6.1.1
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oocur between the two phrases, in the former case#) 
Phonological or semantic factors generally relieve potential 
ambiguity however,( cf. chap, 5,16,).
10,103 The Head Element
The head element may be realised by a specifier 
(cf. sect, 10.12), a noun (cf. sect. 10.3)? a nominal 
piece (cf. sect. 10.2), or a pronoun (cf. sect. 10.13). 
Specifiers and pronouns functioning as head may not be 
accompanied by genftival or qualifier elements, but 
may be accompanied by pre-nominal and pos';-nominal 
elements. Nouns and nominal pieces may be accompanied 
by any of the other elements, and it is thought to be 
structurally possible for all five elements to occur in 
one phrase, though no examples of this have been found.
The following are some examples of different head 
elements.
e.g. not your mother 'Not your mother1 3.26.9
ni'i ne hy
pre Gen Head
Nn
I the one 'I, (as previously
ihe ae indicated.)1 6*11.10
Head post
Pronoun
some ones 'Some' 6.3.^
omo . - n.wjer
Head post 
spec
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e.g. pig bathing place 2*76.21
kure zahakaw
Gen Head
HPi
10.104- The Post-Nominal Element
The post-nominal element may be man:foste d by 
either or both the post-verbal class (cf, cuap. 9*13) 
and/or the post-nominal class, (cf. sect. 10.14-).
The members of the post-verbal class which may occur 
are the following, (cf. chap. 9.133).
a 1 i ’little1
ahy 'very•
e te te 'many'
kate te •very real
katu • good 1
uhu • big1
e.g. 1 Lit tie thing to use as his hammock1 6.6.7
his hammock as little
i- kyhaw warn a fi
Gen Head post post
noin vbl
10.10,5 The Qualifier Element
The qualifier element must be manifested by a 
down-ranked nominal phrase, whose head element is 
manifested by a nominal piece or a noun. The 
latter is only rarely found functioning in this way. 
Such a down-ranked NPh may have its own post-nominal 
element, and it is thought that there is no structural
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restriction upon the occurrence of the pre-nominal 
and genftival elements as well, but no exampl.es have 
been found* No qualifier element however may occur in 
such a down-ranked NPh functioning as a qualifier. The 
following are some examples.
e.g. mother pet chicken 'Mother'*j pet, i.e. a
mamaz reimaw zapukaz chiche:_> “ 2.3*13
Gen Head QualiNPh
Head Nn
child dead ones little ’little dead
ta'yr mdnoHwer a'i children’ 9*11*3
Head Qual:NPh
Head:NFi post
10.11 The Pre-Nominal Class
The pre-nominal class most commonly functions 
as the pre-nominal element in the nominal phrase* It 
may also function as the base element in a verbal 
piece, (cf. chap. 9*2) as the pro-adverbial element in 
the adverbial phrase, (cf. chap. 11.2), or as the pre- 
relational element in the relational phrase, (cf. 11.3)• 
It consists of two members:
nan ’not1
ni’i 'not, not even'
The following is an example.
not your mother 'not even your 3.26.9
ni’i ne- -hy mother'
pre gen head
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10*12 The Specifier Class
I
The specifier class most commonly functions as 
the pre-nominal element in the nominal phrase, and it 
may also function as the head element in that phrase. 
It comprises the following members.
omo 'a certain1
m a ' e 'some, any’
pitei ' one'
mokoz ' two'
maran 'a few'
kwez 'this/that, remote*
ko 'this/that, near*
' 0T1 1 this/that, low *
1 aw 'this/that, high'
' az 'emphatic, exclamativa
na 'emphatic, exclamative
Any Portuguese numeral may also function as a member of 
this class. They are not included in this study, 
because they are unassimilated loan words. It may 
be noted that there are no other Guajajara numerals than 
those listed above.
Two specifiers may occur in a NPh, the following 
combinations have been found: kwez preceding omo,
and na or ’as preceding kwez, ko, ’an or * aw.
The following are some examples of this class.
e.g. two monkey-young ’Two young monkeys' ^.11,8
mokoz k a ’ia’yr 
pre head
that certain parrot 'That particular
kwez omo arar parrot'
pre pre head 6.19.5
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10.13 The Pronoun Class
The pronoun class most commonly functions as a
particle element in sentences, (cf. chap0 18,AT), but 
it may also function as the head element of a NPh. It 
comprises the following members.
ihe
zane
1st sg
1st pi, inclusive of the speaker and
person addressed
pe 
a * e
ne
ure 1st pi, exclusive of person addressed 
2nd sg 
2nd pi
3rd sg or pi
It may be noted that the first person plural and the 
second person pronouns are of identical lexical transcription 
to the corresponding pronominal prefixes. They are not 
homophonous however, because being words, not affixes, 
they are often foot-final, and enjoy a greater degree of 
stress, (cf* chap. k)
It may also, ‘--be noted that pronouns are not used regularly 
to refer to an actor or goal of action which is clear from 
the context but not otherwise indicated within a sentence, 
as is the case in English. Rather when they function as 
the head element of a NPh, they are emphatic in character. 
Their use as a particle is emphatic only to a very slight 
degree, and is more stylistic in significance. The same 
pronoun may occur as both the head element of a NPh and 
as a particle in the same sentence.
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e.g. 'It was I myself who came' 6.11.10
I myself came I -
ihe ae azur ihe no
sub o VPh pt Pt
NPh
Head post 
pronoun
lO.l^f The Post-Nominal Class
The post-nominal class functions most commonly 
as the post-nominal element in the nominal phrase*
One member of the class, ran 'similar to1, may also 
function as the post-adverbial or post-relational 
element in those phrases respectively (cf. chap.11*2 and 3)* 
The class comprises the following members, listed with 
their meanings and examples of their usage.
amyr 
aTjaw 
e te 
-kwer
-kwer
' ’S/tWpW&t.
'deceased'
1 experimental' 
'real1 
'f ormer'
tke. ae 
heru
heru amyr 
ta'yr
ta'yr aTjaw
ze ’ e t\ 
ze 'ei] e te
kan
ka?iwer
'I'
'X T
'my father'
'my late father'
' son'
'adopted son'
'speech1
'the Guajajara alanguage'
’bone (while in body)1 
'bone (apart from body)1
(alternate forms: 
-'Hwer
-wer
-er
-kwer
'collective'
following z, replacing m, and generally 
following forms containing the vowel a 
following fl and k 
following other consonants 
following other vowels.)
aw a
awakwer
' man'
’mankind1
(has alternate forms as for -kwer 'former' above.)
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mymaw
por
ran
-romo
warn
ywar
' domesticated1 
'dweller in*
1 similar to* 
'functioning as
zawar
zawar mymaw
k a ' a 
ka'a por
arapuha 
arapuha ran
hekuzar
hekuzaromo
'beast *
1 dog'
'forest'
'forest dweller'
1 deer *
'goat'
'substitute' 
'thing used as 
substitute 1
(alternate forms:
-omo occurs generally following consonants 
-roflio occurs anywhere)
'intended' 
'dweller beside*
cirur 
cirur warn
pinare 
pinare ywar
'trousers'
'cloth for trousers'
'the river Pindare1 
'Pindar^ bank dweller'
These forms are mutually exclusive in their 
manifestation of the post-nominal element, but they 
may be followed b,y a member of the post-verbal class, 
also xiianifesting the post-nominal element.
e.g. 'Little thing to use as a hammock’ 6.6.7
hammock
kyhaw
Head
as
warn
post
nom
little 
a' i 
post 
vbl
Three members only of this class are regarded as 
a/fixual, namely, -kwer, -kwer and -romo. These are 
classed as affixes because they combine with the noun they 
follow to make close-knit phonological sequence, and 
the final syllable of that noun does not usually enjoy 
heavy stress (cf. chap. k for stress and chap. 3*2. 
footnote No. 7» for phonological criteria and the
recognition of the word.) The other forms do not exhibit such 
close phonological fusion with the preceding noun, and are 
therefore regarded as separate words.
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10,2 The Nominal Piece
The nominal piece is a unib whose only function 
is to manifest the head element of the nominal phrase.
As to structural pattern, it consists of the two elements 
the nominalizer and the nominal base, both of which 
occur obligatorily.
The structure and function of the nominal piece 
may be represented in the following diagram: (cf also
the comprehensive diagram in chap, 2.31. )•
NOMINAL PHRASE 
Head
NOMINAL PIECE
Nominal Base Nominalizer
VERBAL
PIECE
9.2
D R SENT ADVERB.
PHRASE
11.2
ParticleRELAT.
PHRASE
11.3
Nominalizer
9*3 10.201 12.0 10.21
Nominal pieces must be classified as belonging to 
either class H or class I, according to the allomorph 
of the pronominal prefixes with which they may occur,
(cf. chap. 9.122). This classification may be determined
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by either the nominalizer or the nominal base element 
and will be noted as each nominalizer is described.
10.201 The Down Ranked Sentence
A down ranked sentence is a unit which exhibits 
relationships typical of sentences, and is composed of some 
of the same elements as a sentence, but is functioning 
as an element in a unit at a lower rank, i.e. either 
as the base element in a nominal piece, or as the head 
element in a DRS Phrase, (cf. chap. 11.*0. A down ranked 
sentence never includes the elements Subject, Auxiliary 
Verb or Particle, but it always has a Verbal Phrase, 
and may have an Object (when the verb is transitive) and 
one or more Adjuncts(which however may not be DPS Phrases). 
A full description is given below of any additional 
restrictions upon down ranked sentences as they occur 
with particular nominalizers: see also chapter 11.
The structural pattern of a down ranked sentence, 
with the elements in their most common order, may be 
represented in the following diagram. Such a sentence 
is not assigned a separate place within the hierarchy 
however, since it is only a particular form of the 
unit 1 Sentence’, and as such is included in that unit 
in the statement of its relations within the hierarchy.
I DR SENTENCE | 
Adj Obj VPh
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The paradigm of pronominal prefixes which may 
occur within the verbal phrase in a down ranked sentence 
is as follows.
With transitive verbs or verbal pieces, referring
to the 
verb •
goal or object
he- 1st sg
zane - 1st pi
ure- 1st pi
ne- 2nd Sg
pe- 2nd pi
i- 3rd sg
wa» 3rd pX
re­ 3rd sg
It should be noted that there is considerable similarity 
between this paradigm and that which occurs with the 
stative VPh and with the transitive VPh with 3rd person 
actor (cf, chap.9*123), with the transitive AV (cf.chap, 11.111), 
the NPh (cf. sect.10.102)and the PPh (cf. chap.11.302), 
the forms for the first and second person being identical 
in each case. For alternate forms of prefixes, see 
chapter 9*122.
As with the favourite sentence no object element 
may occur in the DP Sentence when first or second person 
pronominal prefixes occur within the verbal phrase,
(cf. chap. 8.13). The 3rd singular form i- may not 
co-occur with an object element, but the -3rd 
singular specified form, re-, must co-oqcur with an object 
element when the verb is of class H., . The ,3rd 
plural form, wa~, may co-occur with an object
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element with a verb of either class H. or I. (Compare 
also the co-occurrence of these prefixes with a genftival 
element within the NPh, sect* 10*102*)
With intransitive and stative verbs and verbal 
pieces there is no corresponding fall paradigm of 
forms for all persons, (see chapter 9*121 for a chart 
showing the forms that occur.) Instead, details of 
forms that occur with particular nominalizers, etc. 
will be given as these are described below. A pronominal 
prefix does not occur obligatorily within the stative 
and intransitive verbal phrases when these function 
as an element in a down ranked sentence.
^  Nominalizers and Nominal Bases
The .nominalizer element must be manifested 
by the class nominalizer. This class consists of the 
following members, which are described below:
-mi-, -har, -arer, ma'e, -haw, -awer, warn, pyr, 
pyrer, and -kwer.
The nominal base element may be manifested by 
either the verb unit, (cf. chap. 9*3), the verbal piece 
unit, (cf. chap. 9*2.), the particle class, (cf. chap*12.0), 
the adverbial phrase unit, (cf. chap. 11.2), the relational 
phrase unit, (cf. chap. 11.3), or a down ranked sentence 
(cf. sect. 10.201). Restrictions in terms of nominalizers 
are described below.
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10*211 Nominalizer -mi"
The form -mi- may only occur prefixed to a 
transitive verb or verbal piece, and results in a 
nominal piece which is of class H. Such a nominal 
piece is always preceded by a genftival element within 
the NPh in which it occurs* The reference of this 
construction is always to the goal or object of 
action expressed by the verb or verbal piece*
e*g* his thing marry fHis wife* ^.*f.2
he- -mi- -reko
Gen Head:NPi
Nzr basestr vb
'Their former dance-rattie 1 6*30.19
their thing dance-with former
wane- -mi- -ruzemuici -kwer
Gen Head:NPi post-nom
Nzr base:Tr VPi
10,212 Nominalizers -har and -arer
The forms -har and -arer have a common distribution, 
(the form -arer is taken to be a joint representation 
of forms otherwise -har plus -kwer ’former1 cf. 10.1*0. 
They may occur with a relational phrase (cf. sect. 10*3), 
an adverbial phrase, (cf. chap. 11.2), a particle, (cf. 
chap. 12) or a down ranked sentence containing a transitive 
verbal phrase (cf. sect. 10.201). The meaning of the 
construction may be summarised as ’agentive'.
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The only particles which have been found 
functioning as verbal bases are tue and aze, and it is 
not known whether other particles may function in this 
way, A considerable number of adverbs have been found 
in adverbial phrases which are functioning as nominal 
bases, and it is therefore assumed that there is no 
structural restriction upon all members of this class 
doing so* Any relational phrase may so function.
Examples include the following,
e,g. true one *A true/real one* 6.32,Ik
aze -arer
pt nzr
'The one who lives in the sky' 6,10,3
in sky one 
ywate -har
APh nzr
'The one that still has its husk* 2,93*11
his husk with yet one
i- -apirer rehe we -har
Re 1 Ph nzr
The down ranked sentence which may function with 
-har and -arer as a nominal base consists of the 
following sentence-level elements; an obligatory 
transitive verbal phrase, an optional object, and an 
optional adjunct. The object always precedes the VPh 
and any adjunct generally precedes both the other elements, 
but in a few cases has been found following the VPh.
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g. 'The one who had killed him* 6,29.2^
him kill one
i- -zuka -arer
N Base nzr
DRS
VPh tr
'The one who told the white men' 6*33*^
white-man pi tell one
karaiw wa- -mume1u -har
N Base:DRS nzr
obj VPh tr
'The one who had planted the banana there' 3«68*17
there at banana plant one
a'e pe pako tym -arer
N BasetDRS nzr
Adj obj VPh tr
A nominal piece in which the nominalizer is -har
*
or -arer may not be preceded by a genftival element 
in the nominal phrase*
10.H13 The Nominalizer ma'e
The form ma'e may occur only with a down ranked 
sentence containing an intransitive or stative verb. The 
meaning of the construction may be described as 'agentive1.
The down ranked sentence which functions as 
a nominal base preceding ma'e consists of the following 
sentence-level elements: an obligatory intransitive or 
stative verbal phrase and an optional adjunct. Any 
adjunct generally precedes the VPh*
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In most cases, a pronominal prefix occurs with 
the verb or verbal piece in this construetion. This 
may be either u- or i- for both stative and intransitive 
forms. Some instances have been found In which no 
such prefix is present. Such a prefix is regarded 
as part of the VPh. The following are examples.
e.g. big good one 'One that really is big'
uhu katu ma'e
N Basei nzr .
DBS 2.76.6
VPh st
The one who talks to him1 6.26.17
him to he talk one
iz- upe u- ze'eH ma'e
N BaseiDPS nzr
Adj VPh int
A nominal piece in which the nominalizer is
*
ma'e may not be preceded by a genttival element In the 
nominal phrase.
10*21^ The Nominalizers -haw, -awer and warn
The forms -haw, -awer and warn have a similar 
distribution. (The form -haw has two alternate formsi 
-aw following a consonant, -haw following a vowel. The 
form -awer is taken to b e a joint representation of 
forms otherwise -haw plus -kwer 'former', cf. 10.1^. It 
may be pointed out that a form horaophonous with warn is 
classified as a post-nominal, cf, 10. l*t.)
These forms occur with a down ranked sentence 
having transitive, intransitive or stative verbal phrases. 
The form -haw has also been found with an adverbial phrase, 
the one adverb, nezewe, having been observed to function 
in this way.
e.g. thus thing 'A thing like this' 6.26.
nezewe -haw 
Adv Ph nzr
The most common meaning of constructions including 
-haw and -awer may be summarised as 'instrumental*
.referring to an object used during action, but reference
may also be to the action itself, or its results.
Constructions including warn have a similar meaning, but
generally refer to actions in the future.
The down ranked sentence which functions as a 
nominal base preceding -haw, -awer or warn must consist 
of a verbal phrase, and if this is transitive, an object 
may occur preceding this. It is thought that an adjunct 
may also occur in such a down ranked sentence, parallel 
to such forms as are found £>rece3ing -har and -arer,
If the verbal phrase is transitive, a pronominal 
prefix must be present as part of the verbal phrase 
and the paradigm of forms which may occur is listed 
in section 10.201* In such cases, no genftival element 
may precede the nominal piece within the nominal phrase.
l?k
e.g. ’the fact of his being killed’ or ’the
killing of him’ 6.23*5
him kill fact
i- -zuka -liaw
N. Base: DIRS nzr
VPh tr
'The fact that my gun was carried* or
’the carrying of my gun' 2.95*18
my gun it carry fact
hemukaw he- -raha -awer
N Base:DRS nzr
Obj VPh tr
If the verbal phrase is intransitive or stative, 
the nominal piece containing the DPS as its base element
may be preceded by a genitival element. This may
take the form of a down ranked NPh or of a pronominal 
prefix, (cf. sect. 10.102). In such cases the verbal 
phrase has no pronominal prefix element.
e.g. pig bathe thing ’Bathing place of pigs’
2.76.21
kure zahak -aw
Gen Head:NPi
NPh Base i DRS nzr
VPh int
my remove hair thing 'My sissors’ 1.52.19
here- zepin -aw
Gen Head:NPi
Base•DRS nzr
VPh int
In other cases a pronominal prefix occurring 
immediately preceding a DRS may be analysed as part of 
the verbal phrase within that DRS, on the basis of its 
apparent semantic reference.
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e.g. he go thing/future 'The place
i- -ho warn where he will
NBaseiDRS nzr g0 t
VPh 7.23.2
PP Head
If the pronominal prefix is i- 3rd person, there 
is no formal indication whether it is to be analysed 
as the pronominal prefix element of the verbal phrase 
within the DPS, or as the genitival element of the 
NPh within which the DRS occurs, since this prefix may 
occur in either situation. No ambiguous cases have been 
noted with other prefixes.
10,213 The Nominalizers pyr and pyrer
The forms pyr and pyrer may occur with transitive 
verbs and verbal pieces, (pyrer is taken to be a joint 
representation of pyr plus -kwer 'former’ cf. sect,10.14.) 
The construction always refers to an object which has 
undergone or will undergo the action of the verb or 
verbal piece.
e.g. 'something which has been beaten'
beat thing 
* pe tek pyrer
N Base nzr 
Vb tr
A nominal piece containing pyr or pyrer may not 
be preceded by a genitival element within the nominal 
phrase, nor be followed by a qualifier element. Such a 
construction generally functions as a down-ranked
nominal phrase which
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is manifesting the qualifier element in another nominal 
phrase*
e*g* TRice. which is to be planted’
rice plant thing
*acapo tym pyr
Head ^ualsNPh
Head;NPi
Base nzr
Vb tr
10.216 The Nominalizer -kwer
The form -kwer occurs with intransitive and
stative verbs and intransitive verbal pieces. -kwer
has the following alternate forms:
-Tjvver followingz, replacing in, and generally following
forms containing the vowel d 
-wer following H and k
-er following other consonants
-kwer following other vowels
The form is homophonous with two forms analysed as
post-nominals in section 10. l^ f. but is distinct in meaning and
funotion.
-kwer refers to an entity of which the action or state 
of the verb or verbal phrase is predicated.
e.g. die thing 'thing that has died: a corpse'
mano -ilwer
NBase nzr 9*11*3
Vb int
beautiful thing 'a beautiful thing'
* purdfl -wer
IsfBase nzr
Vb st
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10.216
A nominal piece containing -kwer may not be 
«
preceded by a genitival element within the NPh, nor 
be followed by a qualifier element. Such a construction 
generally functions as a down ranked nominal phrase which 
is manifesting the qualifier element in another NPh.
e.g. ’Abroken piece of wood’
certain wood break
omo ywyra ’ar
pre Head Qual:NPh
Head iNPi 
N Base 
Vb int
2,*f8.11
thing
-er
nzr
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10.3 The Noun
The Noun is a unit whose most common function is 
to manifest the head element of a nq^ninal phrase. It 
also functions as the head element of a verbal phrase, 
and as the verbal base element of a verbal piece.
As to structural pattern it consists of the two elements 
the head and the formant. Only the former is obligatory.
The structure and function of the noun may be 
represented in the following diagram, (cf. also the 
comprehensive diagram in chap. 3.21.)
NOMINAL PHRASE VERBAL PHRASE VERBAL PIECE
Head Head Verbal base
NOUN
Head Formant
1------  -----
Noun Root Verb Root 
10.31 9.31
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Nouns fall Into three groups, according to whether they 
must, may or may noi? occur with a genttival element 
within the nominal phrase. It is found convenient to 
label these groups Class M, Class N, and Class 0, 
respectively, for ease of reference. Nouns of classes 
M and N must be further cross-classified into classes 
H and I, according to the allomorphs of the pronominal 
prefixes with which they may occur, (cf, chap, 9*122),
The head element is always manifested by the 
Noun Root class. The formant element may be manifested
by either the noun root class or the verb root class,
(cf. chap. 9*31).
The noun root which is functioning as the head 
element may also occur as the formant element, in which 
case the first occurrence is regarded as that of the 
formant. If the root is of more than two syllables,
only the first two occur when it functions as a formant.
If the second syllable, (or the only one if it is a 
monosyllabic root)ends in a consonant, this also does 
not occur when it functions as a formant. In this 
respect the noun unit is parallel to the verb unit,
(cf. chap. 9*3*). Such a construction generally refers 
to a group of the entities in question.
e.g. animal animal *A group of animals1 3*61.2
mia . miar 
Fmt head
NRt NRt
When the formant is a verb root, it always occurs 
in secorid place.
, eug* wood .f.lat ’board* • v ■ t .1.5^*18
wyra -pew 
Head Fmt 
NRt VRt
18 o
When the formant is a noun root different from 
that of the head element, there are not always formal 
grounds for deciding which is functioning as head and 
which is formant. The class of the noun (i.e. as either 
class M, N or 0, and H or I,) is always the same as 
that of the first noun root, and for this reason, the 
first is analysed as head and the second as formant.
e.g. palm nut kernel *palm nut kernel'
™ ahu i in ihHead Fmt 11.1m*
N Rfc N Rt
In some cases either the root or the formant 
may be manifested by a root in an alternate form which 
has fewer than are present when the root
functions as another element. e.g. the roots, 
kyhaw, 'hammock* and -ham, 'cord', occur 
together in the form:
hammock cord 'hammock cord* 1.17,5
kyha -ham
Plead fmt
Compare also the verb unit for a similar phenomena*, (cf,chap,9.3).
10.31 The Noun Root
The noun root is an open class of forms which 
function most commonly as the head element in 
the noun unit. The class also functions as the 
formant element in the noun unit, as the particle element
in the sentence (cf. cliap. 12.^), as the verb formant 
element in the verb unit, (cf. chap. 9*3), and as the 
verbalizer element in the verbal piece unit, (cf. chap. 9*2)*
As previously indicated, all noun roots may be 
classified into three classes as follows.
Class M: xaust occur with a genttival element in the NPh
Class N: may occur with a genftival element in the NPh 
Class 0: may not occur with a genitival element in the NPh
The choice of labels for these classes is purely arbitary.
Roots of classes M and N may be further cross­
classified into the two classes H and I, according to
the allomorphs of the pronominal prefixes with which 
they occur, (cf. chap. 9»122). The majority of roots 
of class M are also of class H and the majority of roots 
of class I arc also of class N.
Roots of class 0 include the names of people,
places and many natural objects, especially birds, animals, 
etc. The notion of possession, normally indicated by 
the genttival element within the nominal phrase, is in 
such cases indicated as follows. The class 0 root 
functions as the qualifier element in the NPh, and the 
preceding head element is manifested by a root of class 
N or M, which refers to the generic group of which the 
class 0 root is a member.The notion of a chicken possessed 
by a mother, for example, is found expressed as follows:
e.g. 'Mother's domestic animal, a chicken* 2.3»13
mother domestic c ixcken
animal
mamaa reimaw z ipukaz
Gen Head Q -al
If the group 0 root is not a men ber of a generic group
the form m a ' e 'unspecified object;1 (class N / O  may be
used. A number of noun roots ar.s classed as 0 since
»
they have not been found with gei ftivals, but this may 
in some cases be due to semantic factors, rather than 
structural ones, as for example, ;he roots, kwarahy 'sun' 
and ywy tu 'wind 1.
Ho further description of n.»un roots is attempted 
though they might be divided into $ number of small 
sub-classes to mark differences in potential distribution 
e.g. those which may occur as the p. irticle element in 
the sentence, (cf, chap. 12.^4)• Lexical listing would 
include reference to the above-mentioned sub-classes.
Form Meaning Sub-class
zapukaz chicken 0
mukaw gun N/I
ci nose V i
zepehe griddle . t/ h
-ha eye il/E
Roots of class M/H are morphologically bound, since a
*
pronominal prefix functioning as the g^nftival element 
must precede them. Class M/I however ire syntactically 
bound since the gen<ttival element in t. leir case may be 
a nominal phrase.
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Some nominal roots have alternate forms, but no 
attempt is made to list these here. The reader is 
referred to chapter 9*31 for a general statement of 
alternate forms which have a wide distribution.
18^
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CHAPTER 11 OTHER UNITS-OF PHRASE RANK 
11*1 The Auxiliary Verb
The Auxiliary Verb is a unit whose sole function 
is to manifest the element in the sentence of the 
same name. As to structural pattern, it consists of 
the elements Pre-Auxiliary Verbal, Head and Post-Auxiliary 
Verbal* They must occur in that order, the first two 
elements being obligatorily present. Its structure and 
function may be represented by the following diagram,
(cf. also the comprehensive diagram in chap. 3.21*).
SENTENCE 
Auxiliary Verb
AUXILIARY VERB |
Head Post
Pronominal Prefix Verb Verbal Piece Post-Auxiliary
9*12 9.3 9.2 1 Jl . !■ 2
The semantic relationship of the AV to the other 
elements of the sentence is quite loose. Often it 
modifies the VPh element of the sentence, referring 
to the same action and stating its direction or position
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In such cases, and with intransitive and stative verb 
roots, the pre~AV element may display concord with the 
pronominal prefix of the VPh in the sentence. In 
other cases, it refers to some other action, generally 
but not necessarily associated with the actor or 
the goal of the action of the s e n t e n c e . T h e  following 
two examples demonstrate the diverse relationships.
e.g. I pull l go 'l go and pull1 3.2.1
anuhern aha 
VPh A V
l miss it go *1 missed it as it went1
azawy iho
VPh AV 2.?k. 19
When the auxiliary verb displays concord with the verbal 
phrase, it may be fcrmally identical with such a phrase 
functioning as the VPh element of the sentence. In 
such cases it is only the relative order of the two 
forms within the sentence which indicates how they 
should be analysed.
H *  H  Pre~AV and Head Elements
The Head element of the Auxiliary Verb is manifested 
by a small sub-class of verbs and verbal pieces,(cf, chap.9-2 and3)*
29. P.H.Robins reports a somewhat similar loose semantic 
relationship between elements of the sentence in his 
description of Yurok, cf. The Yurok Language,
Berkeley.1958, p-17. 'The Independent Subject1. Cf, also 
chap. 12.^1* Pronouns Functioning as Particles, for a 
comparable relationship.
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The pre-AV element is manifested by a sub-class of the 
pronominal prefix class, (cf, chap. 9.121). Each verb 
and verbal piece is now listed, together with the paradigm 
of pronominal prefixes with which it may occur when 
manifesting this element.
11.111 Transitive Auxiliary Verbs
occur
The following transitive verbs and verbal pieces
-mono 'put, away from speaker'
•muTjwaw 'cause to move, pass or fall'
-mur 'pull, towards speaker1
-raha 'carry, away from speaker'
•reko 'possess'
■rur 'carry, towards speaker'
When functioning as the head element in the 
AV, both -rur and -mur occur in alternate forms, 
-»ru3 and -mue respectively.
Each of the above verb roots occurs with the 
following paradigm of pronominal prefixes.
he - 1st sg
zane- 1st pi in cl
ure - Is t pi excl
ne - 2nd sg
pe- 2nd pi
i~ 3rd Sg
wa- 3rd pi
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It may be noted that this paradigm is substantially 
similar to that which occurs with stative VPh, and 
Transitive VPh with 3rd person actor, (cf. chap. 9*123)i
with Transitive DRS (cf, chap. 10.201), Nominal Phrases
(cf. chap. 10.102),and Relational Phrases (cf. sect* 11.302.) 
For alternate forms of prefixes, see chapter 9* 122.
The reference of these pronominal prefixes is to the 
goal or object of the action expressed by the verb 
functioning as the head element of the AV. This 
is not necessarily the goal or object of the action 
expressed by the VPh element of the sentence but 
generally it is.
e.g. ' I kill it, by pulling it' 3 * 2. 2
I kill it pull
azuka i- -mua
VPh AV
pre head
’I'll kill you, making you fall' 2. Ad.A
I-you kill you make-fall
uru- -zuka ne- -munwaw pa
VPh AV
pre head post
11.112 Intransitive Auxiliary Verbs
The following intransitive verbs occur,
-iho 'go, away from speaker*
-iko 'be, in motion or without specification of
-in 'be, sitting* position
-kwaw 'pass by'
-zur 'come, towards speaker'
These verbs have the following alternate forms.
-ho 'go’ -ha following pronom pre fix a-
-ho elsewhere
-zur ' come 1 -zua when functioning as AV
-ad or -ur respectively after
pronom prefix u-
-zur elsewhere
-iko ' be ' -ko after pronom prefix te -
-iko elsewhere
-in 'be 1 -n after pronom prefix te-
-in elsewhere
The roots, -ho 'go', -zur ’come’ and -iko 'be! each 
occur with a full paradigm of pro,nominal prefixes, as
follows. This paradigm is identical with that which 
occurs with Intransitive VPh, (cf. chap.9-123)*
a- 1st sg
za- 1st pi incl
uru- 1st pi excl
ere- 2nd sg indicative
e- 2nd sg imperative
pe- 2nd pi
u- 3rd sg or pi
except that -zur and -iko occur with te- for the 1st
sg instead of a-, and -iko occurs with either i-or wa­
fer 3rd sg and pi respectively, inste ad of with u-. When 
these prefixes occur there is always concord with the 
pronominal prefix of the VPh in the sentence. The root 
-ho may also occur with the prefix i-, and this does 
not necessarily display concord with the VPh.
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e.g. 'It got dark for us as we went' 20
we got dark we go 
urekaruk oro— ho
VPh AV
pre head
'I missed it as it went' 2.7^*19
I miss it go
azawy i- -ho
VPh AV
pre head
The root, -in 'be, sitting' has been found only 
with the pronominal prefixes te- '1st sg' and i- 
'3rd sg or pi*. The former of these always displays 
concord with the pronominal prefix of the VPh, the latter 
may do so.
The root -kwaw 'pass by' has been found only 
with the prefixes i- and u-, both '3rd sg or pi'.
Either prefix may display concord with the prefix of 
the VPh,
11,113 Stative Auxiliary Verbs
The following stative verbs occur,
- ’am 'be, standing'
-'yz 'be, scattered over an area'
-upa 'be, lying on the ground'
The root -*yz has the alternate form, -zi'yz, occuring
after the pronominal prefix wa-, -'yz occurring elsewhere.
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These roots have been found with pronominal 
prefixes as follows:
- ’am te- ’1st sg', i-and u- '3rd sg or pi'
-'yz i- ’3rd sg and wa-'3rd pi’
-upa te- '1st sg' and u- '3rd sg or pi1
e.g. 'A very few fell, and were on the ground' 3.2^.12
it fell little it be on ground
ukuza'ia'i u- -upa
VPh AV
pre head
11*12 The Post-Auxiliary Verbal
The post-auxiliary verbal is a small closed 
class which functions only as the post-AV element in 
the auxiliary verb unit. It comprises the following 
members.
'aw occurs sometimes following the roots - ’am
’be, standing' and -'yz 'be, scattered’
'an occurs sometimes following the root -in 'be sitting'
pa occurs invariably following the roots -kwaw 'pass by'
and -munwaw ’cause to move, pass or fall’.
It is not possible to translate the meaning of these forms
in isolation. They appear to be of grammatical relevance 
but no semantic significance. The following are some 
examples.
e.g. 'It is sitting there rotting* A.10.7
it is rotting it sit
inem i~ -in 'a^ l
VPh AV
pre head post
'Ho left and passed by' 6.11.6
he left he pass -
uhem u- -kwaw pa
VPh AV
pre head post
11.2 The Adverbial Phrase
The Adverbial Phrase is a unit whose most common 
function is to manifest the Adjunct element in a sentence. 
It may also function as the nominal base element in a 
nominal piece, (cf. chap. 10.2). As to structural 
pattern, it consists of the following elements, a 
Pre-Adverbial, an Adverb and a Post-Adverbial. These 
must occur in the order listed, and only the adverb is 
obligatory. Two post-adverbials may occur, but the 
other elements may not occur more than once.
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The structure and function of the adverbial phrase 
may be represented in the following diagram, (cf also 
the comprehensive diagram in chap. 3*21).
SENTENCE 
Adjunc t
NOMINAL PIECE 
Nominal Base
Pre-nominal 
10.11
ADVERBIAL PHRASE)
Adverb Post
Adverb
11.21
Post-verbal
9* 13
1* _ -
Post-nominal 
10.14
As indicated above, the pre-adverbial element is 
always manifested by the pre-nominal class, the adverb 
is always manifested by the adverb class, and the post- 
adverbial may be manifested by either the post-nominal 
or the post-verbal class.
e.g, not to-day just r Cer tainly not to-day1
nan kwe tari e
Ad j* APh 6.1.6
pre Adv post
he go there in-the-sky pi — iThey went off thore
oho pe ywate wd no the sky1 6.11.2
VPh Ad j Ad j pt pt
APh APh
Adv Adv
11.201 Pre-Adverbial Element
It is thought that the pre-adverbial element is not 
restricted in its occurrence with particular adverbs.
The following is an example.
e.g. not to-day just ’Certainly not to-day’ 6.1.6
nan kwetari e
pre Adv post
11.202 Post-Adverbial Element
Only one member of the post-nominal class has been 
found functioning as a post-adverbial, namely ran ’similar to 
(cf. chap. 10.1^). This form has only been found following 
the adverb ce ’here', and the resulting construction 
has the meaning ’very close*by’.
e.g. he-carry-it close-by pi ’They carried it a
ueraha ce ran wa little way*
VPh AV pt if. 11
Adv Post
The following members of the post-verbal class 
have been found functioning as the post-adverbial element, 
(cf. chap. 9*133).
ahy * painful'
a 1 i ’little, very*
a ' u ’more 1
e ’only, just’
e te ’almost’
kate te 'very much*
katu ’good, very*
we * still'
There does not seem to 
be any structural
restriction upon the 
occurrence of these 
forms with particular 
adverbs.
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The post-adverbial element may occur twice in 
an Adverbial Phrase. Two post-verbals may occur, or 
a post-nominal may be followed by a post-verbal, but 
not vice versa.
e.g, dusk almost very
karuk e te a ' i
Adv post post
Vbl Vbl
here like very
ce rdn a ' i
Adv post post
non vbl
’Just at sundown’ 2 At
’Very close b y ’ 2*71
11.21 The Adverb
The adverb is a fairly small class which functions 
most commonly as the adverb element in an adverbial 
phrase. It may also function as the relatee element 
in relational phrases, (cf. sect.11.302). It should 
probably be regarded as an open class, and the following 
are the members found in the data examined.
awyze
ce
karuk 
kwehe 
kwe tar i 
or kytari 
me we 
moite 
muek 
na'arew
'next, at once’ 
'here'
'at dusk'
'long ago’
'to-day'
'slowly'
'far away'
’later’
'without delay'
A
.21
1 9 6
nezewe 'thus'
nara ^ 'quickly'
paw * entirely'
pe 1 there'
picik 'almost'
pitei 'once '
pur 51] 'well'
pyhewe 'tomorrow'
pyhaw 'at night'
ranaz 'first'
te'enahy 'without purpose or cause
tari ' now '
ywa te 'in the sky'
ywywy 'on the ground'
ywyzez 'secre tly
zityk 'alone'
'ite 'very early'
zuapyr 'a second time*
Of the above,- the following constitute a sub-class, 
because they may function as the relatee element in a 
relational phrase.
ce 'here'
karuk fat dusk’
kwehe 'long ago'
nezewe 'thus'
pe 'there 1
It is thought that further study would yield examples 
of other adverbs functioning in this way.
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11 • 3 The Relational Phrase
The Relational Phrase is a unit whose most 
common function is to manifest the Adjunct element 
in a sentence. It may also function as the nominal 
base element in a nominal piece, (cf. chap.10. 2),
As to structural pattern, it consists of the following 
elements: a pre-re lational, a relates, a relator, and
a post-relational. These must occur in the above 
order, and both the relate© and the relator elements 
are obligatorily present, while the others are not. In 
a very few instances, the post-relational element has 
been found to occur twice, but none of the other elements 
occur more than once.
£
The structure and function of the relational phrase 
may be represented in the following diagram (cf. also 
the comprehensive diagram in chap. 3.21).
SENTENCE 
Adjunc t
NOMINAL PIECE 
Nominal Base
1 .RELATIONAL PHRASE
Pre R 1tee J Rel Pos t
\
N L
__
__
__
_
Pre-nominal Adverb Pronom
Prefix 
10.11 11.21 9.12
NOMINAL 
PHRASE 
10. 1
Relator Post 
V b l
11.31 9.13
I
Post
Nom
lO.lif
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The following are some examples:
e.g. enter go sack in
uice oho icak pupe
VPh AV Adj:RPh
R' tee Rel
* He got into the sack* 
6.10.17
said 
i ’ i 
VPh
toad to 
kururu pe 
AdjiRPh 
S'tee Sel
'He said to the toad' 
6.10.11
11.301 Pre-Selational Element
It is thought that there is no structural 
restriction upon the occurrence of this element with 
particular relators. It is always manifested by the pre- 
nominal class, cf. chap. 10.11. The following 
is an example•
e.g. not my wish it with 'Against my own wish'
nan here- -mimutar r- ~upi
pre R'tee NPh Pel 2*9^*6
11.302 Relatee Element
The relatee Element may be manifested by either an 
adverb, a pronominal prefix or a nominal phrase. The 
paradigm of pronominal prefixes which may occur is the 
following. (Cf. chap. 9*121)
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he- '1st eg*
zane- '1st pi incl'
ure- '1st pi excl’
ne- ’2nd sg'
pe- ’2nd pi'
i- '3rd sg'
wa- ’3rd pi’
re- '3rd sg or pi specified with
class H'
heze- '1st sg reflexive'
zaneze- ’1st pi incl reflexive1
ureze- ’1st pi excl reflexive*
heze- ’2nd sg reflexive1
peze- ’2nd pi reflexive1
uze- '3rd sg reflexive*
waze- '3rd pi reflexive*
It may be noted that the paradigm of non-reflexive forms 
is substantially similar to that which occurs with the 
stative VPh, and the transitive VPh with 3rd person 
aqtor (cf, chap. 9«123)» the transitive AV (cf. chap. 11.111), 
the transitive DPS (cf. chap. 10.201), and the nominal 
phrase (cf. chap. 10.102). For alternate forms of 
prefixes see chapter 9*122.
These pronominal prefixes are mutually exclusive 
with nominal phrases in their function as the relates 
element, except that with relators of class H, either 
the form re- or wa- must precede the relator whenever 
the relatee is manifested by a NPh, and the form wa- 
must so occur with relators of class I when a NPh 
relatee is semantically plural. Such a pronominal 
prefix is analysed as part of the relatee element, along 
with any preceding NPh. The following are examples.
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e.g. it in 'In it* 2.42.16
i- pupe 
P'tee rel(cl I)
PP
Guajajara them to 'To Guajajaras*
tenetehar wan- upe
Ktee Pel (cl I) 6.17.13
NPh PP
force it with 'forcefully' 6.26.21
haihaw r- -upi
Rtee Pel (cl H)
NPh PP
The following adverbs have been found functioning 
as the relatee element, (cf. sect. 11.21).
ce 'here'
karuk 'at dusk1
kwehe 'long ago'
nezewe 'thus'
pe 'there'
e.g. here from 'Prom here' 3.23*1
ce wi
Adv Pel
A nominal phrase which has a pronoun other than 
a'e '3rd sg' as its head element or contains a qualifier 
element may not function as the relatee in a relational 
phrase. Other types of NPh occur freely, including 
those with down-ranked NPhs functioning as genetival 
elements.
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e. 'To get Urupe's gun* (along the path of the
gun of Urupe.)
Urupe gun path it along
urupe mukaw par r- -omo
Ktee Rel (cl H)
Nph
Gen Head
NPh Nn
Gen Head
NPh Nn
Head 
Nn
11*303 Post"relational Element
The post-relational element may be manifested 
by either a post-nominal or post-verbal class member.
The only member of the post-nominal class which has been 
found is rdn, and this occurs only following the relator 
pe.
'More over there*
6.11.23
The following members of the post-verbal class have been 
found functioning as the post-relational element*
ahy 'painful, very'
a'i 'little, very*
a'u 'more'
ete 'almost*
katete 'very much'
katu 'well, very'
we 'still*
e.g. there at like more
pe pe ran a'u
Ptee Pel post post
Adv nom vbl
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When the post-relational element occurs twice, there
may be two post­verbals, or a post-nominal followed
a post-verbal. The following are some examples of
post-verbals•
e.g. source at almost very Almost at the
iapy pe e te a * i
Rtee Rel post post 6
vbl vbl
skin with yet 'With the skin
iapirer rehe we
Rtee Rel post 2
vbl
H * 3 1  The Relator
The relator is a closed class whose sole function 
is to manifest the relator element in a relational 
phrase. Its members must belong to either class H or 
class I, according to the allomorphs of the pronominal 
prefixes with which they may occur. Membership is as 
follows.
-he * concerning*
-nune 'in front o f
-omo 'like, functioning as*
-uake 'near *
-upi ' along with, instead of
ai 'like'
iwyr 'beside'
me he 'at the time o f
nan 'among'
pe 'to, at, for*
pupe 'within, by means of'
pyr 'with, towards a person'
wi 'from'
'ym 'without'
a awe 'like'
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The following members have alternate forms.
pe me following certain nouns, e.g. typyz me ’to tthe house’
pe following most forms
-we following the pronom prefixes ihe-, zane-,
ure- and ne-
-me following the pronom prefix pe-
-upe following the pronom prefixes i- and wa-
wi .-ui following the pronominal prefixes i- and wa-
wi ' elsewhere
(The pronominal prefix wa- 3rd pi, occurs in the alternate 
form wan- before the relators pe and wi.)
Members of the class H must always be preceded by 
a pronominal prefix, whether or not there is also a 
NPh functioning as the relatee element. They are thus 
morphologically bound forms. Members of class I may not 
be preceded by both a pronominal prefix and a NPh as 
the relatee element, except in the case of the prefix 
wa- which must co-occur with a NPh wiich is semantically 
plural, (cf. sect. 11.302)
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11.b The Down Ranked Sentence Phrase
The down ranked sentence phrase is a unit which 
has the sole function of manifesting the adjunct 
element of a sentence. As to structural pattern, it 
consists of a head element, which must occur obligatorily, 
and may be followed by a post-positional element.
The structure and function of this phrase may 
be represented in the following diagram, (cf. also the 
comprehensive diagram in chapter, 3-21.)
SENTENCE
Adjunct
D R SENT,Bn u E PhPASE j
Head Post-p
__Ii .
D P Sentence 
10.201
Post-postional 
11. ^fl
The structural pattern of down ranked sentences is 
described in chapter 10.201, and those which occur as 
the head element of a DPS Phrase conform to the description 
given there*
The following are some examples of down ranked 
sentence phrases, within sentences*
e.g. 'Its owner went to see it1
went owner See it 
oho izar hecak
VPh subj Adj
DRSPh
Head
d r s
VPh
'He went to break palm nuts'
went palm-nut break
oho wahu ika pd
VPh Adj
DRSPh
Head post-p
DRS
Ob j VPh
'He hears me when I speak* 2.9k.lk
hear-me I-speak time
herenu heze-eTi mehe
VPh Adj
DRSPh
Head post-p
DRS
VPh
No instances have been found of pre-nominal or 
qualifier elements occurring as part of nominal phrases 
functioning as object in a DRSPh.
The paradigm of pronominal prefixes which may 
occur in the VPh of a DRSPh Is the same for transitive 
verbs and verbal pieces as that listed in chapter 10.201. 
A few instances have been found in which the prefix i-
3 * 16.6
^.5.5
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3rd sg, has occurred before a VPh of class I, even though 
an object element also occurs,
e.g. palm-nut it break ’to break palm-nuts’
wahu i- -ka
ob j VPh
The following pronominal prefixes have been found 
with intransitive verbs,
with stative verbs,
he - 1st sg
i- 3rd sg
wa- 3rd Pi
u— 3rd sg or pi
i- 3rd sg
wa- 3rd pi
When such prefixes occur with either intransitive or 
stative verbs, they app ear to refer to the actor in 
the action expressed by the verb to which they are prefixed, 
Because of this, it is thought that there is no structural 
restriction upon the occurrence of other prefixes 
referring to first or second xjerson subjects. In 
some cases, intransitive and stative verbs occur in a 
DRSPh without any pronominal prefix at all, but this is 
not common. The following are some examples of DRSPhs 
with and without pronominal prefixes.
e.g. ’It went to speak to Tupan* (lacking pronominal
prefix)
it go Tupan to speak
oho tupdn pe ae'e^l
VPh Adj . 6.16.17
PRSPh 
Head 
DRS
Adj VPh
RPh
Rtee Rel
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'I saw it as it was standing’ 3.33*5
I-saw-it it stand time
aecak i- - ’dm mehe
VPh Adj
DRSPh
Head. post-p
DRS
VPh
PP vb st
'Its owner went to see it' 3*16.6
see 
-ecak
went owner it
oho izar he -
VPh sub j Adj
DRSPh
Head
DRS
VPh
PP vb tr
It is possible for a DRSPh to be formally identical 
with an AV (cf. sect. 11.1) but in fact no cases of 
ambiguity have arisen in the data examined.
11.^1 The DRSPh Post-positional
The post-positional is a small closed class 
with the sole function of manifesting the element of the 
same name in the down ranked sentence phrase. It 
comprises the following members.
ire ’action finished1
e.g. 'When they had finished tapping rubber'
rubber tap finish
ciriTi 'ok ire
Head post-p
DRS
Ob j VPh
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mehe ' time 1
e.g. 'Wnen bringing it here to the house1 2.73*3
here house to it bring time
ce typyz me he- -rur xmehe
Head posb-p
Adj Adj VPh
adv PPh PP vb tr
pa 1 intention 1
e.g. wood split to ’to split wood' A.A.19
ywyra ra pa
Head post-p
Obj VPh
'ym ’without doing’
e.g. 'without carrying that cloud’ 6.16*3
that cloud it carry without
omo pytun he- -raha 'ym
Head post-p
Ob j VPh
pre head PP Vb tr
The form ire ’action finished* generally occurs in 
the alternate form re following vowels.
e*g* it kill finish 'When he had killed it'
* izuka re
The form pa 'intention' occasionally occurs in 
two alternate forms, td and ins. The former generally 
occurs following the consonant z, and the latter 
generally occurs following forms containing central 
vowels y or a. It is not possible however to regard 
them as wholly phonologically conditioned.
The following are examples.
k a 'arupa md 'clearing undergrowth*
mu'Qaz ta 1 tapping i f
A.6.12 
6.31. 2**
There does not appear to be any structural 
restriction upon the occurrence of these forms with any 
features in the head of the down ranked sentence phrase.
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CHAPTER 12 THE PARTICLE
12.0 The Particle as an Element of the Sentence
The particle is set up as an element of the 
sentence parallel to the other elements, the Verbal 
Phrase, Subject, Object, Auxiliary verb, and Adjunct.
All other elements are manifested by units which are 
potentially complex in structure, and are therefore 
assigned to the phrase or piece rank in the hierarchy.
The particle is manifested only by units which are 
monomorphemic in structure and are therefore assigned 
to the lowest rank of the hierarchy.
The particle element is generally manifested 
by a class of the /same name, but may also be manifested 
in particular positions within the sentence, by the 
pronoun class, (cf. chap. 10.13) or by a sub-class of 
noun roots (cf. chap. 10.31). The particle class itself 
is divided into four major sub-classes, and some 
additional minor ones, on the basis of the particular 
positions within the sentence in which members may 
be found. There are four fixed positions in which 
particles may occur, as follows:
Initial: (as the very first element)
e.g. suppose deer comes 1 suppose a deer comes1
aze arapuha ur
pt subj VPh 3.16.1
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Post Initial: (immediately following the first element)
e.g. ’They sa^ that he arrived here' 6.26.6
arrive they say 
udhem ae 
VPh pt
go there 
oho pe 
AV RPh
at
pe
Medial: (following any VPh, Subj. Obj. and AV, but 
preceding any Adj.)
e.g. ’He went and split some firewood' 
firewood split go past
zepe1 aw 
obj
umu11 
VPh
oho kwez 
AV p t
3.7.3
Final: (as the very final element)
e. g< 1 v?e arrived there (coming)'
we arrived
uruahem
VPh
come there 
uruzua pe 
AV RPh
at
pe no 
pt
6.33.17
The reason why the particle is not analysed as 
forming part of some lower ranking unit than the sentence, 
but is said to manifest a sentence element immediately, 
is its occurrence in the above positions. These positions 
are fixed in relation to the sentence, but variable in 
relation to the other sentence elements, since some of 
these may or may not occur, and when they do, they may 
be in different relative orders, (cf, chap. 8.12). Thus 
particles in Post-Initial position may occur following 
any of the elements Particle, Subj. Obj. or VPh; particles 
in Medial position may occur following any of these plus 
the element AV; and particles in final position may follow 
any element.
The class Particle is therefore set up to include 
all forms which cannot be regarded as functioning within 
any lower ranking unit than the sentence, and the element 
Particle is set up to account for their occurrence 
within the sentence. Members of this class do not all 
belong to the same semantic category, but are very 
diverse in their meanings. In some cases a single member 
has more than one area of meaning, while in other cases 
is it difficult to express an,y meaning at all for the 
member in isolation. -Some indication of the meaning of 
each form is given when its function is described, but 
this is not attempted in an exhaustive fashion, since this 
study is priinarily of formal syntactic relationships.
12.1 Particles occurring in Initial Postion
The following members of the particle class may 
be said to be constitute the sub-class 'Initial* 
because they always, or most commonly, occur in initial 
position within the sentence. The meanings indicated 
are only general approximations, since usage is often 
idiomatic•
awyze 'next*
aze 'suppose, perhaps* (when the condition
might be fulfilled)
azern 'suppose, perhaps* (when the condition
is known to be unfulfilled)
erekatu 'Go on.*' (urging to do something)
erua *1 don't know*
eru'u 'Is that so?'
hoz 'Hello'
kw a * Oh, ... 1
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e.g.
me t 'liar! '
mo 'Yes’
nan 'No'
■Onar am 'Not desired
0 'Oh,
ta' e 'As a matter of
te 'Oh, ...'
t omo 'Yes'
t ue ‘Allow it'
zo 'Only,just'(the
 fact*
occurs occasionally without conditioning 
fac t ors)
Suppose I
suppose
azem
pt
had wings,
I-have-wings
hepepo
VPh
(but I haven't)’ 6.10.12
*0h, they xjulled it there'
at plural 
pe w i 
pt
Oh pull there
kwa umutyk pe
pt VPh Adj
9.10.6
The particle aipo 'perhaps' may also occur in initial 
position, but is classed as a medial particle on the 
basis of its more frequent occurrence in that position, 
(cf. sect. 12.3)
Of the above forms, the following have not been 
found occurring within the favourite sentence, but 
only in the non-favourite 'Escclamative Sentence' (cf.chap.13.4)
30. In the id«f*lect of one informant, this form was 
pronounced as two words, nan ram.
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erekatu 'Go on* (urging to do something)
eru'u 'Is that sol'
hoz 1 Hello!1
me t 1 Liar!'
mo 'Yes'
nan 'No*
tomo 'Yes'
The following may occur preceding another initial 
par tide. Apart from this, only one initial particle
may occur in a sentence.
kwa
o
te
' O h , '
do
do
e.g. Oh perhaps
o
pt
aze
pt
P a 
pt
'Oh, perhaps!' 9*9.13 
(non-favourite exclamation 
sentence, cf, chap. 13*^)
The forms tue and zo may also occur following 
any sentence element except an Auxiliary Verb or a final 
particle, regardless of position within the sentence.
In such cases they are semantically linked closely with 
the element they follow. They might therefore be regarded 
as functioning as • the 'post* element in the unit they 
gccompany, but it has been thought better to analyse 
them as pabticles with a specially free distribution.
31. It is nearly always one of these thrue particles
which is classified phonologically as a span initial
foot of high pitch, cf, chapter A.l8. The particle o
occasionally occurs in various alternate forms without
apparent conditioning factors, cf, chapter A.l8, 
footnote 13*
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When nob In initial position, tue has a general emphatic 
meaning, e.g.
e.g. 'It was right here that I came'
I-come here indeed
azur ce tue
VPh Adj pt
When not in initial position, zo may occur in either 
o f the alternate forms, zot or zote, without conditioning 
factors. (its other alternate form, aezo, (cf. above) 
is restricted to initial position.)
e.g. 'He was just sitting laughing* 9»10.1*f
he-laugh only sitting
upuka zot in
VPh pt AV
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12,2 Particles occurring in Post Initial Position
The following members of the particle class may 
be said to constitute the sub-class ’Post Initial' 
because they always, or most commonly, occur in post 
initial position in the sentence. A few instances have 
been found of Post Initial particles following the second 
instead of the first, element of the sentence, but this 
is not common, except when the first element is a particle.
e t
ku tu 
kw e he 
mua' u 
omo
poko
rakakwez
roko 
ru1 u 
tezyz 
tomo 
ze
ze pe
’emphatic1 (commonly co-occurs with the final 
particle ce, cf. sect. 12.k6* 
alternate forms en and em occur 
occasionally without conditioning 
factors? and the forme when preceding 
the particle ce.)
'reaffirmation1 
'distant past'
'mistake or deception*
'unfulfilled condition’ (commonly co-occurs 
with the initial particle azem 
cf. sect. 12.1)
'deliberation' (in questions)
'past action, generally immediate past’
(alternate iorms rakwez and kakwez 
occur occasionally without 
conditioning factors)
'past action’
’uncertainty1 
1 frustration’
'deliberation* (in statement)
'speaker not an eye witness'
'incomplete success'
e.g. 'Let's go and bathe after all1 9*21.13
we bathe after-all we-go 
zazahak kutu zaha
VPh p t Av
e.g. 'A horse has died there1 9.9.8
horse past die there at
kawar roko umd.no pe pe
sub j pt VPh adj
Two, and in a few cases three, post initial particles 
have been found in a sentence, and additional sub-classe 
might be set up on the basis of their relative order. 
This does not, however, yield a clear pattern, and a 
number of exceptions would also have to be stated. No 
further sub-division is therefore attemtped.
e.g. 'They say that a horse lay down, long ago'
lay down they say long ago horse
u'ar ze kwehe kawar
VPh pt pt subj 4.10.1
The initial particles, tue and zo (cf. sect.12 
and the medial particles aipo and kwez (cf. sect. 12.3), 
may also occur in post-initial position. They are 
classified as initial and medial respectively however on 
the basis of their most common occurrence. The post­
initial particle zepe occurs occasionally in other than 
post-initial position following any sentence element 
other than an Auxiliary Verb or final particle, and 
is then closely linked semantically with that element.
12.21 Particles indicating time
The particles roko, rakakwez and kwehe are 
commonly used to indicate past time, though not with 
any degree of precision. Other forms used to indicate
past or future time are the final particles nehe ’future' 
(sect. 12.43)? the medial particle, kwez ’immediate past' 
(cf. sect. 12.3)? and the post-verbal tar ’future’
(cf. chap. 9*132) (The final particles rihi, r i ’i, 
ra'e, zipi (sect. 12,43) and kury (sect. 12.46) also 
have associations relating to the passage of time, and 
the Auxiliary verb often has associatinns of continuing 
action.) Such forms tend to occur at the beginning of 
a stretch of speech, or at points where the temporal 
setting changes during a stretch of speech, and other­
wise at irregular intervals while the temporal setting 
remains unchanged. A verbal phrase in a sentence which 
lacks any of these forms may therefore be translated as 
either past, present or future, according to the last 
indication of temporal setting in the preceding context.
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12*3 Particles occurring in Medial Posibion
The following members of the particle class may 
be said to constitute the sub-class Medial, because 
they most commonly occur in medial position in the 
sentence.
kwez 'Immediate past, completion'
aipo 'perhaps*
e.g. 'He went and qplit some firewood (just now)' 
firewood split go past
zepe’aw umu*i oho kwez 3.7*3
obj VPh AV pt
The particle kwez also occurs in post-initial 
position, and the particle aipo also occurs in both 
initial and post-initial position. The two particles 
may both occur in the same sentence, but have not been 
observed both together in medial position.
12*^ Particles occurring in Final Posibion
A number of particles only occur in final position
in the sentence, and may therefore be said to constitute
the sub-class Pinal. Their relative order is rigidly
fixed, and they will be listed in terms of nine positions,
numbered so that a particle occurring in a given position
may only be preceded by particles m  a position having a
lower number. These particles are mutually exclusive of
32. Such particles are not analysed as together forming a higher 
ranking unit because they are all optional, and do not 
display any structural pattern beyond their relative order*
all others which may occur in the same position, but 
there are no other restrictions of co-occurrence other 
than those determined by semantic factors, (except as 
noted below in the course of description). No more 
than four final particles have however been found in 
a sentence.
A number of final particles appear to be of 
stylistic rather than semantic significance, though 
some also have definite semantic associations which 
will continue to be noted as far as possible. In 
conversational speech, the vast majority of sentences 
conclude with one or more final particles. The shorter 
a stretch of speech is, the more likely is each sentence 
to conclude with a final particle. In prolonged narrative 
sentences without final particles are not uncommon, 
but even so a majority of sentences have them. They are 
therefore regarded as having as their primary function 
the syntactic and stylistic one of marking the end of 
sentences. In addition to this, they often serve to 
link together main and satelite clauses within extended 
sentences, (cf. chap. 1^.1)
12.^-1 Position One
The only forms which function as the particle 
element in position one are pronouns, (cf. chap.10.13). 
They are listed again here, to facilitate reference, and 
are as follows.
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i he 
zane
ure
ne 
pe 
a 1 e
1st sg
1st pi ihiclusive of speaker and person
addressed
1st pi exclusive of person addressed 
2nd sg 
2nd pi 
3rd sg/pl
Pronouns functioning as final particles in most 
cases refer to the actor or topic of the sentence, and 
in such cases they exhibit concord with the pronominal 
prefix of the Verbal Phrase. In other cases, hovjever, 
their reference is to the object or goal of action, or 
to some entity not referred to in the remainder of the 
sentence. Their occurrence within the sentence is 
optional, and they do not generally carry a heavy semantic 
load, though they may at times relieve potential ambiguity. 
The following are some examples*
e.g, come namb u it i
ur inarnua 1 i a 1 e
VPh sub j pt
pos. 1
it-me -kill jaguar I
hezuka zawar ihe
VPh sub j pt
’A nambu came1
concord)
2*?^+.20
'A jaguar is killing
me 6.23.17 
pos.l (Refers to obj:)
early morning I 
pyhe te ahyahy ihe 
Adj pt
pos 1
'As for me, it was early morning*
2.^ 2.14
(Refers to entity not otherwise 
in sentence)
(This is a non-favourite 'declarative' sentenci 
(cf. chap. 13.2.)
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12. ^ 2 Posit ion Two
One particle only occurs in position two, namely,
wa 'plural*
As with pronouns functioning as particles in 
position one, so the particle wa may refer to the actor 
or topic of the sentence (as it does most commonly), or 
to the goal of the action or to some entity not otherwise 
referred to in the sentence. There is no formal indication 
of what is pluralised, and there is commonly semantic 
ambiguity relieved only by the context, wa does not 
occur obligatorily following forms which are semantically 
plural, and has not been found to occur following any 
pronoun functioning as a particle other than a'e, 3rd sg/pl.
e *g* 'They don't want farinha* (Refers to Subj) 
not-want farinha he pi
nupubar tyram a'e wa
VPh obj pt pt 9.20
pos 1 pos 2
'I killed two' (Refers to obj) 2,^3.10
I-kill two plu 
azuka mokoz wa 
VPh obj pt
pos 2
'Zaky (and others)came' ^.3*20
(Refers to entity not otherwise in sentence)
Zaky come he plu
zaky ur a'e wa
subj VPh pt pt
pos 1 pos 2
The particle wa 'plural' also occurs in position nine, 
(cf. sect. 12.^9).
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1 2 M  Position Three
One particle only occurs in position three, namely,
nehe 'future time'
The post-verbal form tar also has the meaning 
of 'future time', (cf. chap. 9*132), and either form may 
be used to r^fer to future time without difference of
temporal setting. Both forms occur in the same
sentence at times. tar at times also indicates desire, 
but nehe never does. See also section 12.21, for 
other particles indicating time.
e.g. 'I'm going to sell you' 3*31*7
I-sell-you will future
ur urns'efi tar nehe
VPh pt
pos 3
1 2 . ^  Position Four
One particle only occurs in this position, namely, 
miamo 'in vain'
e.g. 'They embarked, (but did not accomplish their
aim )'
he-embarked plu in vain 3*33*^
uzeiru'ar wd miamo
VPh pt pt
pos 2 pos b
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12.45 Position Five
The following particles occur in this position
’still, yet' looking forward to change of state 
or action
’action in the past1 (Frequently occurs with the 
post-initial particles roko and 
rakakwez, cf, sect. 12,2)
The alternate form zi’i occurs frequently, 
without conditioning factors.
'unfortunate or otherwise amusing action, often 
in past’, also ’uncertainty1
’habitual past action, often incompletely 
successful’
The alternate form zupi occurs occasionally, 
without conditioning factors.
©•g. 'The mandioca was still very soft* 3*4.4
mandioca very soft it still
mani’oka'i ipywahy a ’e rihi
sub j VPh pt pt
pos 1 pos 5
rihi 
ri ’ i
ra ’ e 
zipi
’It died, (in an amusing context)* 2.4-8.15
it died amusing
umano ra’e
VPh pt
pos 5
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12.^6 Position Six
One particle only occurs in this position, namely,
kury 'now, then, action or state 
at point of change*
e.g. *Then it began to dawn for them* 2.46.2^
it-davm plu past then
uzekwa wa zi*i kury
VPh pt pt pt
pos 2 pos 3 pos 6
12.^7 Position Seven
One particle only occurs at this position, namely,
no This form has no semantic reference, but 
seems to be very generally related to 
change of topic, in certain narratives*
e.g. 'Granny, and others, went still* 2.V?.10
& 0 Granny she plu yet -
oho zaryz a* e wa rihi no
VPh sub j pt pt pt Pt
pos 1 pos 2 pos 3 pos 7
12.^8 Position Eight
The particles which occur in this position fall 
into two groups, one used only by male speakers and the 
other only be female ones. They all have a certain, 
rather weak, exclamative sense, and occur chiefly in 
conversational speech.
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They are the followings
Male speaker Female speaker Person Addressed Meaningful association
pa ma anybody Weak exclamation
ce do do
ty kyn one person, of 
same sex as 
speaker
General appelation 
e.g. 'fellow' 'girl*
zakwa !y one person of 
opposite sex 
to speaker
do
ra rare anybody prediction or 
derision
ya anybody Emphasis
e*g* 'It won't break it, old fellow!' (male speaker)
not-it-break not fellow 3*^1*10
nomonohok kwaw ty
VPh pt
pos 8
'You'll be fast, - just you seel' (male speaker)
you-be-fast you future - prediction
neskwena'u ne nehe no i’a 6*^. 10
VPh pt pt pt pt
pos 1 pos 3 pos 7 POS ^
In addition to the above members of the particle 
class, certain noun roots may also function as the particle 
element in this position. There is a semantic restriction 
upon such noun roots. Only those may occur which are 
used in a vocative manner, e.g. persons'' names, certain
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kinship terms, and also names of animals or other 
objects in certain folk tales in which these are 
credited with personality and addressed.
e.g. 'Have you eaten it all, cousin?' 3#3«13
entirely you-eat perhaps now cousin 
paw ere'u aipo kury kwaity
Adj VPh pt pt pt
pos 6 pos 8 
Wrt
12.49 Position Nine
The particle w9 'plural* which generally occurs 
in position two, (cf. sect. 12.42) may also occur 
following either the particle ty or kyn, general 
appelationsk (cf. sect. 12.48). The combination 
ty wa is used only by male speakers, aad kyn wa only 
by female ones. They may be addressed to groups of 
people regardless of their sex, or to an individual of 
the opposite sex to the speaker.
e.g. 'I didn't see any bacuri, folks' 6.118,1
not-I-see not bacuri folks
naecak kwaw pakuri kyn wa (lady speaker)
VPh obj pt pt
pos 8 pos 9
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CHAPTER 13 NON-FAVOURITE SENTENCES
13*0 Non-Favourite Sentences
All the units which together constitute the 
grammatical hierarchy have now been fully described, 
with the exception of certain alternate arrangements of elements 
within the sentence* These alternate arrangements will 
now be described as the non-favourite sentences 
'Inverted Sentence* ( sect, 13*1) 'Declarative 
Sentence ' ( sect, 13*2) 'Interrogative Sentence '
(sect. 13*3) and Exclamative Sentence* (sect. 13.^)
The Favourite Sentence (cf. chap. 8.1) and the 
four non-favourite ones are together regarded as 
constituting a class, represented by the single unit 
'The Sentence', (cf, chap.3*3)* The various sentences 
share the common function of occurring in utterances 
potentially unaccompanied, or followed by indefinite 
pause. They are each minimal units which are interchangeable 
in all environments. (Only the favourite sentence may 
be down-ranked and function within some other unit, 
however. ) They also have.much in common from a 
structural point of view, since the structural pattern 
of each may be stated in terms of the same elements, 
despite the differences which they display in the 
arrangment of such elements and in their potential 
manifestation.
The favourite sentence is by far the most frequent 
in its occurrence, some seventy per cent of the sentences
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examined being of this type.. Less than ten per cent are of the 
inverted • sen to ncei .type , and some fifteen percent are of the 
declarative type, though the majority of the latter are linked 
with a favourite sentence in an 'extended sentenced construction, 
(cf• chap. l f^*l. ) Interrogative and exclamative sentences are 
each quite rare in the data examined, but are more•frequent. •
in conversational speech. ' ‘ -
2 * "
13*1 The Inverted Sentence
The Inverted Sentence is composed of the same 
elements as the favourite sentence, namely, Verbal Phrase, 
(obligatory), and Subject, Object, Auxiliary Verb,
Adjunct and Particle (all optional). These elements 
may all be manifested by lower ranking units as 
described for the favourite sentence, except as provided 
below.They occur in a different order from the favourite 
sentence however. Either an Adjunct element or the 
particle tue or aipo occurs in first place , and the 
Verbal Phrase always follows any Subject or Object 
elements which are present*
With first or second person actors, the verbal 
phrase is inflected as for a favourite sentence. When 
the actor or topic of the sentence is third |3erson, the 
inflection of the verbal phrase is different from its 
form within a favourite sentence. The pronominal 
prefix i- occurs with transitive, intransitive and 
stative forms when the actor (and any object or goal of 
action) is singular, and the pronominal prefix wa- when
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the actor is plural, (amd also witl transitive forms, 
when the object or goal of action is plural, notwith­
standing that the actor is singular,) (cf. chap*9«123) 
The post-verbal -n always follows verbs or verbal 
pieces in the third person, when these end in a vowel 
(cf. chap. 9*135).
e.g. 'He killed a certain son long ago' 9.10*13
long ago a certain son he ki.led -
kwehe we omo ta'yra'i i- -zu.ia -n
Adj Obj VPh
Contrast the favourite sentence form.
he killed a certain son long , go
* u- -zuka omo ta'yra'i kwehe we
VPh Ob j Ad j
e.g. 'Then he carried them close by, perhaps' A-.ll.12
close by perhaps them carry then
pe pe ran ru'u wan- -eraha -n kury
Adj pt VPh pt
In this example it is the object of the action which is 
plural. This is not shown in the parallel favourite 
sentence form.
he carry perhaps close by then
* u- -eraha ru'u pe pe ran kury
VPh pt Adj pt
The Auxiliary Verb element occurs very infrequently 
in Inverted Sentences, and always follows the Verbal 
Phrase immediately. The verbal phrase itself never
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includes any post-verbal other than ~n. More than one 
adjunct may occur, and the second and subsequent such 
generally follow the VPh, though two have been found 
at the beginning of the sentence in a few cases. An 
adjunct occurring sentence initial may not be manifested 
by a DPS Phrase. Particles occur freely in their positions 
as described in chapter 12.
The forward shift of the adjunct element has the 
effect of bringing this into semantic prominence, at 
the expense of the verb. A few instances have been 
observed in which the verbal phrase is inflected as for 
an Inverted Sentence, and the adjunct element is shifted 
forward in front of the VPh, but not to initial place 
In the sentence.
13* 2 The Declarative Sentence
The declarative sentence may be composed of one 
or more of the elements Subject, Adjunct, Auxiliary Verb 
and Particle, and these may be manifested by lower-ranking 
units as described for the favourite sentence, except 
as provided below. No one element occurs obligatorily 
though either a Subject, or an Adjunct element must 
occur, and in the majority of cases there is at least 
one Particle. The relative order of elements is not
fixed except in the case of particles, which occur as 
in the favourite sentence. The AV element has not been 
found sentence initial or preceding the Subject however
As to meaningful associations, declarative 
sentences are often statements of the existence or 
descriptions of the character of some entity, and are 
translatable by English expressions such as 'there is' 
or 'it was'. The following are some examples.
e.g. 'maybe those are wild pig! ' 3*33*3
wild pig plu may be
ymata wd ra'e pa
subj pt pt pt
'It was like this, long ago, they say' 9*11*7
like this they say long ago
nezewe ze kwehe pa
adj pt pt pt
’There were only dogs with him' ^.3.19
dog only with him plu
zawar zo ipyr wa no
subj pt adj pt pt
In other cases, declarative sentences are used t 
state the similarity or identy of two entities, 
translatable by the English verb, 'to be'. In such 
cases, two nominal phrases may occur.
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e.g. 'That man’s name is Zoakihu' 6.33.3
Zoakihu that man name
zoakihu kwez apyaw her
subj subj
'That is a hawk up there,^ fellow!1 3.6*1
that hawk up there fellow
’az 'aw wirahu i'yz 'aw ty
subj subj AV pt
Such cases are here analysed as a second occurrence 
of the subject element. There seems no reason to analyse 
such second nominal phrases as an object element, in 
view of the criteria upon which the object is recognised 
within the favourite sentence, (cf. chap. 8.2). Nor is 
it felt necessary to set up a completely new element, such 
as a complement, to account for a very few instances such 
as the above. Such a new element would not occur in 
any other place in the hierarchy.
There is no formal distinction between two nominal 
phrases each functioning as a subject element (as in 
the above examples), and two such phrases, the first 
functioning as the genetival element of the second, as 
in the utterance:
Zoakihu axe 'The axe of Zoakihu'
*zoakihu tazy (cf. chap.10.102)
Semantic factors generally relieve any ambiguity, and 
phonological stress patterns also mark the two utterances 
as of contrasting grammatical structure, (cf. chap. 5 *16).
33. The AV -'yz, listed in chapter 1.1,113 as meaning 'to be 
scattered* here has an unusual reference to a single 
location-.
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When a single nominal phrase occurs, functioning 
as the subject element of a declarative sentence, it may 
be formally indentical with a favourite sentence in 
which the Head element of the Verbal Phrase is manifested 
by a noun root, (cf. chap. 9*1)* Such constructions 
are potentially distinguishable however because of the 
contrasting pre-verbal and pre-nominal elements which 
may occur with them.
e.g. ’He has no gun1 .Favourite sentence: VPh element
not he gun
*na'- i- mukaw
Pre-V PP Head
'It is not his gun' Declarative sentence: Subj element
not his gun
*nan i- mukaw
Pre-N Gen Head
* i- mukaw could be either 'He has a gun1 or 
'It is his gun'.
More than one adjunct element may occur in a 
declarative sentence, though this is somewhat infrequent.
Ihe occurrence of an AV element is also quite infrequent.
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13*3 The Interrogative Sentence
Favourite, Inverted and Declarative Sentences may 
each be of the sub-category, ’Interrogative’. Interrogative 
Sentences are singled out for separate mention because 
the first word of the sentence must be an interrogative,
(cf, below) and because, phonologically speaking, they 
are always of pitch pattern five, (cf, chap. ^13)* By 
contrast, favourite, inverted and declarative sentences 
which do not begin with an interrogative, are of pitch 
patterns one, two, three, four, or six. Interrogative 
sentences are not therefore of a different structural 
pattern, grammatically, as are inverted and declarative 
sentences, but the present cross-classification is not 
without interest for a complete grammatical statement*
The following forms are classed as interrogatives 
and are regarded as a sub-class of noun roots, so 
defined by their occurrence only as the first word in 
sentences which are also spans of pitch pattern five.
m a ’e ’What?’
mo ’Who?'
mdrdn ’How many?*
These forms, when they occur alone, function as 
the head element of nominal phrases which manifest the 
subject or object within the sentence. It is for this 
reason that they are analysed as a sub-class of noun roots. 
They may not be accompanied by any other element within 
the nominal phrase, but they are frequently followed
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immediately by either or both the particles tue and 
et, (cf, chap, 12* 1 and 2 ( noting alternate form en)
e.g. 'What can a man eat?1 3-7,11
what indeed emphatic man eat
ma'e tue et awa u'u
obj pt pt subj VPh
'What is heavy inside my sack?' 6.12,6
what emphatic perhaps is heavy being my sack in
ma'e en aipo ipuhyz iko hecak pupe no
subj pt pt VPh AV adj pt
Interrogative forms may be followed by relators 
in w bach case they are analysed as manifesting the relatee 
element in a relational phrase, (cf, chap*11,3)* As such 
they may not be accompanied by either pre-or post-relational 
elements. The following are the most.common combinations.
ma'e pe
ma'e wi 
ma'e mehe 
ma'e rupi 
ma'e rehe 
ma'e romo 
mo rupi 
mars zswe
'Where (to or at)'
The alternate form, ma'a pe occurs 
frequently without conditioning factors,
'Where (from)'
'When'
’How much' 
'How, why' 
do 
do
do (mars is taken as an alternative 
form of marsn*)
These combinations always occur sentence initial 
and therefore onl,y occur in inverted or declarative sentences-
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e.g. 'Where's he going to novy? * Inverted sentence
where to he go perhaps now - 3 *3*16
m a 1 a pe ihon aipo kury pa
Adj VPh pt pt pt
* Now where is my hat?1 Declarative sentence
where at deliberation my-hat - 6.13*11
ma'e pe poko hezapew pa
Adj pt subj pt
Interrogative sentences are invariably semantically 
questions, to which the appropriate answer is a statement 
rather than a simple affirmative or negative. By contrast 
questions to which a simple affirmative or negative 
answer is appropriate may be posed by the use of a 
favourite, inverted or declarative sentence with pitch 
pattern six, (cf. chap. ^f.16), and without an interrogative 
sentence initial. The particles aipo, ru'u and ra'e, 
each of which has associations of uncertainty (cf. chap.
12. 2, 3 and ^3*)» are commonly found in both types 
of question.
e.g. 'Are you going?' Favourite sentence 3*3*11
you-go fut. perhaps fut. 
peho tar aipo nehe
VPh pt pt
It is worthy of note that an object may precede a subject 
element in an interrogative sentence, though not elsewhere.
In the following instance, for example, semantic factors clearly 
indicate such an order of elements, though formal factors 
are ambiguous.
e.g. 'What can a man eat?' 3*7*11
what indeed emphatic man eat
ma'e tue et awa u'u
Obj pt pt Subj VPh
zbo
1 3 The Exclamative Sentence
The Exclamative Sentence is quite different in 
structure from all other sentences* It may consist 
of an initial particle, which may be accompanied by 
one or more post-initial, medial or final particles, 
or it may consist of a final particle of position eight, 
with or without one of position nine, (cf. chap. 12.)
An exclamative sentence may be of pitch pattern seven, 
or of any of the pitch patterns one to four, (cf. chap.
A-.X).
Some initial particles have not been found in 
exclamative sentences, and those that have been found 
are listed here for ease of reference.
awyze 'next' me t 'liar'
aze 'perhaps * mo ' Yes'
erekatu ’Go on1 nan 'Ho'
erua ’I don't know* te 'Oh'
e r u 1 u 'Is that so' t omo 'Yes'
hoz 'Hello' t ue 'Allow it
kwa 'Oh'
The following is an example of an initial particle 
followed by other particles within the sentence. It 
is the occurrence of such constructions which justify 
setting up the exclamative sentence as parallel to the 
others. Such sentences are n*t uncommon, though they are 
generallyshorter than the example given.
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e.g. 'No, (i, v n vain, 
in vain
past, amusing.)
no
nan zepe
pt pt
init post-init
past
roko
pt
post-init
amusing 
ra 1 e 
pt
final
3.34.6
pa
pt
final
The negative particle nan is commonly followed 
by the post-verbal kwaw (negative) or by the post 
verbals ete and -z ('almost' and 'negative') with an 
emphatic sense.
e.g. 'Oh no, fellow*
neg
nan
neg
kwaw
past
roko
3.42.10
fellow
ty
nan ete ~z 'By no means''
(a common exclamation, not 
present in the data.)
In view of the idiomatic nature of such utterances, 
it has not been thought necessary to include them in 
the statement of normal syntactic relationships expressed 
by the hierarchy.
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CHAPTER lA CONSTRUCTIONS LARGER THAN THE SENTENCE 
lA.0 Relationships above bhe Sentence
The Sentence is bhe highest-ranking unit of bhe 
grammatical hierarchy. It is the unit within which all 
lower-ranking units must eventually function as elements, 
and which any utterance of any length may be analysed 
as consisting of, without residue. It is also the 
unit which corresponds most regularly with a phonological 
unit, (i.e. the span, cf. chap. k) and with a stretch 
of speech which is semantically complete.
Sentences may be said to combine together loosely in groups 
such as the paragraph or the topic, and in some 
cases such groups appear to be characterised by formal 
criteria, such as change of pitch (cf. 7*^)j the 
occurrence of certain particles (cf. chap. 12.^7), 
or the occurrence of nominal and relational phrases 
with nouns rather than pronominal forms as their 
manifestation. Such formal criteria are far from 
being obligatox’y or predictable in their occurrence, 
and appear to be of stylistic rather than syntactic 
relevance. The recognition of these groups of 
sentences depends heavily upon semantic factors which 
are not regarded as adequate criteria for setting up 
additional grammatical units.
t
Apart from such large loose groupings of 
sentences, one sentence may be formally marked as 
semantically dependent upon another by phonological 
factors. This happens frequently in two instances
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described below under the headings, The Extended 
Sentence (sect. l^f.l) and The Speech Report (sect. 1^.2). 
No additional grammatical units are set up to account 
for such constructions, since the grammatical units 
of which they consist (i.e. sentences) come together 
to form them optionally, and do not necessarily 
function as elements in their structure, as is the case 
with all units within the hierarchy, and the elements 
which they manifest. These constructions are not 
therefore set up as part of the grammatical hierarchy, 
but are included in the present description for the 
sake of completeness. Some further instances of 
paratactically linked sentences are rioted in section 14.3.
• 1 The Extended Sentence
The Extended Sentence is a construction which 
is recognised in order to account for the frequent 
occurrence of a sentence with one or more other 
sentences semantically subordinate to it and phonologically 
linked with it. The non-subordinate sentence will 
be referred to as the 'main clause' of the extended 
sentence and any semantically subordinate sentences 
as 'satelLite clauses'. The label 'Extended Sentence' 
refers to the extension of semantic relationships, not 
to any extension of grammatical relationships.
The main clause of an extended sentence may 
be a favourite, inverted or declarative sentence, but 
is generally a favourite sentence. The satellite 
clause must be a declarative sentence, but may not 
contain an Auxiliary Verb element. Such clauses may 
either precede or follow the main clause. A sateJQ.ite 
clause which precedes the main clause is generally of 
pitch pattern four, (cf. chap. 4.14> Any which follow 
the main clause are generally of slightly lower 
overall pitch, (cf. chap. 7*432). The semantic 
relationship between main and satellite clauses is 
such that the entities referred to in the latter 
qualify or clarify the predication expressed' by the 
former. Satellite clauses are translatable into 
English as an integral part of the predication of the 
main clause.
e.g. 'They say,that a lorry
Kaitan they say 
kaitan ze pa#
Sat cl
subj pt pt
killed Kaitan' 4.4.13
lorry killed it - .
kamiaw uzuka a'e- pa* 
Main cl
subj VPh ,• pt . pt
’Ruzena’i went there,to our house' 4.4.1
went Ruzena’i there to ov,r«*ho-use to
oho ruzena’i pe. pe no , ' * ureryps* me
Main cl  ^ Sat cl
VPh subj Adj pt . Adj
As may be observed from the first example, a 
nominal phrase which is analysed as the Subject 
element of a declarative sentence, in a satellite clause, 
may be the object or goal of the action expressed in 
a main clause. There is no formal grammatical relationship
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between the two clauses, and apart from the phonological 
link already mentioned, such an extended sentence is 
indistinguishable from a sequence of a declarative and 
a favourite sentence which are not semantically linked. 
Semantic, as well as grammatical, ambiguity is theoretically 
possible, but it has not in fact been observed, because 
the contexts in which declarative sentences may occur 
as independent predications are somewhat limited.
Two or more satellite clauses commonly occur 
following a main clause, but more than one is rarely 
found preceding a main clause. Preceding satellite 
clauses may have particles in any position, but it 
is uncommon for following satellite clauses to contain 
any other than in final position. There is often 
harmony between the particles of the main and the 
satellite clauses, (cf. chap. 12.4), and this may be 
observed in the examples already quoted. This 
repetition of particles is a formal mark of the 
semantic relationship between bhe clauses, additional 
to the phonological factors already mentioned. It 
does not occur obligatorily however, and therefore 
is not regarded as evidence of a formal grammatical 
relationship.
As stated in chapter <3.1, there is a stylistic 
limit on the number of elements (other than particles) 
which generally occur in a favourite sentence. The 
extended sentence construction may be used to link 
together a larger number of elements than are stylistically 
acceptable in a single sentence. The following is an 
example of such a construction which is translatable into
zkl
English as one sentence with a fairly lengthy 
* down-ranked1 type of ...construction which is not 
stylistically tolerated in one Guajajara sentence,
e.g, 'I heard him talk to him about going to the festival1
I~hear to-him talk time, past festival to go~thing about
aenu izupe ize’eH mehe ri'ii mynykaw pe ihohaw rehe ri'i.
Main Clause ' Sat Clause
VPh Adj:DRSPh pt Adj:Pel Ph pt
An alternative analysis of this construction 
would be tii" set up the Extended Sentence as another 
unit within the hierarchy. This would consist of all 
the elements already set up for the favourite sentence, 
and provide for the additional occurrence of Subject,
Object or Adjunct elements, accompanied by Particles, 
the latter combination either preceding or following 
the elements normally present in a favourite sentence.
Such a unit might either be considered to be an 
additional non-favourite sentence, or it might be set 
up as a unit at a rank higher than the sentence.
The advantage of such an analysis would be that 
the resulting unit would reflect more clearly the 
semantic relationships between elements now analysed 
as belonging to two sentences. The occurrence of 
particles in positions as for the favourite sentence 
is regarded as strong support for analysis as two 
sentence type units however, and once a unit of some 
kind is set up to account for the occurrence of a 
Subject, Object or Adjunct with accompanying Particles, 
semantic factors are regarded as inadequate reason not
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bo identify this unit with the Declarative Sentence, 
which exhibits the same structural pattern.
While recognising that the Extended Sentence 
might with some . justification be set up as a unit 
of a higher rank than the Sentence, it has been thought 
preferable to hreat it as a construction additional 
to the hierarchy and not to extend the latter with 
non-obligatory units higher than the sentence. Such 
an analysis gives additional prominence to the Sentence 
as one of the basic units of speech, and this seems 
appropriate in view of its being the maximum unit 
which any utterance may be analysed as consisting of, 
without residue.
l^f#2 The Speech Report
  I • - i •  -  T
Sentences of all types are commonly followed by 
a favourite sentence which is translatable into English 
by an expression such as nI said to him” , and is generally 
phonologically linked with the preceding sentence by 
being of slightly lower overall pitch, (cf. chap. ?. k32.). 
Such a sentence will be referred to as a ’Speech Report’ 
and the preceding sentence or sentences as a ’Quotation’.
2k9
The Verbal Phrase of a speech report sentence 
is invariably manifested by either, -mume’u ’to say1 
or - ’e 'to say/think’. Very frequently it also 
contains an Adjunct element manifested by a Relational 
Phrase with the relator pe, which refers to the 
person addressed. Other elements which may occur 
are the Subject, Auxiliary Verb, and Particle and 
other Adjunct elements, not necessarily RPhs. The 
VPh element always prededes the Subject, and otherwise 
the order is as stated for the favourite sentence.
e.g. ' "’Give me your gun fellow” I said to him' 3*^*6
give your-gun to-me fellow I say to him
emur nemukaw ihewe ty, a'e izupe *
Quotation Speech Report
VPh Obj Adj pt VPh AdjsRPh
t tt You'll explode it”, I said to him (lying down)1 3*30.13
you-explode-it I-say past lying to him
er^mopqk , a'e roko( tupa izupe no
Quotation Speech Report
VPh VPh pt AV Adj pt
The 'Quotation' which precedes a Speech Report 
commonly consists of more than one sentence, and the 
upper limit to the number of such sentences is 
stylistically rather than structurally determined.
When a large number of sentences are quoted, without 
other narrative type interruption, the first and last 
such sentences are almost invariably followed by a 
Speech Report, and other Speech Reports occur at 
frequent irregular intervals throughout the quotation. 
Single sentences are invariably followed by a Speech 
Report.
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Sentences containing the verb -mume'u or 
-e may also occur preceding any quotation, though 
they do not do so regularly, and a Speech Report 
sentence still occurs following the quotation. Such 
preceding sentences are analysed just as any other 
favourite sentences, since they are not generally 
phonologically linked with the quotation that follows,
'Quotations' followed by Speech Report sentences 
are not confined to reports of physical speech events.
They also commonly refer to thoughts?especially doubts? 
desires and reflections. No alternate construction 
has been found by which such thought activities are 
expressed. An example of this is the following; it 
is taken from the parsed text in chapter 16, and its
context, which indicates that it refers to a thought
rather than a physical speech activity, may be 
examined there.
e.g. Literally ' "Oh, perhaps someone is sitting there",
I said to it’.
Idiomatically 'I realized that someone was sitting
there 1 . 2.75• 23
Oh perhaps someone is sitting there at - I said to it
o aipo oiiio hin pe pe no, a ’e izupe*
Quotation Speech Report
Pt Pt Subj VPh Adj pt VPh Adj
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1^.3 Other Paratactically Linked Sentences
Other instances than the above occur of two or 
more sentences which are paratacticaily linked to 
each other. Again there is no formal marker of such 
relationship except the phohological factors already 
referred to, i.e. the occurrences of pitch pattern 
four with sentences semantically dependent upon a 
following one (cf. chap. ^*l^f), and of slightly 
lower overall pitch with sentences semantically 
dependent upon a preceding one (cf. chap. 7* 132). 
iduch linked sentences are generally translatable into 
English as one sentence having a main and subordinate 
clause,
e.g. 'As I came along the road, he met me' 3*2l.l6
I come there road along, he-met-me going - *
azur pe pe pehu rupi, herudiei oho no.
VPh Adj Adj VPh AV Pt
Pav.Sent Fav.Sent
Sentences such as the above, which are translatable 
as main and subordinate clauses of a single sentence, 
are not always marked by the phonological factors 
noted above. There is no formal grammatical 
construction which links together two or more sentences 
each of which contains a Verbal Phrase element, either 
by way of co-ordination or subordination. Paratactic 
succession, with or without phonological marking, is 
therefore a fairly common feature of any prolonged 
stretch of speech. The following are additional 
examples of such succession.
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e.g. Literally 'Suppose it doesn't kill it. It will run off*.
Idiomatically 'If it doesn't kill it, then it will run off.
suppose not-kill~it, it-run going then. 3 .16.12
aze nuzukaz, azdn oho kury.
pt VPh VPh AV pt
Fav.Sent Fav.Sent
Literally 'He sought a hammock then. He wanted 
to go and hang himself up with it1.
Idiomatically 'He sought a hammock to hang
himself up in then'.
he hang
hammock he-seek then, himself up desire going with it<
ikyhawdma'i uekar kury, uzedpyr ’ ram oho hehe.
Ob 3 VPh pt VPh AV Adj
Fav.Se n t Fav•Sen t
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CHAPTER 15 THEORETICAL CONCLUSIONS
The phonological and grammatical hierarchies 
have been fully described. It remains only to 
examine the inter-relationship of the hierarchies, 
and draw theoretical conslusions*. Some comments on 
the usefulness of the hierarchy as a descriptive 
framework will be made first.
Grammatical descriptions making use of a
hierarchical framework are not new. All tagmemic
grammatical descriptions for instance, employ such 
^L
a framework. For the description of Guajajara, 
justification for the setting up of a hierarchy must 
be sought not in descriptions of other languages, but 
in the clarity or otherwise of the present study.
The hierarchical framework serves well to bring out 
the common features enjoyed by the various phrases, 
by the noun and the verb, and by the nominal and 
verbal pieces, all hignlighted by the horizontal 
dimension of the hierarchy. The vertical dimension 
brings out the various possibilities of ’down-ranking' 
- the inclusion of higher-ranking units within units 
of a lower rank, e.g. the Nominal Piece and the 
DRS Phrase. Its major advantage is of course its 
capacity to display clearly the diverse functions and 
structural patterns of units, and provide an overall 
statement of the grammar as a whole.
3^ f. cf Pike I960, etc. Pickett I960, Elson. and Pickett 
1962 and Longacre 196 +^.
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For the phonology, a hierarchical framework 
has equal justification in its capacity to generalise 
relationships and patterns in one overall statement. 
Non-hierarchical prosodic analysis has long served 
as a useful framework for the description of sound 
features which extend over, or have relevance to, 
stretches of speech of varying length. The hierarchy 
serves to display the inter-relationship of such features 
in one overall pattern. It also emphasises those 
patterns which are necessarily present throughout the 
whole data, over against those of limited relevance, 
or unpredictable occurrence, which are not allocated 
a place in the hierarchy.
In these respects therefore it may be urged
that the present study offers some support for the
suggestion that hierarchy is an integral aspect of
3 3both phonology and grammar. It does not, of cuurse,
prove that hierarchy is a universal factor is such systems, 
but it does provide an example of a language whose grammatical 
and phonological systems can be each described in a hierarchical 
framework.
Not only can each hierarchy be justified in 
terms of itself, but there is also some justification 
for adopting a parallel descriptive framework for the 
two hierarchies. In the present study each hierarchy 
has been set up solely in terms of itself and without 
reliance upon the other. When the two are compared, 
however, there are significant areas of correspondence.
These have been mentioned in the course of description
35* See Pike, Language - I960, pp. 3 8 - ^ 3  and throughout*
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of the various units, but may be summarised here. A 
sentence, (cf. chaps. 8 and 15)? including one which 
is a clause within an extended sentence, (cf. chap. 1^1*) 
is almost always co-extensive with a span (cf. chap. 4). 
The final syllable of almost every grammatical structure 
lower than the sentence is also the final syllable 
of a foot (cf. chap. 5*0 ) The only exceptions to this 
are the Auxiliary Verb and the Relational Phrase, the 
final syllables of either of which may be foot final 
(e.g. as the last element of a span) but are more 
commonly foot medial. There are also some
restrictions upon the occurrence of certain phonematic 
units or syllable patterns in terms of grammatical units, 
(cf. chaps. 6.00 and 7*31)* These common boundaries 
for units in totally independent hierarchies serve to 
emphasize the fact that grammatical units find 
physical expression by means of phonological units, 
and a fair degree of congruence is to be expected 
because of this.
A more important advantage which is gained 
by the parallel descriptive framework is the clarity 
with which fundamental differences between the two 
aspects of language may be perceived. It is here 
assumed that phonology and grammar are basically 
different in that the latter relates to formal 
patterns observed in the occurrence of meaningful
56units as such while the former relates to the 
phonetic phenomena employed in the utterance of these
36. The term 'meaningful unit' is used here in a wide 
sense, ana specifically includes the grammatical 
function of words which may have no objective 
semantic associations.
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units, without primary reference to their meaning.
The patterns generalised from the utterance 
of meaningful units give rise to the classification 
of phenomena into units which e nter into syntagmatic 
relationships with other units to form structures.
The units are resolved ultimately into classes whose 
members operate paradigmatically as elements in 
structures. This type of relationship also obtains 
at one point in the phonological hierarchy, where 
consonants and vowels operate paradigmstically as 
elements in the structure of the syllable, aid there 
enter into syntagmatic relationships with each other.
It is perhaps for this, reason that the ’phoneme’ has 
at times been described as if it were the lowest 
rank of the grammatical hierarchy.
The paradigmatic and syntagmatic relationships 
of consonants and vowels may however be considered to 
constitute a sub-system within the phonological 
hierarchy. The relationships of the ultimate 
constituents other than Position are neither paradigmatic 
nor syntagmatic, except in a very limited sense, as 
e.g. where a system of seven patterns could be said 
to operate paradigmatically (but not syntagmatically) 
as the element Tune within the .Span. The phonological 
units other than the syllable do not display a structure 
similar in kind to that of grammatical units, with 
contrasting classes which are paradigmatic systems 
combining syntagmatically. This is perhaps the 
most basic difference between the relationshixDS
expressed in the two hierarchies*
The same basic difference is highlighted by 
the abstraction of prosodic features within the 
phonology. There is no parallel relationship within 
the grammar, for no element of a grammatical structure 
extends throughout the whole unit as do prosodic feature 
Had the grammatical patterns included that of concord 
or government, this would indeed have required 
treatment as it related to the whole extent of the 
relevant unit* But any concordial affixes would need 
to be dealt with as features of arrangement of lower 
ranked units, as is done in the phonology for special 
span-final elements (cf. chap. 4.2). They would not 
be parallel to the prosodic features of the present 
study, since such features relate to ultimate constituen 
which are not included in lower ranked units. The sense 
in which prosodic features are said to function 
as elements in phonological structures is not strictly 
equivalent to the way in which lower-ranking units 
do so. It may perhax^s be called syntagmatic in the 
most general sense of that term, but it does not result 
in a structure which can be expressed as an ordered 
series of elements or places, as in the case in the 
grammatical hierarchy. This is therefore, only a 
further reflection of a basic difference in the type 
of relationships represented in the two hierarchies.
In view of these basic differences, it may be 
asked whether a parallel hierarchy is in fact the most 
helpful descriptive framework for the purpose of
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comparing these two aspects of language# One additional 
advantage of such a description may therefore be 
pointed out in conclusion# This is that the
need for a complete independence between the two 
hierarchies is clearly seen in the considerable 
divergence between the sets of units established.
There is significant congruence between many of the 
units, as stated above, but there is even more 
significant lack of obligatory congruence at each 
rank and between each unit# A sentence, as stated 
above, is almost always co-extensive with a span, 
but not absolutely always. Similarly, the final 
syllable of lower-ranking grammatical structures than 
the sentence is very commonly also the final syllable 
of a foot, but not necessarily so. In rapid speech, 
or for the purpose of emphasis, and sometimes 
unassociated with any such apparent cause, these 
general principles of congruence are not observed#
It is not therefore possible to account 
strictly for the occurrence of the phenomena 
abstracted as prosodic features in terms of their 
occurrence in grammatical units such as the sentence, 
phrase or word. Even with a complete listing of 
the different grammatical units with which these 
prosodies normally occur, ( and such a list would 
be awkwardly long, and not very homogenous) it would 
not be possible to account for the possible lack of 
congruence mentioned above. The abstraction of 
phonological units as totally independent of 
grammatical ones makes it possible to make generalisations
which are not subject to special exceptions which lack 
a phonological basis#
For this reason alone it is both helpful and 
necessary to set up phonological units independent 
of grammatical ones# The hierarchical framework here 
employed has been chosen as the most appropriate 
one for the data to be described here. Any additional 
light thrown upon the interrelation of grammar and 
phonology by this parallelism is to a large extent 
incidental to the main purpose of the study, i.e* a 
clear description of the data of Guajajara.
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CHAPTER 16 PARSED TEXT
The following short text is taken from the tape- 
recorded corpus upon which this d;udy has been based.
It is part of a spontaneous account by Mane Luis of 
his activities on the preceding day, and is typical 
of the type of narrative which constitutes the greater 
part of the data collected. It is here presented in 
terms of both its phonology and its grammar.
The text is divided into spans, which are numbered 
consecutively from one to fifty. Each span is transcribed,divided 
into feet and syllables and with the pitch marked above, 
according to the conventions of chapters four to seven, 
i.e. in phonological transcription. The occurrence of 
emphasis, hesitation or correction is marked by a 
superscript, E, H or C, respectively, appearing above 
the pitch transcription. Brief remarks concerning the 
abstractions to which the span is referred appear 
immediately below.
In most cases, the span is coextensive with a 
sentence, and this is then parsed immediately below the 
transcription of the span. In some cases however, the 
two units are not coextensive, and two or more spans 
may precede one sentence, or vice versa. Certain parts 
of some spans are bracketed off, because they are 
followed by hesitation or correction, and were ignored 
by the informant during transcription of the tape. They 
are therefore assumed to be irrelevant to this study, 
and not to be part of the units which have been set up.
The sentences are transcribed in 'reading 
transcription', which does not of course correspond 
exactly with the phonological transcription of the 
span. Specifically it does not include the span final 
phenematic units, h, 1 and a, and foot initial a, 
which do not enter into grammatical relationships,
(cf. chaps. ^+.21 and 22, and ^,Z) A fairly literal 
translation appears below each sentence.
The sentence is then written again, divided into 
its minimal units, and parsing appears below. For 
ease of cross-reference, morphemes which occur in 
thQ reading transcription in alternate forms are 
re-written in their basic form for parsing. Each 
sentence is parsed first into its major elements 
and the. units which manifest them. These units are in 
turn parsed into their elements and the units which 
manifest them, and so on until minimal units are 
arrived at. In order to help relate the lower ranking 
elements to the parts of the transcription, the 
extent of each element is indicated hj a horizontal 
line drawn immediately beneath it.
The abbreviations employed are the same as those 
used in chapters eighj; to fourteen, and are listed in 
the table at t lie end of this study. A unit which is 
functioning as an element of the same name is not 
written, but a dash is employed instead, so as to avoid 
confusing wearisome repetition. All units are parsed 
into their constituent elements, as described in the
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foregoing chapters, with the exception of the head 
element in nominal and verbal phrases and in auxiliary 
verbs. When these are manifested by verbs or nouns 
which consist in turn of a head element manifested 
by verb or noun roots, one rank of the hierarchy is 
skipped in the parsing, and the verb or noun root is 
treated as if it were functioning immediately as the 
head element of the phrase. Apart from this, no 
ranks are skipped, and this is done purely to conserve 
space.
Following the parsing of the complete text, an 
idiomatic translation in consecutive English narrative 
style is included, to highlight the semantic relationships 
of the various phonological and grammatical units. 
Grammatical constructions larger than the sentence 
are also referred to as they occur in the text*
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1.
pe , y , pa,, pe,ka,rju, me,heh,
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause*
2. ____________________________________________
P £ >  P e > w y , r a , w y , z y , p y _ ,  p e , i , n i a , ' e ,  m d h ,
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause; 
with slightly lower overall pitch.
3.
p£» Pe>y*pj£.> p®*1*
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause; 
lower overall pitch maintained.
i
26k
371, 2 and 3 Favourite Sentence^(
aha !a pe ypa pe karu mehe pe pe wyrawyzypy 
pe imd'e ma pe pe ypa pe.
I went there to the lake in the afternoon, there to 
*hollow-troe1 place to look, there to the lake.
after-
I go there to lake to noon time there
, I/O
a- -ha 'a pe ypa pe karuk mehe pe pe
VPh Adj Adj Adj Adj
PP Head
RPh
Rtee
PPh
Pel Rtee Pel
RPh
Rtee Rel
RPh
Rtee Rel
VPt NPh
Head
m t
- NPh
Head
NRt
Adv Adv
hollow tree to look - there t 0 lake t O
wyrawyzypy pe 
Adj
i- -ma1e 
Adj___._...
pd Pe
Adj
pe ypa
Adj
pe
RPh
Rtee Pe 1
DRSPh
Head
RPh 
Post Rtee Rel
PPh
Rtee Pel
NPh
Head
- DPS
VPh
- Adv - NPh
Head
-
NRt NRt
PP Head
VRt
37 This sentence might alternatively be analysed as three 
sentences corresponding to three spans. The first would 
be a favourite sentence and the next two declarative 
ones, all linked together in one Extended Sentence.
Apart from the unusually large number of adjuncts 
present, however, there is no grammatical reason why 
it should not be just one sentence, and it is 
therefore analysed as such.
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a,aia, 'e, te , zy, za,ha, pe, pe, pe, pe,har, y,paw, re,het
• —~ • * •“  **■*• ™" —  • *— ■ • — ~ * — *
Span of pitch pattern one, not followed by pause.
Normal pitch regained.
Favourite sentence.
amd’e tezyz aha pe pe pe pehar ypaw rehe,
I went and looked there at the lake that is there, in vain<
I look in-vain I go there to there at one lake it
a- -ma’e tezyz a- -ha pe pe pe pe -bar ypaw r-
VPh________ Pt____  AV  Adj Adj__________ _______ ___
Pi nit - RPh RPh
PP Head PP Head Rtee Rel Rtee
VRt - VRt Adv - NPh
Gen____________  Head PP
NPh Nn Rt -
Head
NPi
Base Nzr
RPh
Rtee Re1 
Adv
at
-<ehe
Rel
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5.
ty,hu, we, r ^ h i ' ,
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause. 
Favourite sentence.
tyhu we rihi.
It was still deep.
It is deep still yet 
tyhu we rihi
VPh_______________  Pt_
Head_______ Post *
VRt37 s/c 3
C
6 .
nju, ma, i, ' u,kw aw, ze , zu, i,pu, pe_, (ku) ri,hih,
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause, with 
correction break.
Favourite sentence.
numai'u kwaw zezu ipupe rihi.
The zuzu aren’t eating in it yet.
not it thing eat hot zezu it in yet
xx- u- ma'e -'u .kwaw zezu i- pupe rihi
VPh__________ __________  Subj Adj_______ Pt
NPh RPh F:5
Pre PP Head_____  Post Head Rtee Rel
- VPi sc k NRt PP
Vzr Base
Head
VRt
37* tyhu is one of two forms analysed as verb roots which function 
as the head element in verbal phrases without a pronominal 
prefix. The other is typaw, which occurs in sentence 7, 
below. The initial syllable ty might be analysed as a 3rd 
person pronominal prefix referring to water#
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7*
8.
(ty, pa,) by, paw, a , h£, me , he , Z£, e_ i ceh,
Span of pitch pattern two, followed by pause. 
Declarative sentence, linked with following two in 
Extended sentence*
typaw ahy mehe zo e ce,
Only when it’s very shallow,
it shallow very -time only
typaw ahy me he z o
Pt
et
Pt
ce
Pt
DRSPh
Head Pos t
DRS
VPh
Head Posh
VRt Sc 3
. . — ~
Init f'l Pf 8
9.
u,ma,i, 'u, *i , pu, pe 1 ,
Span of pitch pattern one 
followed by pause; with lower 
overall pitch* Favourite 
Sentence, linked with 
preceding and following ones 
in Extended Sentence.
ze,zu, ah,
Span of pitch pattern 
one, followed by pause; 
lower overall pitch 
continues. Declarative 
Sentence, linked with 
preceding two in 
Extended Sentence.
umai1u i pupe, 
(they) eat in it, 
it thing eat it 
-'uu- ma'e 
VPh
PP Head
- VPi
Vzr
m
i- pupe
M i _______
RPh
Rtee Rel
PP
Base
Vb
Head
VRt
7, 8 and 9
zezu*
zezu.
zezu 
zezu 
Sub j
NPh
Head
NRt
’Only when its very
shallow do the zezu 
eat in it.'
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10. c
P®.» pe ( o, aio ) o, mo, a ,py,aw, he_, kon,
Span of pitch pattern two, with correction break. 
Normal pitch regained.3o
11. ___________
wd,hu,ka, pd,no,
^ **** f HIM*
Span of pitch pattern one, not followed by pause.
10 and 11* Inverted sentence
pe pe omo apyaw hekon wahu ka pa no.
Some fellow was there breaking babassu.
there at some fellow he is - babassu break - -
pe pe omo apyaw i- -iko -n wahu ka pa no
Adj  Sub j VPh__________ Adj_______________ Pt
PPh NPh - DPSPh F :?
Ptee Pel Pre Head PP Head Post Head____________ Post
Adv - Spec NPt - VPt Sc 5 DPS
Ob j VPh
NPh
Head Head
NPt VRt
38 The penultimate foot of this span might be expected to
have as another syllable the vowel a, preceding the syllable 
he, (cf. chap. 3*2.). In this case, the pitch pattern, 
with its resulting acceleration of the two final feet 
of the span (cf. chap. A*. 12) is regarded as a possible 
explanation of the absence of the a syllable.
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12.
e_, ru, ah,
"*"• ^  «MW
Span of pitch pattern four, followed by pause
13.
» fiL> a *Py>ilw » r u »1 u » ' i l *  n °k»
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause.
12 and 13* Declarative Sentence.
erua ma'e apyaw ru'u a'e no.
I don’t know, it was some fellow.
I don't know some fellow perhaps it
erua ma'e apyaw ru'u a'e no
Pt____________  Sub j _____ _____  Pt  Pt__ Pt
Init NPh F:1 Pro F:7
Pre Head
Spec Nrt
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14« E
^,ha, ro,ko, i,zi,w^, ra,h^, a, '^L, ze, pe_, ri, 'i',
Span of pitch pattern one, with emphasis, followed by pause. 
Favourite Sentence.
aha roko iziwyr ahy a'i zepe ri'i.
X went very close to him, in vain, (i.e. without seeing him).
I go past him beside very very in vain past
a- ~ha roko i- iwyr ahy a'i zepe ri'i
VPh Pt__ Adj_____________________  Pt  Pt__
Pint RPh Plnit F:5
PP Head Etee Eel Post Post
“ VRt PP - p.vbl p.vbl
15.
a, fe^, ro,ko,ce_, a, ’i, hi,na,'e_, ri,'i.,noh,
Span of pitch pattern three, followed by pause. 
Inverted Sentence.
a'e roko ce a'i hin a'e ri'i no.
He was sitting just there.
he past there very he sit he past -
a 1 e roko ce a'i i- -in a 1e ri 1 i no
Sub j Pt M i  ... VPh Pt Pt Pt
NPh P-Init APh - Pro F: 5 F:?
Head Head Post PP Head
Pro Adv p.vbl - VRt
»
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16.
a,e,zo, a,zu.tkwea, i,ho,• —* . *"** • *~
Span of pitch pattern four, not followed by pause. 
Favourite Sentence.
aezo azukwen iho.
Just (as) I went past.
Just I pass - go
zo a- -zukwen i- -ho
Ft VPh__________ AV____
Ini t.
PP Head PP Head
- VRt - VRt
17.
aihJ»P.£.» JPii» peAu>rIi
Span of pitch pattern four, not followed by pause. 
Favourite Sentence.
aha pe ypa pe kury.
I went there to the lake then.
I go there lake to then
a- -ha pe ypa pe kury
VPh  Ad,j Adj________ Pt
RPh F:6
Rtee Re 1
NPh 
Head
Adv
PP Head 
VRt
NRt
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18.
u,nu,pd, nu,pa, wa,hu, he,ra,y,kwe, pe,ku,r£,• « *—• *
Span of pitch pattern one, not followed by pause 
Favourite Sentence.
unupanupa wahu heraykwe pe kury.
He was banging babassu behind me then.
he bang bang babassu my behind at then
u- -nupa -nupa wahu he- aykwer pe kury
VPh_____________  Ob .j Adj______________  Pt__
NPh RPh F: 6
PP Head________ Head Rtee________  Rel
- Vb NEt NPh
Fmt Head Gen Head__
VRt VRt PP NRfc
19*
P,£* PjL» j*»ko, ?»
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause.
Favourite Sentence, with onomatopeic section 
functioning as Verbal Phrase,
pa pa pa pa iko a'e.
Bang, bang, bang, bang he went.
bang bang bang bang he go he
pa pa pa pa i- -ko a'e
VPh__________   M _____  Pt
Pro
PP Head 
- VRt
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20.
£, a,i,p£, o,mo,hin,3,pe, pe , n£,
-ZQ
Span of pitch pattern one, not followed by pause. 7
Inverted Sentence; ’Quotation' with following Speech 
Repor t.
o aipo omo hin pe pe no,
Oh, someone seems to be there
Oh perhaps someone he sit there at -
o aipo omo i- -in pe pe no
11 Pt Sub j VPh Adj Pt
Init Init NPh - RPh F:7
Head PP Head Rtee Rel
NRt VRt Adv
21.
a, *e , i,zu,pe . ■— » *—
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause. 
Favourite Sentence; Speech Report.
a'e izupe.
I said to him.
I say him to
a- - ’ e i- pe
VPh Adj
RPh
PP Head Rtee Rel
VRt PP
39 The syllable hin is followed by a syllable composed of
3 (cf. chap. 5*2). In this case the coda of the preceding 
syllable might well be analysed as the onset of the 
syllable having d for its nucleus, cf. footnote in loc.
27^
22.
£, zUjk^en, i,ho,
Span of pitch pattern one, not followed by pause 
Favourite Sentence.
azukwen iho.
X went past.
I pass 
a- -zukwen 
VPh
I
i-
AV
go
-ho
PP Head
VRt
PP Head
VRt
23.
E
a, ha, pe, ?lu,ty, re,he,
Span of pitch pattern one, not followed by pause; 
With emphasis.
Favourite Sentence.
aha peT)uty rehe.
I went to the near side.
1 S° 
a- “ha 
VPh
PP Head
VRt
near side 
pe^utyr 
Ad j_______
KPh
Rtee
NPh
Head
it
r~
PP
to
-ehe
Rel
NRt
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Zk. ____________________________________
* * ^ ( —
P9»y»P£i P£.»
Span of pitch pattern one, not followed by pause. 
Favourite Sentence,
amd'e tezyz pe ypa pe,
I looked there at the lake,
I look in vain there
a- -md'e tezyz pe
VPh________ Pt  Adj
P-Init. Adv
PP Head 
VRt
25. E
^i^u, a » ri,hi',
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause; 
with emphasis.
Favourite Sentence.
tyhu a'u we rihi.
It was still very deep.
deep very still yet
tyhu a'u we rihi
VPh__________________  Pt__
F:5
Head Post Post
VRt sc3 sc3
(in vain),
lake a t
ypa pe
M J _______
RPh
Rfcee Rel
NPh
Head
NRt
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26# E
a,wy,ze, a,ha,kwe_, ru,pi, y,pa,i,W£r, d^k^r^h,
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause; 
with emphasis.
Favourite Sentence.
awyze aha kwe rupi ypa iwyr kury.
Next I went along there beside the lake.
Next
awyze
Pt
I go that it 
a- -ha kwe2; r- 
VPh Adj
along
~upi
lake
ypa
Adj
beside
iwyr
then
kury
Pt
Init RPh RPh F: 6
PP Head Rtee Be 1 Rtee Rel
- VBt NPh — NPh —
Head PP Head
Spec - NRt
27.
a,ha,p£, pe,no 1 ,
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause; with emphasis. 
Favourite Sentence.
aha pe pe no.
I went there.
I go there to -
a- -ha pe pe no
VPh Adj Pt
RPh F:7
PP Head Btee Bel
VRt Adv
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28. E H
a,wa,hem, a,ha,pe, pe, (ma,'e,) J>P&» ijwyr, ah,
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause; with 
emphasis and hesitation*
Favourite Sentence*
awahem aha pe pe ypa iwyr.
I went and arrived there beside the lake*
I arrive I go ■ there at lake beside
a_ -wahem a~ -ha pe pe ypa iwyr
VPh AV_____ Adj_________ Adj_______
KPh BPh
PP Head PP Head Rtee Pel Rtee Pel
- VEt - VRt Adv - NPh
Head
NRt
29. H
m a » f®.» ap,y' ) ce_, o,mo, a,py,aw, u,e,i,maw, he ,re ,kon, a,V^noh,
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause; with 
hesitation and correction.
Inverted Sentence*
ce omo apyaw ueimaw herekon a ’e no.
Some fellow had his domestic animal there*
there some fellow his own domestic he has he
animal
ce omo apyaw u- -imaw i- -ereko -n a'e no
Adj Sub j______  Ob j _____________ VPh Pt Ft
Adv NPh NPh - Pro Ft 7
Gen Head Gen Head PP Head   Post
Spec NRt PP NRt - VRt sc 5
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30.
e_, ru,^,
Span of pitch pattern four, not followed by pause
31-
u,ru,pe, a,'i, ru,!uh,
* "• • —  * —
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause. 
30 and 31* Declarative Sentence.
erua urupe a'i ru'u.
I don’t know, it was probably little Urupe,
I don't know Urupe little probably
erua urupe a'i ru'u
Pt ___________ Sub j__________  Pt_______
Init NPh F:5
Head Post
NBt P-vbl
32.
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E
(a,zo,’a,'a) a,zotpoj, ze,zu, te,ko,pe, pe , y , pa, i , w^r, 0,ku,r£h, • ”* • • ' • •
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause; with 
emphasis and correction.
Favourite Sentence.
azopoz zezu teko pe pe ypa iwyr kury,
I fed zezu there beside the lake then.
I be there at lake beside then
be- -ko pe pe ypa iwyr kury
AV_____  Adj  Adj________ Pt
RPh RPh F: 6
PP Head Stee Pel Rtee Rel
- VRt Adv - NPh
Head
NRt
H C
(u,ze,po, 'o, ma, *e_, a,zo,aj,) a,zu,ka, i,mu,d_,
Span of pitch pattern four, not followed by pause; 
with hesitation and correction.
Favourite Sentence, 
azuka imua.
I killed one (by pulling).
I kill it pull
a- -zuka i- -mur
VPh AV
PP Head PP Head
VRt tad VRt
I feed zezu 
a- -zopoz zezu 
VPh_______ Obj
NPh
PP Head Head 
- VRt NRt
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3^ .
a,zu,ka, a,
Span of pitch pattern four, not followed by pause* 
Favourite Sentence*
azuka a'i mu3.
I killed a little one (by pulling)*
I kill little
a- -zuka a'i
VPh___________ __
PP Head Pos t
Vi?t sc 3
33. ____________________
a,zu,ka, i,mu,a,
Span of pitch pattern four, not followed by pause. 
Favourite Sentence,
azuka imud
I killed one (by pulling),
I kill it pull
a- -zuka i- -mur
VPh_______ AV________
PP Head PP Head
- VPt - VRt
it pull 
i- -mur 
AV______
PP Head 
VRt
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36. E
a,zu,ka, te,zyj,kwatr, a,'i, vid',
,  m m —  —
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause; with 
emphasis and an unassimilated loan word displaying 
a non-typical syllable pattern, (tr syllable final).
Favourite Sentence.
azuka tezyz quatro a'i w0,
I killed four little ones (in vain).
I kill in vain 
a- -zuka tezyz 
VPh_______ Pt___
p-init
PP Head 
VRt
four little plu
quatro a ' i W 0
Ob j Pt
NPh F: 2
Head Post
Spec p-vbl
37.
jo, u,ze,po,kok, he,pi,na,• *“ • —*
Span of pitch pattern one, not followed by pause 
with initial high pitch.
Favourite Sentence.
o uzepokok hepina.
Oh, my fish hook caught.
Oh
o
Pt
it
u~
VPh
self
-ze-
hand
”P°
Init
p p Head
VPi
Vzr Base
VPi
Vzr
touch
-kok
Base
my 
he- 
Sub j
NPh
Gen
PP
hook
pina
Head
NRt
Nrt VRt
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38. H C
(ma,'e,3,ha) u,zan, o,mo, i,zu,pe, ku,ry,. ■**” . • ■“ • ■*“
Span of pitch pattern one, not followed by pause; 
with hesitation and correction.
Favourite Sentence, linked with following one in 
extended sentence.
uzdn oino izupe kury,
One ran off with it then,
it run one it with then
u~ -zdn omo i- -P® kury,
VPh Sub j Pt
- NPh RPh F: 6
PP Head Head Ptee Pel
- VPt spec PP -
39.
u,hu, ka,tu, ma,'e, ku,ry',*. —  , —» . —  ^
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause; of slightly 
lower overall pitch*
Declarative Sentence, linked with x^receding one in 
extended sentence.
uhu katu ma'e kury.
A really big one.
big good one
uhu katu m a ’e
Sub j
NPh 
Head 
NPi
Base Nzr
DPS 
VPh
Head Post 
VRt Pvbl
then 
kury 
Pt__
F: 6
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hQ*
—
. "•
£» °»mo,no,hok, he, « • ra,ha, P£h,
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause;
initial high pitch, and normal overall pitch.
Favourite sentence*
o omonohok heraha pa.
Oh, it broke it and carried it away.
oh it cause break it carry
0 u- -mu- -nohok i- -eraha pa
Pt VPh AV Pt
Init .. F: 8
PP Head PP Head
- VPi _ VRt
Vzr Base
VRt
* - . — - -
£» a » # e , zo, tu,e, a, •** • “* * 1e , ku, —  « rsp,
Span of pitch pattern four, followed by pause; 
with initial high pitch*
Declarative sentence*
o aezo tue a'e kury.
Oh there was only that one*
Oh only really it then
o 20 tue a ’e kury
Pt Pt Pt_ Subj Pt___
Init Init P-Init NPh F:6
Head
Pro
2&k
*f2.
ma,'e,tu,e,et, d,ku,ryh,
• #
Span of pitch pattern five, followed by pause.
Interrogative declarative sentence.
ma'e tue et
What now?
what indeed 
m a ’e tue 
Subj Pt
NPh P-Init 
Head 
NHt
^3.
kwa, o,no, 'on, ze,zu, a,'e, wa,pe, pe,he,re,cak, wd,ku,ryh, —» # —  # ■*“ • , —  • —»•
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause, with 
inrtial high jjitch.
kury
really then 
e t kury
Pt Pt 
P-Init F:6
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43a. Fa vourite Sentence, linked with following one in
extended sentence*
kwa ono'oTi zezu. a'e wa, 
Oh, the zezu gathered,
Oh
kwa
Pt
it
u-
VPh
gather 
-no * on
zezu 
zezu 
Sub j
it 
a 1 e 
Pt
plu
wa
Pt
Init
PP Head
VRt
NPh
Head
NRt
Pro F: 2
43b. Declarative Sentence, linked with preceding one in
extended sentence.
pe pe herecak wa kury. 
there to see me then.
there at me see plu then
pe pe he- -ecak wa kury
Adj Adj.. . Pt Pt
RPh DRSPh F: 2 Ft 6
Rtee Rel Head
Adv DRS
VPh
Head
VRt
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if Aj.'
he,re,cak, u,pa,ku,r^r,
• —  *
Span of pitch pattern one, not followed by pause.
Favourite Sentence* 
herecak upa kury.
They saw me then (from the ground).
me see be on ground then
he- -ecak u- -pe kury
VPh_________ Ay_______ Pt__
F: 6
PP Head PP Head
VRt - VRt
C
(pi ) pi,na, na,he,taj, ku,ryh,
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause; 
with correction.
Favourite Sentence.
pina nahetaz kury.
There was no fish-hook.
hook not it be not then
pina na- i- -eta -z kury
Sub tj VPh_________________ Pt 
NPh - F: 6
Head Pre PP. Head Post
NRt - - VRt sc b
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kS.
_ \ ____
k«ah,
Span of pitch pattern seven, followed by pause. 
Exclamative Sentence *
kwa*
Oh!
kwa
Pt
Init
47.
n,ha, to,ino, x,zu,i, ce,
Span of pitch pattern one, not followed by pause.
Favourite sentence; quotation linked with following 
speech report*
aha tomo izui ce,
I think I ’ll go from here,
I go perhaps it from
a- -ha tomo i- wi ce
VPh Pt Adj Pt
P “init RPh F:8
PP Head Rtee Rel
VRt PP
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48.
a, ku,ryh,
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause; 
with slightly lower overall pitch.
Favourite Sentence; speech report following 
preceding quotation.
a'e kury.
I said then.
I say then
a- -'e kury
VPh Pt___
F: 6
PP Head 
VRt
49.
ka,ruk, a,noh,
• —  • 9 —
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause; 
normal overall pitch.
Declarative Sentence, 
karuk no.
It was late, 
late
karuk no 
Adj Pt
APh F:7
Head
Adv
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50.
,£» a,zur, i,zu,j.k,
Span of pitch pattern one, followed by pause; 
with initial high pitch.
Favourite Sentence, 
o azur izui.
Oh I came from there.
Oh I came it from
o a- -zur i- wi
Pt VPh Adj
Init — RPh
PP Head Rtee Pel
- VRt PP _
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Idiomatic Translation
The following idiomatic translation may clarify some 
of the semantic relationships of the foregoing text. 
Superscript numbers indicate the equivalent passages 
in the text.
1. 2.
I went off to the lake yesterday, to look by 'hollow-
3 * ^ •
tree1 place, there at the lake, I went there and looked
3.
at that lake, but it was no good. The water was still
6. 7,8,9,
deep, Zezu don't bite in deep water, but they will
when it is shallow.
10. 11.
There was some fellow there breaking babassu •
12,13♦ 1^ •
I don't know who it was. I went very close to him
13.
as he was sitting there, but without realising it.
16. 17.
As soon as I had gone by, as I went to the lake,
18. 19.
he banged on the babassu behind me, Bang, bang,
20, 21.
bang, bang, he was going, and I realised that there
was somebody there.
22. 23. 2*t.
I went by, and went to the near side and looked at the
23.
lake there, but it was no good. The water was still very
26, 27. 
deep. Then I went along there beside the lake. I went
28. 29. 
along and arrived there beside the lake. Some fellow had
30.31.
his dog there; little Urupe I think it was.
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32.
Then I cast bait to the zezu there at the lakeside.
33. 34. 33.
X killed one, I killed a little one, and another,
36. 37.
- I killed four little ones. My hook was taken,
38. 39* 40.
one ran off with it, a really big one, it broke
the line and carried off the hook.
k2. b3.
It was my only one! What now? Oh, the zezu
if/f 4
gathered and looked at me thenl They looked at me there
43. 46. 47.
in the water. I had no fish-hook! "Well, X think X
48. 49. 30.
be getting along" I said. It was late, so I came
from there.
•11
\
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1964 Grammar discovery procedures.
The Hague.
I960 The grammatical hierarchy of
Isthmus Zapotec. Language 36 
Ho. 1 (Part 2) supplement,
1954, 53 and 60. Language in relation to 
a unified theory of the structure 
of human behaviour. Parts I, II and
III. Glendale,
1957 Aspects of prosodic analysis.
Proc. Univ. Durham Phil. Soc.I, 
series B (Arts) No. 1,
1964 General Linguistics: an introductory
survey. London,
1938 The Yurok Language, Berl&Ley.
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Section Two
The following works refer, in whole or in part, to the
Guajajara language or people*
Abreu, Silvio Froes. "Na Terra das Palmeiras." Esbudos
Brasileiros. Rio de Janeiro, 1931*
2 8 7  p p .
Texts of 8 Guajajara songs:
Comparative vocabulary of 32 words 
of Guajajara, Tupi, Tembe and a 
Guajajara word list of 325 words*
Acuna, C. de "Nuevo Desc^ubrimient o del Gran Rio de las
Amazonas." Coleccion de Libros Raros 
o Curiosos Que Tratan de America*
Madrid, 1891.
Baldus, Herbert Esborias e Lendas Dos Indios
(Antologia Illustrada do Foclore 
Brasileiro. Serie Estbrias e Landas.
Vol I*) Sao Paulo, i960. "Estorias 
e Leandas dos Indios Tembe", Pp.109-136.
. 8 legends in Portuguese taken from 
Nimuendaju, "Mitos.. . . q*v*
Baptista, Cyriaco
Bland, L*
Cacella, J.
"Worte und Texte der Tembe-Indianer."
Aufgeeichnet von   herausgegeben
von Dr. Emil Heinrich Snethlage. Revista 
del Instituto Nacional de Ethnologia. 
Bogota, 1931/32. 2.3^ 7-393.
"Amazonia and Us."* London, 192?* ^0 pp.
"Jungle Call."* New York (?), 1957 (?)*
Dodt, G.L.G. "Descripcao dos Rios Parnahyba e Gurupy."*
Bibliotheca Pedagogica Brasileira, Serie 
5, Brasiliana, CXXXVIII.Sao Paulo, 1939*
233 pp.
Edelweiss, Frederico G. "Tupis e Guaranis. Estudos de Etnonimia e
Linguistics." Publicacoes do Museu da 
Bahia, No. 7» Bahia 19^+7* 220 pp. 
Comparative vocabulary 90 words of the 
"H" dialects, Guarani, Guajajara, Tembe, 
Parintintin, with Tupi. Another comparative 
list of 35 words showing how "I" in Tupi 
corresponds to "z" in Tembe, Guajajara*
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Ehrenreich, P.
Figueiredo, L.
Galvao, Eduardo.
Haeckel, J.
Hinrichsen, R.F.
Hurley, Jorge.
Joyce, M. de Loudres.
Lago, A.B.P.
"Materialien zur Sprachenkund Brasilians:”
IV. ”Vocabulare der Guajajara und Anambe.” 
Zeitschrift fur Ethnologie, XXVII, Berlin 
T 895'• Pp. 163-168.
Comparative vocabulary of Anambe- 
Guajajara.
”Indios do Brasil.” Gao Paulo, 1939*
Pp. 17-347* Pp* 104-112 Anthropological 
material.
”0s Indios Tenetehara” Ministerio da 
Educacao e Gultura - Servico de 
Documentacao - Rio de Janeiro, 1961*
233 pp. (cf. Wagley C.F. and Galvao E. 
below, for this work in English.)
”Zweiklassensystem, Mannerhaus und 
Totemismus in Sudamerika.”* Zeitschrift fur 
Ethnologie. LXX. Berlin 1939"* Pp* 426-3"6 .
"Contribuicao ao Estudo Craniometrico dos 
Indios Brasileiros. l,itcBole tim do Museu 
National, Anthropologia. VI. Rio de 
Janeiro. Pp. 21-43.
|”Vocabulario tupy-portuguez falado pelos 
Ternbes dos Rios Gurupy e Guama, do Par&.” 
Revista do Museu Paulista XVII, Imparte 
Sao Paulo 1931* Pp 323-331* Vocabulary list.
”Chorographia do Para e Maranhao. ”*Revista 
do Instituto Historico e Geographico do 
Para, VII. Para. 1932. Pp.j-^-4.
f,Caderno da doutrina pela lingua do 
Manaos, (Tupi-Guarani). Faculdade de 
Filosofia, Cjencias e Letras, Boletim
I36. Universidade de Sao Paulo. 1931*
"Itinerario da Provincia do Maranhao.”* 
Revista do Instituto Historico e 
Geographico Braaileiro, XXXV, i, Rio de 
Janeiro, iST'zl Pp. 3^3-422•
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Lehmann-Nitsche, R. 
Lima, P.E.de
Lomonaco, A. 
Loukota, Sestmir.
Moraes FUho, M. 
Mury, P.
Hetto, B.
"El Caprimulgido y los Dos Grandes 
Astros*"* Revista del Museu de la Plata. 
XXXII, 1930. 'PV"lk3^275".
"A Abodaba Palatina."* Rio de Janeiro,1951* 
5© pp.
"Deformacoes Tegumentares e Mutilicao 
Dentaria*entre os Indios Tenetehara."* 
Boletim do Museu Naoional, Antropologia. 
n.s.XVI. Rio de Janeiro, 195^* 22 pp7
"Impressoes Digitais dos Indios Tenetehara. 
Boletim do Museu Nacional, Antropologia. 
nTis". VIl'I Rio de Janeiro, 19?7• 11 pp.
"Os Incisivos Superiores e Sua Significacao 
Antropologica."* Niteroi, 1952. 31 pp*
"Os Indios Tenetehara."* Revista do 
Instituto Historico e Geographico' 
Brasileiro. CXC Rio de Janeiro. 19^6.
Pp. 77-81.
"Sulle Razze Indigene del Brasile."* 
Archivio per l 1antropologia e l ’Etnologia. 
XXX, Firenz, 1889. Pp. 17-93, 187-270.
"Le Seta, un Nouveau Dealecto Tupi."
Journal de la Soci6te des Americanistes,
n.s. XXI. Paris 1929. Pp. 373-398.
Comparative vocabulary 1200 words of Seta 
and the Tupi dialects including Guajajara. 
He draws conclusions from the study and 
makes a map showing Tupi migration patterns
"Revista da Exposicao Anthropoligica 
Brazileira."*Rio de Janeiro i882. 170 pp.
"Gabriel Malagrida de la Compagnie de 
J6sus."* 2nd edition Strassbourg, 1899*
"Historia de Gabriel Malagrida."*
Lisboa, n.d. 219 pp*
"Contribuicao a Anthropologia Brasileira*"* 
Arquivos do Instituto Benjamin Baptista, 
VIII, 194a. Pp 69-79.
Nimuendaju, C. "Guajajaraisch."* Santo Antonio, 
XIII, i, Bahia, 1935.
"Sagen dor Tembe-Indianer (Para und 
Maranhao)."* Zeitschrift dor 
Ethnologie. XLVII, Berlin 1915- Pp 281-301
"Mitos dos Indios Tembe do Para e Maranhao 
Sociologia, Vol. XIII, No. 2 and No. 3.
Sao Paulo. (See Baldus, Est6rias • ...)
Unpublished works in the files of the 
Museu Nacional do Rio de Janeiro.
Mostly comparative word lists, some 
comparative grammar remarks and one 
comparative list with some anthropologica 
c Oimuente.
Philipson, J. 
Pinto, Estevao.
"0 Parentesco Tupi-Guarani."* Sociologia 
VIII. Sao Paulo, 19^+6. Pp. 53-62.
Os Indigenes do Nordeste Sao Paulo, 1935' 
Pp. 2567 (Note includes Guajajara among 
Tupi tribes. Map showing approximate 
location of tribe.)
Plagge, C,
Ribeiro, B.G.
Ribeiro, D.
Rice, F.J.D.
"Reise in das Gebeit. der-Guajajara- 
Indianer."* Petermanns Mitteilungen aus 
Justus Perthes Geographischer Anstalt. 
Gotha. llT. " . 1857. Pp. 20^-206.
"Bases para uma Classificacao dos Adornos 
Plumarios. "* Arquivos do &useu Nacional. 
XLIII, Rio de Janeiro, 1957) Pp. 59-120.
"Atividades Cientificas da Seccao de 
Estudos do Servico do Protecao^aos Indios. 
SocioIoKia. XIII*Sao Paulo 1951. Pp363-385
"Uira Vai ao Econtro de Maira."* Anais II 
Reuniao Brasileira de Anthropologia. 
Salvador, 1957- Pp. 17-28.
"A Pacificacao e Identificacao das 
Afinidades Linguisticas da Tribo Urubd 
dos estados de Para e Maranhao." Journal 
de la Societe des Americanistes. N.S.
XXII. Paris 1930. Pp. 311-316. A small 
comparative vocabulary of Urubu and 
Guajajara.
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Rice, F.J.D,
Roberts, F.J. and 
Byrnes, S.P.
Rodrigues, J.B.
Schuster, C. 
Silva, M.P. da
Snethlage, E.H.
”0 Idioma Tembe." 
des Americanistes,
1934. pp. 109-180.
phonetic notes and 
list.
Journal de la Societe 
n.s. XXVI Paris,
Some grammar and 
a large vocabulary
"Vocabulary of the Guajajara dialect." 
Journal de la Societe des Americanistes. 
n.s. XXVIll, Paris, 1936. Pp. 209-2^.
Word list of 1550 wopds#
fExploracao e Estudo do Valle do Amazonas."* 
Rio Capim. Rio de Janeiro, l8?5, 52 pp.
"0 Canto e a Danca Selvicola."* Revista 
Brasileira. IX f>p. 32-60.
nV Shaped Chest Markings."* Anthropos XLVII 
Modling/Wien. 1952. Pp.99-113.
"La Vie ^uotidienne Chez Les Kaapor."* 
Bulletin de la Societe Suisse des 
Americanistes. XIX Geneva I960. Pp.37-38.
"Der Tanz der Krote Cururu." * Erdball,II.
1928. 38^ pp.
"Unter nordostbrasilianischen Indianern." 
Zeitschrift fur Ethnologie, LXII, Berlin, 
1931. Pp. 111-205* Word List about 330 wds,
"Worte und Texte der Tembe-Indianer. 
Aufgezeichnet von Cyriaco Baptists, 
Herausgegeben Von Dr. Emil Heinrich 
Snethlage"Revista del Instituto de 
Ethnologia de la Universiad Nacional de
Tucuman. II 1931-1932. Pp . 347-393.
Phonological notes, long vocabulary list, 
notes on some morphemes, four textx with 
notes and translation.
"Mein Reise Durch Nordostbrasilien."* 
Journal fur Ornithologie, LXXV; Abt. B, 
1927. Pp. 453-48*f.
Schuller, R "Trial Marriage in South America."* Indian 
notes. VI. New York, 1930. Pp.522-537K  “ *
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Tournier, R.
Unevangelized Fields 
Mission
Unevangelized Fields 
Mission and British and 
Foreign Bible Society.
Wagley, C.
Wagley, C. and Galvao E.
T?Plages Lointanes de l'Araguay." *
Paris 193^. 160 pp.
Unpublished word list and pedagogical 
grammar of Guajajara.
Various Scripture Translations into 
Guajajara, including St. Luke, St. John, 
parts of St. Matthew, St. Mark and the Acts. 
Mimeographed editions. London and Maranhao.
"Cultural Influences on Population."*
Revista do Museu Paulista. n.s.V,
SaoPaulo, 1931. Pp. 93-104.
"0 Estado do Extase. do Page Tupi."* 
Sociologia. IV. Sao Paulo, 19^2. Pp. 283-292
"Notas Sobre Aculturacao entre os 
Guajajara."* Boletim &o Museu Nacional, 
Antropologia. n.s. II Rio de Janeiro,
19^3 . 1 2  PP *
"0 Parentesco Tupi-Guarani." Boletim do
Museu Nacional. n.s. No.6* Rio de Janeiro 
31 de jan'elro 19^6. 2b pp. Kinship terms 
compared with the languages Tapirape, 
Tenetehara, Cayua and Tupi Guarani in 
general.
"The Tenetehara." Bull. 1^3» Handbook of 
S.A. Indians. Vol. 3. Wash. D,C. 19^8.
Pp. 137-1^8, 13-1^. Anthropological material.
"The Tenetehara Indians of Brazil. A Culture 
in Transition." Colombia University 
Contributions to Anthropology, n. 3 3 1 
New York 19^9 j XVII. 200 pp. A comprehensive 
anthropological study, including kinship 
terms in comparative lists that show 
differences between the speech of men 
and women. This work has also been 
published in Portuguese, cf. Galvao, E.
"Os Indioa Tenetehara."
Those works marked by an asterisk are listed in 0 1Leary, Timothy 
•"Ethnographic Bibliography of South America", New Haven, 1963.
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Adjectives,
Adjunct,
Adverb,
Adverbial phrase, 
Affix,
Auxiliary Verb, 
Base,
Class,
Clause,
Coda,
Consonant,
Constituent,
Correction,
Declarative Sentence,
Delicacy,
Dependence,
Diphthongs,
Down.Ranked Sentence,
Down Ranked Sentence 
Phrase,
Duration,
INDEX
p. 136, footnote,
an element of the sentence, p.ll4,ff;
in inverted sentences, p. 231-4.
the class, p. 193-6; its function, 
p. 170 and 192 ff.
the unit, p. 192-6.
definition p. 33; some affixual forms, 
p# 164.
the unit, pp. 183-192.
element in verbal piece, pp. 140-146; 
element in nominal piece, pp. 163-177.
definition, p. 22;
sub-Classes H and I, p. 128, 149, l8l, 
202;
sub-Classes M, N and 0, p. l8l.
main and satelite within extended 
sentence, p. 244-8.
an element of the syllable, p. 78-80. 
the class, pp. 88-94; its function,
p. 87-8.
definition, p. 22.
as an occasional feature within the 
span, p* 1C*.
as a sentence type, p. 233-6; 
within extended sentences, p.244-8*
primary delicacy of diagrams, p.37.
of units within spans, p.104; between 
spans, p.104-3; between sentences, 
pp. 243-32.
phonological status, p. 84-3*
the unit, pp. 166-8 ; its function,
166 ff, and 204 ff.
the unit, pp. 204-9*
as a constituent, pp. 26-29; its 
realisation, pp.63-9* 74-6, 102-3*
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Element,
Emphasis,
Exclamative Sentence,
Extended Sentence, 
Favourite Sentence,
Foot,
Forcefulness,
Formant,
Gene tival.
Glide,
Grammar,
Head,
Hesitation,
Hierarchy,
Imperative,
Interrogative Sentence,
definition, p. 22 ff; analysis of 
units into elements, pp. 78-9,
113-21, 211-2.
as an occasional feature within the 
span, p.102-3; its phonetic realisation,
pp. 45- 33, 104;
its grammatical realisation, pp. 113,
216, 217, 227, 233.
the unit, pp. 240-1; phonological 
realisation, p.3 0.
the construction, pp. 244-8.
the unit, pp. 113-21, p. 230.
the unit, pp. 39-76.
as a constituent, pp. 26-295 its 
realisation, pp. 72, 80, 102.
element in verb unit, pp. 146-9; 
element in noun unit, p. 178-80.
the element of the nominal phrase, 
pp. 134-8, 233.
of pitch within syllable, p. 41-42.
distinction from phonology, pp. 20, 233, 
congruence with phonology, pp. 39, 59, 72,
76, 78, 79, 99, 254-5; 
relation to phonology, pp. 253-9*
element in verbal phrase, pp. 123ff; 
auxiliary verb, l85ff, nominal phrase,
153ff, downranked sentence phrase, 204 ff, 
verb, 146 ff, noun, 178 ff.
as an occasional feature within the 
span, p • 103-4.
definition, p. 21; diagrams, pp. 27 and 31? 
outlines, pp. 25-35, third dimension of, 
pp. 35-7? comments on usefulness, pp.253-9; 
entities not included within, pp. 51-2, 58-7, 
101-7 , 243-52.
within verbal paradigm, p. 130.
the unit, pp 237-9; phonological 
realisation, pp. 47-9.
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Intransitive,(Transitive 
and Stative),
Inverted Sentence
Length,
Lexicon,
Neutralisation,
Nominal Base, 
Nominal Phrase,
Nominal Piece, 
Nominalizer,
Noun,
Noun Root,
Nucleus,
Object,
Onset,
Paragraph,
Parataxis, 
Parenthesis, 
Particle,
Phonematic Units, 
Phonology,
Phrase,
Pitch,
in verbal construetions, pp. 129-33, l4l, 
147, 149-50; in auxiliary verb, pp.l87-9i? 
in down ranked sentences, pp. l66-8ff; 
as types of sentences, p. 36*
the unit, pp, 231-33* 
see Duration.
p. 20. Specimen listing, pp. 130 and 182.
of vowel quality distinctions, p. 95*
the element in nominal piece, pp. 165-77* 
the unit, pp. 153-64. 
the unit, pp. 165-7*
the element in nominal piece and the class, 
pp. 165-77*
the unit, pp. 178-83; its function 
within verbal phrase, pp. 124-5*
the class, pp. 180-3 ; its function, pp. •. 
178-80;
an element of the syllable, pp. 78-9*
the element of the sentence, p.ll4 ff; 
criteria for recognition, pp. 119, 235*
an element of the syllable, pp.78-9 *
phonologically, pp. 105-7 $ grammatically,
pp * 243 -4.
between sentences, pp. 243-52* 
an occasional feature, p. 105.
the element of the sentence, pp. 113-121;
the class, pp. 211-28; function within 
nominal piece, p. 169-70; within extended
sentence, pp. 24*4-8.
p. 87 ff.
in relation to grammar, see Grammar.
the rank, p. 32. See also Verbal Phrase, 
Nominal Phrase, Adverbial Phrase,
Relational Phrase, and Down Ranked 
Sentence Phrase.
as a constituent, pp. 26-29?
its realisation, pp. 40-52, 70-1, 102-3,
105-6.
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Position,
Post-Adverbial, 
Post-Auxiliary Verbal,
Post-Nominal,
Post-Positional, 
Post-Verbal,
Pre-Adverbial, 
Pre-Auxiliary Verbal, 
Pre-Nominal,
Pre-Relational, 
Pre-Verbal,
Pronominal Prefix,
Pronoun,
Prosodic Feature,
Pulsation,
Quotation,
Qualifier,
Rank,
Reduced Syllables, 
Reflexive,
Relate©,
Relational Phrase, 
Relator,
Rhythm,
Sentence,
as a constituent, pp, 26-29; its
realisation, pp. 87-97*
the element, pp. 192-5*
the element, pp. 185-6 ; the class,
PP* 191-2*
the element, p. 159; the class, pp. 163-4.
the element, p. 204; the class, pp, 207-9 *
the element, pp. 123-4; the class, pp.133-9*
the element, pp, 192-4,
the element, pp. 185-7.
the element, p.154; the class, p. 160.
the e lement, pp. 197-8.
the element, p. 123-4; the class, p. 125*
the element, pp. 123— 4; the class,
PP- 126-32; paradigms, pp. 129-32, 155-7i
167-8 , 187-90, 198-201, 205-6.
the class, p. 162-3; function as particle,
pp. 221-2,
definition, p. 26 ff; no parallel in grammar, 
p. 237*, features not analysed as prosodic, 
pp, 31, 36, 74, 100, 101, 106.
the prosodic feature, pp. 80-85* 
within speech report, pp. 248-250. 
the element in the nominal phrase, p.139-60. 
see Hierarchy.
pp, 8l-83«
in verbal phrase, pp, 133, 144; in nominal 
phrase, p. 135» in relational phrase, p. 199
the element in the relational phrase,
p, 198-201.
the unit, pp. 197-203*
the element in the relational phrase, 
p. 197-8; the class, pp. 202-3*
in succession of feet, p. 63 ff*
the unit, pp. 112-3 230-1, See also
Declarative, Down Ranked, Exclamative, 
Extended, Favourite, Interrogative, and 
Inverted Sentence.
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Span, the unit, p. 39-57-
Specifier, the class, p. 161.
Speech Report, the construction, pp. 248-50.
Stative, 
S t r e e e  
Struc ture, 
Subject,
cf. Intransitive.
the prosodic feature,pp 60-721 also 
definition, p'22.5 pp 94 and 97 
the element in the sentence, pp. 114-121, 
233-6.
Syllable, the unit, pp. 78-85.
Tense, method of indication, p. 218-9-
Topic, change of, p. 105-6.
Transcription, values of symbols, pp. 13-18.
Transitive, cf. Intransitive,
Tune, the prosodic feature, pp. 40-52.
Uni t, definition, p. 21 ff.
Verb, the unit, pp. 146-9*
Verb Root, the class, pp. 149-51? its function, 
pp. 146-9.
Verbal Base, the element in the verbal piece, pp.140-6.
Verbal Phrase, element in the sentence, pp. 112-21; 
the unit, pp. 123-39-
Verbal Piece, the unit, pp.140-6.
Verbalizer, the element in the verbal piece, and the 
class, pp. 140-6.
Vowel, the class, pp. 95-7? its function, pp.87-8 ; 
vowel harmony, pp. 99-100.
Word, definition, pp. 34-5? phonological 
congruence, pp. 39» 99) 164.
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ABBREVIATIONS
Ad 3 
Adv
APh (Adv.Ph) 
AV (Aux.V b )
C
cl
do
m s
DRSPh
excl
F
Fav
Fmt
Gen (gen)
H.S.
incl
init
int (intr)
I.P.A.
L.S.
Main cl 
M* S»
Nn
Nom (N)
NPh
NPi
NRt (Nrt)
Nzr (nzr)
Adjunct
Adverb
Adverbial Phrase 
Auxiliary Verb 
Consonant 
Class 
Di 11 o
Down Ranked Sentence
Down Ranked Sentence Phrase
Exclusive
Final
Favourite
Formant
Gen$ tival
Heavily Stressed
Inclusive
Initial
intransitive
International Phonetic AeeooAa
Lightly Stressed
Main Clause
Medium Stressed
Noun
Nominal
Nominal Phrase
Nominal Piece
Noun Root
Nominalizer
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Obj (obj) Object
pi Plural
Pos Position
post Post Verbal
post-p Post-Positional
P (Pp) Page(s)
PP Pronominal Prefix
Pre(pre) Pre-Verbal
Pre-N Pre-Nominal
Pt (pt) Particle
Q,ual Qualifer
Re1 Relator
RPh (Rel Phr) Relational Phrase
Rt (rt) Root
Rtee(Rftee) Relatee
Sat cl Satelite Clause
so Sub-Class
sect. Section
sent Sentence
sg SingJs*^"
SIIi Summer Institute of Linguistics
SOAS School of Oriental and African
Studies
spec Specified
st Stative
Subj (subj) Subject
Tr (tr) Transitive
unspec Unspecified
V Vowel
Vb (vb) Verb
Vbl (vbl) Verbal
VPi Verbal Piece
VPh (VPhr) Verbal Phrase
VRt (Vrt) Verb Root
Vzr (vzr) Verbalizer
